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Pieces of Me
Memory fades with time. Ephemeral humans remember few
details of their childhood when they are old. When people
live many centuries, nothing of their earlier lives remains.
When this story takes place, it is two centuries since someone
marketed an enhancement to memory that improved capacity
and length by a factor of one hundred, allowing those who
use it to remember clearly for centuries.
Memory is a powerful thing. One with it can put one without
it at a disadvantage. Sudden recall can be staggering in the
right time and place. When this story takes place it has been
four centuries since a drug was available that allows one to
recall the past so vividly they live in it, and suddenly
remember all the details they remembered at the time.
In this story we follow the adventures of Taron, who has
enhanced memory but suffers flashbacks that bring her into
the past as a side effect; and Deneb, who has not enhanced his
memory so he can’t remember the times they shared. But
neither of them remembers the secret they share, a secret that
puts them in danger today.

1. A Stage at LandingMukoy
Taron shut the coach door and stepped down from the
sedan, feeling like an important performer to be arriving by
express coach all the way from Rimpensmill in a single day,
wearing good clothes and with a tough travel bag over her
shoulders that looked quite professional. But there were no
media people to photograph her, she was no one special
really, just a shipping clerk living above her means. In her
haste to make this long journey most of the way up the
Kshoned Breaks she’d blown an iron and forty on this ride.
She should look at it this way, she earned as much in a day,
and taking riverboats and streetcars would have taken a week
and cost her as much counting her meals.
She had to break copper to hire the investigator who
tracked Deneb down a year and a half ago, and it had cost her
another iron to get him to message her when Deneb ended the
relationship he was in at the time and let her know where she
could find him. She shouldn’t worry about the price of
transportation. She could remember two centuries ago when
this journey was arduous and even dangerous. Now it was
polite and reasonably comfortable.
She bid goodby to her fellow passengers, three important
businessmen from Norbin who had come aboard on the last
stop before lunch. She had skipped lunch, the roadhouse on
the river where they stopped would have relieved her of ten
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more pennies, and she was hoping she would have a nice
dinner. She stored her luggage in a penny locker near the
coach platform and then looked around at this small square. It
was above the docks of LandingMukoy, one of the more
upstream major cites of the Kshoned breaks, now the biggest
city above NewDam. The old lockway curved thru a corner of
this plaza, not far from the stage.
The detective had been good, she knew Deneb’s address,
where he usually worked, where he hung out and who his
friends were. She would have to pretend she didn’t know any
of that. It had been some time since they had been together
and he would have forgotten her by now, he had never
enhanced his memory, so twenty decades was all he would
really have. Since all of the trappings of his current life were
newer than that, she really shouldn’t know them.
Tuulen Court was a beautiful plaza, on the floor above the
lockway wharfs, tastefully landscaped, with three grills going
and three men pouring, one with two kegs. Up to thirteen
floors of apartment canopies looked down on two sides of the
plaza, but because it faced west and the old lockway was as
wide as the plaza, it was beautifully lit by descending
Kortrax. The music was very well done, low but clear, the
tapeman was using the first table in front of the stage. There
were still three hours of dusk left but a few torches were
already lit, more for the perfume than the light.
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The ancient quay beneath this plaza made a flashback
come unbidden to her mind, one from more than two
centuries ago. These were the bane of enhanced memory,
disconnected images from the distant past, long before she
got the enhancement. They were so real it was almost like
being high on memcol, or tripping RNAcid. There was no
control of them and they could be very vivid.
This spot on the river was one floor of warehouses
whenever this flashback was, rough and makeshift
warehouses with bare plank and mortared field stone. One
had to walk among the teams and wagons on the quay’s in
those days, but in her flashback it was completely deserted.
The rollerrack had not been invented, there was only one
layer of streets even in the town centers and in her flashback
most of the Kshoned’s flow swept unfettered right by this
channel toward a three hundred foot drop. Only riverboats
could pass thru the small locks that branched off the main
channel here. Her vision was of a noon in this harbor, but in
those distant days Norbin was a powerful kingdom instead of
an aging industrial city and one of her warships flailed in the
lower harbor, a bomb sailed their way, trailing sparks.
Screaming men dove for cover in the next warehouse and
flames licked over the wharf, blowing in the doors of the
warehouse behind them.
She knew nothing of what it meant, it was as
disconnected as a hallucination, but she somehow knew that
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she had been there, cowering from the shelling. Until now she
didn’t remember that she had ever been in LandingMukoy
before, especially way back in the early days of the basin
when it was a journey of some peril. In truth she hadn’t
known she was that old, her knowledge of history told her the
last naval battles on the Kshoned were in the 42nd and were on
the open water, not in the lockway of a city. Today’s great
locks would have never been built if they were prone to
destruction in war.
The vision cleared and she was back in the peaceful 45th
century, looking at this plaza as it is today, holding a fence
post and staring at the stage. It appeared that no one had seen
her episode, or at least no one thought anything of it. In the
past people had wondered why she appeared to freeze from
time to time, but she seldom had more than one of these
incidents in a year, usually triggered by seeing something
important or traumatic from deep in her past. In truth she
didn’t know if they were memories or hallucinations. All she
knew for sure was that they started when she got the memory
enhancement. Norbin triggered lots of flashbacks, forcing her
to move to Rimpensmill where she had no history.
She had to get back to the business at hand. This stage
was between two large tables overlooking the river, above the
ancient warehouses in her flashback. The crews on the
riverboats waiting for the old locks could get a good look
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while they made the turn into the lockway and the passengers
on the upper deck would have an even better view. The main
ships heading for the new locks would see from a distance but
would need a small glass to see clearly. The stage was large
enough to dance on, and had a padded bench across the back.
There was no top or backdrop, but the great Kshoned on a
sunny dusk was as beautiful a backdrop as she could ask for.
Kortrax had just dropped below the horizon down the river,
but the high clouds flamed so the performer was silhouetted.
The upper fronds of the residential trees across the river
decorated the lower edge of the dancer’s backdrop. In her
flashback the far bank had been wild forest, but differed only
in detail from today.
Taron passed her cup under the nearest yellow tap and
passed another penny. She slid onto a stool and continued to
study the stage and the audience. The girl who was on it now
had worn layers of sheers, Bordzvek style, which she was
finally working thru, only to reveal a bikini under that. The
guys at the nearest table groaned a bit, but she swayed close
to them and passed her chest across their faces, which quieted
them. One tried to bite her, but was left with only the bikini
top, which she spun out of. She was a little bit thin, but had
enhanced her chest a little. It was nothing extreme, mostly
added protrusion, but just enough to look a bit out of
proportion. She might have made them a little too firm also.
She doubled-timed the music to give herself a shake. She was
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good at it, Taron couldn’t shake her upper body side to side as
fast as this girl did, but she didn’t need to and that was not
part of her act anyway. In spite of this girl’s vigor, she didn’t
sway enough, for Taron’s taste anyway, but the girl let the
guys grab at her and they didn’t seem to mind those subtle
imperfections.
Taron had never had to change her basic proportions. One
of her grandmothers was Nordic and gave her just enough
breast size naturally, all she’d ever taken a pill for was to firm
them just enough so they didn’t sag and another to darken her
nipples. She’d taken one for her skin, she wanted less red and
a more even texture, but she had been with Deneb five times
since she took those pills. She had slightly wavy mahogany
hair, a shade that bleached quickly in the sun, but that was
natural.
She hadn’t changed her face much in her life, though she
thought it was a bit childlike. Her features are a bit Nordic for
an Elf. Not that there was anything wrong with her face, like
her body it was natural enough that it wasn’t obvious that any
of her looks came from pills. She wasn’t obsessed with her
body, but she took good care of herself and was proud of her
appearance.
It was her performance she was more concerned with.
Grace was part of it, the skill to move and pose in such ways
that her muscles never appeared too defined was another part.
She wanted to appear enticing but not blatant, to look fit and
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firm without being threatening. Most of all she wanted to
move with the music. She never had a great voice or talent
with an instrument but she loved music, her part in the music
was her movement. As if the music was playing her body or
maybe her body was playing the music. She focused on songs
she knew til they were ballet, she thrilled to improvise to a
new song.
She recognized Deneb right away, he was the big guy four
stools down toward the stage. She was so glad he was here
this evening, her detective said it was more likely to be
Nightday when it was too cold for all but the hardiest or most
fortified with antifreeze to strip. She had already debated with
herself whether she would find the route to his address or
wait for him to show up here. She was glad she didn’t have to
face that problem
He was in a light worker, a thin knit that was snug enough
to show his build. He certainly hadn’t gone soft in the last
twenty one decades, his shoulders were at least as big as she
remembered, and in that thin knit they looked even more
defined. His hair was still thick and dark with bronze
highlight. He was keeping it short. It might have been a little
wavier than she remembered, but just a little, if any.
He wasn’t playing with himself while watching this girl,
so he probably hadn’t grown raunchier in the twenty one
decades since they’d seen each other, but he was paying
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attention to the girl, so he hadn’t grown disinterested in
womanflesh during those decades either. That was also a
good sign, she could always impress him with hers. He had
never been interested in the most advanced and enhanced, but
in the most natural, and that was her appeal.
She planned her approach. She meant to be on stage
before he recognized her. Her legs were the biggest difference
in her appearance since he’d seen her but that wasn’t from
pills. The last time she’d known him, she punched a
calculator in an accounting department, now she ran around
data collecting and was always walking and had climbed as
many as a hundred flights of steps a day. She would come
from behind him and go to the tapeman. She didn’t see a line,
unless it was the two girls sitting at the table with him.
The girl still had the g-string bikini bottom on by the time
the third song began. Taron never went more than one song.
The girl did a slow dance with the song, which was a random
bump-grind by one of the top audio labs in Norbin. She
wanted to see if anyone would come up next and if so, where
they came from, but this wasn’t a short song. There were four
guys around the stage and the girl on stage was checking how
they each felt for the last two minutes of the song. Taron
didn’t usually stay on stage for that and Deneb lost interest in
her act when she started that.
The girl started gathering her things, the guys were still
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around her, probably trying to talk her into a five-way. Taron
was only going for a two way, and only if it was with the guy
named Deneb in the dull green thin knit at the table in the
second row.
The tapeman lifted the weights and started another song,
the stage was empty, the girl had joined the party at the tables
near the stage. Taron had to move, the boats waiting on the
lockway behind the empty stage would only hold Deneb’s
attention so long, soon he would be turning around, she was
only a few feet away. She lifted her half-full cup and her bag
and walked quietly behind him and on toward the tapeman.
She looked away and downed the remainder of the cup as she
got close, he would hear her but she would be looking back
toward the party on one of the balconies above the coach
stop. She had on a light half-jacket, a sheer wrapskirt, a lacefront knotcraft tank, sleeves, sandals and a silky waist sash
complimenting the half-jacket.
She made the most of the flowing lines of the wrapskirt
and sash as she approached the tapeman’s table. She knew the
light of the river would silhouette her athletic legs thru the
thin material, and he would never think of her. The light
breeze and the sway of her hips would swirl the translucent
material as she moved. She didn’t turn to see if Deneb was
looking, she figured he automatically looked at any girl who
approached the tapeman’s table, and allowed herself to bask
in the caress of his eyes on her ass. Each time they separated,
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it had never been because he was no longer attracted to her,
he usually left her because he thought she was getting too
possessive. She always thought it was his way of saying he
was bored with her. She bent over to talk with the tapeman,
feeling Deneb admiring the new contours of her ass without
knowing it was her, while she introduced herself to tapeman
Vindeen.
“Can I get the next song?” she asked.
“I was hoping we could get a guy up there and get some
women to hang around.” He said that with a sigh, but
brightened a little when he looked up and said, “But the stage
is empty and you look better than the last girl, so sure, I’ll
give you next song.”
“Thanks,” she pulled the tape from her bag, “Enterlude,”
one of three she had with her.
“How long is it?” he asked as snapped it into the left
deck.
“Six and a half minutes.”
“Nice, you’re on in a minute forty.”
“Thanks, can you announce it’s for Deneb?” she asked.
“Oh yeah, dedications are fun, Deneb?”
“Right.”
“I’ll voice-over during the intro,” Vindeen said.
“Great, don’t let the song scare you at first, it’s a bit of
space-crystal with a syncopated quake beat under it, just hold
the handrails and you’ll be fine.” It actually sounded more
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like it came from the Highlands than the Norbin basin, but it
had an energy that she liked.
“Thanks for the warning, but you’re on, this is the fade
out already.”
Taron stood up and skipped across the few feet of open
floor between his table and the stage. It was the riverside
walk at this level, a floor or two above the docks on what was
once the roofs of the warehouses in her flashback. It wasn’t
very crowded and it seemed that no one going by had stopped
to watch the last girl. She really didn’t notice how much was
going on under the tables beside the stage until she got over
here. They were enclosed on the side toward the walkway and
had an upholstered pit under them deep enough to sit up in.
Three girls were under there and getting all they came down
here looking for. No doubt the other two had come from the
stage to the party pit as the last girl did. The three guys still
without girls crowded the stage end of the table as if she
would be the next to join them. She let them think that for the
next six minutes. This was a little raunchier stage than she
usually trod, but it was right on the lockway in downtown
LandingMukoy, one of the grittier cities of the Kshoned
Breaks, truth be told.
She slowly mounted the two steps to the stage during the
first notes of the song, she wagged her tail to the first quake
notes before she turned around. She spun, not to the tapeman
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but right to Deneb. He was watching her with interest already.
The tapeman was good and announced the dedication just as
she unsnapped the half jacket. She saw him flinch at the
dedication and look at her harder, but the bewilderment writ
large on his face said he probably didn’t remember her at all.
He almost never did at first. Twenty decades was the
average lifetime back in ephemeral days, from newborn to
mourning. Some people didn’t retain anything longer than
that and Deneb had always been one of those people. Taron,
on the other hand, could remember things clearly that had
happened more than two centuries ago. Each time they met,
she knew him well, with her enhancement she clearly
remembered all seven times they had been lovers since the
last of the 42nd. He didn’t really remember more than a few
fragments of the last time they were together. It could lead to
some strange situations because she wasn’t deceptive enough
to act out a proper stranger’s reserve.
Instead of removing the half-jacket, she removed her
sleeves first, then her sash, then the half-jacket, slowly with a
lot of slow ballet timed to the outer rhythm of the song. Her
silky and graceful movements a stark contrast to the quake
that carried the inner beat. She knew how her silhouette
would look against the river, she knew how to turn to make
the silhouette as smooth as it could be, how to use her
muscles to keep her shape smooth and curvaceous but not
rough and defined. She wished she could toss each piece of
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clothing to Deneb as she removed it, but he was a little too far
from the stage so she had to toss them to the back bench. The
main aisle in the plaza came between them and there were
quite a few people passing by and some were stopping to
look. There shouldn’t be enough traffic here to block Deneb’s
view, he was only one table back from the aisle and the stage
was three steps up.
She took the lace-string from her tank, and a couple of
those passing by stopped to watch now that she was getting
down to skin. She kept her eyes on Deneb as much as she
could, he was still puzzled but appreciative. She dropped her
skirt, then slipped open the top of the tank during a turn. The
guys passing by stopped and kept watching. They could tell
she was practiced at this, and she knew Deneb was enough of
a fan of body display to know she was a girl who had done
this for ages and would have even coloring and smooth skin
all over.
She jumped and bounced to the quake at the crescendo of
this movement in the song, showing how lively her tits were,
although she was obviously a bit softer then the last girl, and
not quite as protruding. The three guys in the party at the
tables on this side who did not have girls with them were
watching closely and calling to her. Two of them had risen,
but they wore pantaloons that kept it covered. The cloth was
thin enough and translucent enough that she could see exactly
what they were offering and would have been tempted if she
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didn’t have a target in mind. It was flattering to think she
aroused a couple decent looking guys before she was even
naked, much less aroused herself. She considered her
performances an art and tried to avoid getting wet on stage,
but these guys were partying hard and were probably
determined to get hard no matter who was up here.
The long slide out of the tank goes with the next
movement of the song, a much more gyrating space-grind
with the quake dropped into the background for the time.
There is an edge of quiet urgency in the music at this point
and she writhed her way out of the tank, whirling slowly and
showing off dozens of sensuous positions as she did so. She
always got excited every time the cool air reached her ass.
Deneb was still watching, she smiled his way as much as it
was polite to do so. A few more of the guys passing by
stopped and cheered her, she had to pay some attention to
them, smile and say thanks, but without stopping her motion.
She danced nude thru the outro, she’s had this song
choreographed since before the previous time they had been
together. She watched him, he watched her. She could see that
he was still puzzled, she wondered how to treat him this time.
Sometimes she told him she tracked him down by reputation,
sometimes she told him the whole detailed truth. He seemed
to believe the reputation story more easily, probably because
he wanted to. She was resolved to tell him the truth this time,
but not all of it, at least at first.
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She gathered up her things but did not put them on. She
politely declined the guys at the tables beside the stage even
though they caressed her sweetly enough that she was unable
to stay completely dry. She walked across the busy pedestrian
path toward Deneb’s table, delayed by a pleasant gauntlet of
well wishers. He was still staring at her while she worked her
breasts and ass thru that gauntlet, being polite to everyone
who caressed her but continuing on her way. She picked up
her tape from the tapeman and continued on to Deneb,
showing the other onlookers that she was done with her
performance now. As she got to his table he swallowed. “I
feel I should know you?” he asked.
“It has been a long time,” she said. The remaining viewers
began to move along. “My name is Taron if that’s any help,”
and extended her hand to him. Twice she had come to him
with different names, it seemed to allow her to come back to
him a decade or two sooner, depending on how much
drinking he was doing in the decades in between.
“I’m Deneb,” he said as they laced fingers, “but we have
met before?”
“Yes we have,” she said. She wanted him to get a good
close-up look at her body, but it was already getting cool
enough that she might get goose bumps if she sat out nude
very long. She minded a lot less that she hadn’t stayed dry
now that she was only inches from him. If he had been sitting
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on a low chair his nose would have been right there, but on
the stool he was on, it was it was only inches from her left
nipple. She put the half-jacket over her shoulders but didn’t
close it.
He did look her over carefully, and a tingle seemed to
follow his eyes as they roamed her. “I hope we parted as
friends,” he said. “You’re as beautiful a girl as any I can
remember. I can’t imagine how I could have ever forgotten
you.”
“It’s been a while,” she said.
“How do we know each other?”
“Do you remember living at 11A - 1435 Avenue
Mykoppsa out of Rimpensmill?”
“Yeah, a little, I remember I lived in Rimpensmill but it
was mid century, at least twenty decades ago. The address
could be right.”
“It was a big airy place with a view down the avenue. The
toilet had soap. It was on a court with cooks and mish. We
used to take the elevator home from work.”
“Uh, well, I remember taking elevators in Rimpensmill, I
made pretty good money then. You say ‘we,’ does that mean
we were together?”
“That was our address for five decades and thirteen.” She
put on her wrapskirt again, but let it fall open because he was
still looking at her thighs and sex pretty often. She was still
only partly aroused, but she remembered that he liked the fact
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that this hair was sun bleached like the hair on her head. It
was curly and thick but narrow. She would be glad to put her
leg on the stool near him, but she would wait until he gave
her an invitation to, at least caressed the inside of her thigh or
ran his fingers thru her curls.
“What? I should have remembered, I haven’t been with a
girl as pretty as you in... I don’t know how long.”
“Well, just a little more than twenty one decades ago you
last lived with me.”
She could see that he took note of that length of time. To
him it was almost eternity. He tried not to let that bother him
and asked, “Why did you leave me? But don’t get me wrong,
I’m thrilled that you’re back, even just to say ‘Hi’.”
What did she want to say now? He didn’t remember how
it ended, she could say anything. “You left me,” she wanted to
try as much truth as she could so she said, “you used some
excuse but I think you were bored. I probably took up too
much of your time.”
“I must have been stupid.”
“May I hope you’ve changed your mind?” she asked. “At
least let me visit?” He was still pretty mystified. “I was
hoping maybe you’re not so bored with me by now.”
“Of course, I must have been sick or something,” he said.
He probably didn’t want to admit that was longer than his
memory served him. “It’s been so long, how did you
remember me?”
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“Oh silly me, I was in love with you, I can’t seem to
forget things like that.” She finally sat on the bench with him.
“Have you been waiting all this time?” He was
incredulous.
“Of course not,” she was also incredulous, “I’ve been in
love with ten or thirteen guys since then, but right now I’m
alone and I heard you were too so I thought I’d drop by and
see if you’re free for Dusksleep.”
“Taron, you say? I’d be thrilled to do Dusksleep with you,
for your show alone I’d ask you even if I didn’t remember
you at all. I wish I remembered you better. Have you changed
since then?”
“My tits are a little more rounded and firm, I had that
done, and I think my legs are better but that’s because I’m a
data collector now instead of a calculator operator. I walk a
lot.”
“Klaibal’s Haulage right? And you used to like to strip
then too didn’t you?”
“Yep, that’s me, I’ve loved the show stage all my life.”
Another flashback hit her, of herself dancing naked when it
was forbidden and secret, back when it could be dangerous
besides. More than the image, the adrenaline rush of showing
the forbidden parts of her body coursed thru her. As soon as it
came, it was over. It was no more than half a second, but it
was so vivid that for that half second she was living in that
century once again.
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Today the show stage was all about art or sex, not
insurrection. She loved choreographing songs, loved the
movement of the dance and having a pretty body was just to
allow her to be admired for her art. She had always known it
was a way she could get all the attention she wanted any time
she wanted, and she had never lacked for sexual satisfaction
since she first took up this art.
But Deneb had remembered the name of the guy she
worked for. “So you remember something?” This was crucial,
if he remembered anything, would he remember the good
times or the breakup? When the first thing he remembered
was from the breakup, she gave it another few decades. When
the first thing he remembered was good, they might have a
few more decades together.
He reached for her, drew her close on the bench next to
him, “You were in love with me?” he asked, a bit
incredulously it seemed.
“I thought so,” she said, pulling him also with an arm
around his waist and pressing her breast to his side.
“Why?” he asked.
“Why not? You’re good looking, the sex was perfect, you
were good to me and we had fun together. One year we got to
seventh on the mish ladder at that sixth floor court our
building was on. We helped each other quite a lot I thought.”
“I could certainly fall in love with someone as beautiful as
you, but I hardly remember any of it. It’s so long ago it seems
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like a dream. There once was a beautiful girl, she’s changed
in my memory, I remember straighter hair and someone who
was beautiful but maybe a bit pudgier than you are. I
remember the hair color, I remember it catching the sunlight
in that apartment. I remember watching mish tournaments in
the park over that avenue.”
She clutched his arm to her, “That was us,” she said.
“You seem to remember it a lot more clearly than I do,”
he said.
“I’ve got a good memory,” she said. “I don’t remember
every day but I remember that time of my life.”
“But you say we were lovers?”
“Great ones,” she said. It was a good part of the reason
she was stuck in this loop.
“This is all great but the beautiful woman I was with back
then...” he paused.
“Yeah?” Taron asked.
“I always remembered her as my mother.”
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2. Out of the Past
Deneb noticed that statement really set this girl back. That
was good, she had set him back ever since she dedicated her
strip to him. He’d seldom had girls do that before. He knew
he was a decent looking guy, but he wasn’t a seducer or
romancer. Once they got to know him, women generally
called him a keeper, but starting the initial infatuation was
often difficult.
This girl was so far back in his past that he had always
thought of those dim memories as his mother. He didn’t really
know that did he? It was just because it was so long ago. He
couldn’t remember his mother’s name could he? This girl was
named Taron, a common enough name. He had probably
known half a dozen girls who used it, he could think of three
now. His memory of that home and time was so dim. A large
room, it had painted walls lined with open shelves and big
windows framed in polished wood. The sounds of the avenue
drifted up. A girl with a beautiful figure and shining hair
stood in the sunshine coming thru that window.
“I’m definitely not your mother,” she said, and pressed
her curves to his arm again. It was reasonably decorous and in
fun, but he couldn’t help notice the pleasure of her body.
“When we were together back then, you said you couldn’t
remember your mother.”
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“I can’t,” he admitted. “My memory stinks.”
“I can help you, mine’s really good.”
“What do you think I want for duskmeal?”
“A few slices of rare thongaa, smothered in fried onions
with assorted sauced greens in a breadbowl.”
He couldn’t help laughing, “Very good,” he told her,
spooky in fact. Not only did she know him but that proved
that his tastes had changed little in twenty decades. “And
what would you like?”
“More cuddling and petting,” she said. Her smile was
pretty captivating, her face was a little too cute for classic
beauty, her teeth were a bit uneven. He wondered if she was
being so open with him because she really remembered him
that well, or was she putting on some kind of act?
He put his arm around her again, pulled her close. “I’m
still a little worried you’re really my mother.”
“You said you didn’t even remember her name,” Taron
said.
“I don’t,” he admitted.
“If it was Taron, it wasn’t me.”
“I wonder of a hypnotist could get it out of me?”
“You’ve tried,” she said.
“I don’t remember. Was that when we were together?”
“Before then, you did it before we met. You said it didn’t
work.”
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“I did?” he asked.
He certainly didn’t remember that, it could have been
before they met a few laps ago couldn’t it? “You were always
afraid to try memcol, have you tried it since?”
“No, I haven’t worried about my mother’s name til now.”
“I don’t know it, but I know my mother’s name was Yarin
and her mother was Keetai.”
“Keetai?” he said.
“That mean anything to you?” she asked.
He thought a while, “No, pretty name though.”
“They said she was where the beauty in the family came
from.”
“Doesn’t help me figure out my mother’s name.”
“Yeah, you said you even saw a geneticist and that didn’t
help.”
“I went again, he wanted to sell me an augmentation for
copper and forty four.”
“Ouch, that’s heavy,” she said, “but maybe once we get
settled I can help you with it.”
“You’re ready to live with me again? We don’t know each
other.”
“I’m sorry, it’s the difference in memory, I remember you
well, all too well,” she said and leaned against him erotically,
almost aggressively enough to scare him. “But yeah, as soon
as you’re ready to give me another try I’m jumping at the
chance.”
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“I hardly know you.” He wanted to know her, know her
body at least. She hadn’t put her tank or sleeves on, and was
nearly sitting in his lap. He loved the feel of her, especially
her breasts with her half-jacket open and her skin on his. He
couldn’t continue petting her while they sat on the side of a
public walkway. She did seem to enjoy stripping, she liked
people admiring her. He wondered of she wanted public sex?
This wasn’t a good place for it and he didn’t want it anyway.
If she remembered him as well as she seemed to, she would
already know that. He wondered if it was really her getting
bored with him that had separated them last time? If that was
true, why had she looked him up?
He wondered how she had looked him up. They’d had no
contact that he knew of. He remembered no mail, physical or
by blinker, from anyone named Taron. He wondered how far
back his life went before his memory? He had no idea what
century he was born in, he didn’t remember anything but the
latest century at all, and the last few decades was all that was
very clear. It was as if time was a murky river in which he
was swimming.
He squeezed this pretty girl again and petted her sunvarigated hair, “I’d like to know you,” he admitted. He
wondered if he could trust what she told him about his past.
He had to warn her about the plaza however. If she had just
arrived from RimpensMill, she wouldn’t know anything
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about the plazas in this city. “But we shouldn’t do too much
petting here.”
“It has the look of a pretty decorous place,” she said as
she sat up. “You don’t have to entertain my flesh in that case,
but it looks like we can still cuddle. I hate to put my tank
back on but I guess I should, but I’m not lacing it back up. I
don’t plan on traveling back to Rimpensmill this sleep.”
“I plan for a week on the river to get there,” he said. Even
that meant getting off and taking a streetcar thru city centers
and their tightly packed locks.
“I took a fast coach, I was on duty this Morningday.”
“Wow, you were on duty yesterday in Rimpensmill and
are now here in LandingMukoy for duskmeal, that sounds
like magic,” he said.
“It almost feels like it too,” she said. “They used three
teams of kedas and they were at a twine the whole way. The
cities whip by so fast you hardly have time to see them.”
Meanwhile she unwrapped her skirt to get her tank back
on, staying as close to him as she could in the process and
giving him another view of her perfectly smooth, round hips
and ass. She was able to pull it up under the half jacket and
put her arms thru one at a time. Then she wrapped the skirt
around her waist again, as well as the decorative sash. Lastly
she pulled her sleeves back on. They were lacy thicknit in
black, with lace at her shoulder and wrist. She snuggled back
into his side once she was done. “I missed you,” she said, like
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twenty one decades was a year.
“I missed you too,” he said and stroked her side. She
really felt good and he suddenly did miss her. “I thought you
were a dream, my memory playing tricks on me, mixing you
up with my mother.” He still thought this was a dream, or
maybe some kind of a trick. He was playing along but his
soul wasn’t committed. If she knew one of his friends, she
could have learned quite a bit about him and was using it as a
pick-up line.
“I’m not your mother,” she said, and moved against him
in a most unmotherly way.
“You better not be,” he said. “You promised me
Dusksleep.”
“As you promised me,” she said and squeezed him. “It
sounded like you were backing out by calling me your
mother.”
“You’ve got the better memory and you say you’re not,
that’s good enough for me.” His body sure didn’t think she
was his mother, she felt too damn good in his arms. This was
the biggest erotic attack he’d had in many years, he didn’t
know he could get this horny.
“Thanks,” she said. “I did help you with memory when
we were together before.”
“Your helping me again, you already remembered what I
wanted for duskmeal.”
“But I admit, I’m not familiar with the neighborhood,
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you’ll have to show me where.”
“Might as well go there,” he pointed to a balcony in the
corner near the coach platform. “It’s about the best ten penny
dinner around and the duskmeal cook is their best in my
opinion.”
“And it’s easy to get to from here,” she said. It also had a
view of the start of the old lockway from one more floor
above, making her worry about it triggering another
flashback. She’d try to sit looking the other way.
Vindeen had finally gotten a guy to strip and since Taron
had moved around to get next to him, she could watch. She
was watching a little. The guy was super-built, there were
many pills in that body. It should have been fun for her to
watch, but she seemed more interested in him. “I bet you still
don’t strip?” she asked.
“No, this is exclusively a spectator sport for me.”
“You should, you look great.”
“I can’t ripple like that and I have no grace, look at him,
he’s an artist with his dance as well as his body. I would have
fallen twice by now.” And dislocated a shoulder, but he could
keep on listing the injuries he would sustain with half the
moves this guy made.
“Do a song that’s all flash-bang screaming tight-space and
get a strobe. Hold still in a pose with each flash instead of
doing a move. I could choreograph something for you. You’d
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be great.”
“You’re great. You’re so graceful at it, such an artist.”
“I almost got sloppy today, one of the guys over there was
whispering about all the things his tongue wanted to do to my
clit and I almost lost it.”
“That’s another thing, if I heard some of those comments
directed at me I’d never keep it down.”
“I love the erotic comments. I hate the bad ones.”
“I can’t imagine you getting any bad ones.”
“Sometimes there’s guys that rank on everyone, or
everyone who’s not the style they want to see. Usually guys
like that want to see big ones or wet ones so they always pick
on me.”
“Not while I’m around.”
“Quite often the other guys will come to the girl’s rescue,
but there have been times when they don’t.”
An episode came to his mind, her getting down from a
stage half undressed. No one helping him shout down the
heckler. “I think I remember something from when we were
together.” He told her what little he remembered about that
incident.
“Yeah, it sounds like that damn Hezottie at Maribeth’s. I
wasn’t down there much but they seemed to have a really
good crowd that day and the lineup was actually pretty short
so I signed up for a song. We didn’t know anybody else there
while Hezottie knew everyone. It was the evening of noon so
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it was nice and warm. They’ve got stools near the stage there
and you managed to get one down front where Hezottie was.
He was cocked on lantern fuel. He wanted some megahootered pixie to get back up but she was getting her knobs
turned by a group of four guys at the time and saw no need to
go back to the stage.”
“You see it like it was yesterday.”
“But your short-term memory is better than mine. You can
keep more things in your mind at once. I’ve seen you measure
five places and cut all five boards without writing any of it
down. I can’t remember one dimension without writing it
down.”
“Yeah, I can remember lots of things for a few minutes,
but nothing much for twenty decades. No better proof than I
forgot you.”
She pinched his nose. He remembered that. He didn’t
remember much, but she looked familiar and felt familiar. He
was comfortable with her. He’d probably find she was just a
mooch preying on his bad memory to set him up, but he was
enjoying this. He was never good with the whole initial
‘getting acquainted’ part of a relationship, and this very pretty
and firm and sexy woman had just bypassed all of that. He
couldn’t have asked for better fortune, especially when he
was really starting to miss having someone permanent in his
life.
Taron was a little prettier than Jorsto, but not as exotic.
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Jorsto was slender, but with big dark curls and a dusky skin
tone. Taron was a beautiful Elf maiden like half the city’s
population. She wasn’t quite as big and strong as Jorsto, but
quite a bit curvier. In these few minutes he could tell she had
a much lighter personality.
The only thing about her story that didn’t ring true was
her saying that he was the one who ended their partnership.
He just couldn’t imagine doing that. Taron might have lured
him away from Jorsto at the height of their affair when he
thought Jorsto was going to make it big in journalism. Jorsto
had always been too grim in their conversations and too
energetically passionate in their love making.
Of course he didn’t remember how it was with Taron,
“You say the sex was good between us?”
“The best. I didn’t say the hardest, longest or most often,
just the best. Perfect. If the way you made love to me could
be captured in a painting it would hang in the Trembline.”
That was a museum in Norbin, two thirds of the way to
Rimpensmill.
“I wish I remembered, but even your memory may be
playing tricks on you, I don’t think I’ve ever been told
anything like that before.”
“I told you then, I never played games with you.”
“You must be playing one now, because your story
doesn’t make sense. There’s no way I would ever give up a
perfect woman. Especially one who claimed to love me.”
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3. Reacquainting
She had told him too much. His memory might be a little
stronger now, and he might be drinking a little less. He hadn’t
been hammering at his cup this evening, so that might have
helped. She never refilled her cup either. She stroked his
forearm very lightly, touching only the little golden hairs. She
had to say something, and she didn’t want to give up her
pledge of honesty yet. “Maybe I loved you too much,” she
said, looking only at those little golden hairs and the well
defined muscles of his forearm beneath them. “Maybe I still
do.”
“After twenty one decades?”
“Sick ain’t it?” Making light of it might be the best way to
disguise the truth.
“Sweet,” he said, and lifted her chin. She could tell he
was going to kiss her, she lifted her lips and closed her eyes.
Their lips met and her arms went around him, she moaned in
pleasure. Their tongues met and she let the rest of the world
slip away. It was going well, she convinced herself, stop
worrying. She didn’t think he completely believed her yet, but
it didn’t matter. He wasn’t being standoffish. Sometimes he
was much more suspicious than this. Sometimes when she
pretended they were meeting for the first time he was harder
to get, but honestly, there wasn’t a lot of competition around
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here just yet. After duskmeal she was sure he’d have a line he
could pick from.
She didn’t care about that just now, instead she just let
herself drown in him. She sighed with pleasure again when
his hand reached her breast. She pressed it to him. If one was
kissing it was always polite to squeeze a woman’s breast, no
matter how decorous the setting. His arms were around her,
his other hand went down to her ass and lifted her toward
him.
She wished they could just suspend time and remain just
like this for eternity, this was what she was pursuing wasn’t
it? She convinced herself they would last at least an hour, but
all too soon it was over, seeming to have been only seconds.
She opened her eyes and saw only his. They were dark as old
wood, darker than hers were but she could clearly see his
pupils. They were fixed on hers. They were big. They held
this longer than the kiss. Could he see the years they spent
together in hers? Was she sharing the bliss she was feeling
thru them?
She saw in his that he was still puzzled. She had come
onto him too fast, been too familiar. He always had a hard
time understanding just how different their memories were.
‘He doesn’t believe I can remember it so clearly,’ she thought.
‘He probably thinks I’m either crazy or on something.’
“That’s just how I remember it,” she said. “What about you?”
“I never would have given you up. Are you high
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maintenance or something?”
“I have no problem paying more than my share of the
way, I get an iron and fifty four for a full shift now, they
count on me to show up. I might be able to get them to pay
for a nice house for us, better than the one we had before but
on a lower floor. There’s one on the lake for sale in the area
and it’s got enough land to grow all but our staples. I know
you’re not high maintenance, so I’m not worried about that
either.”
“I’m not,” he said. “But why would I give you up? That’s
the part of your story I don’t believe. Because your memory
is so much better than mine you can just fabricate that part of
the story.”
“You’ll see,” she said. “I won’t be the one giving you up.”
“So what’s the catch?” he asked.
She really didn’t want to have to get into this. This
reunion was going so well up till now. She had re-kindled his
lust, kissed him and got him to promise the sleep in the first
half hour. “You had a list of theories from not enough variety
to boredom with Rimpensmill to feeling like a kept man.
During the last year I think you had a theory a week. I was
already dehydrated from crying by the time you actually did
leave.”
“You’re making this up,” he said.
“I wish I had it written down.”
“I won’t let that happen again.”
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’Seven times,’ she thought, but didn’t want to go there.
“That would be wonderful,” she sighed instead.
“How long were we together?” he asked.
Should she say they first met before the turn of the 43rd?
She still remembered their first meeting when she got the
memory enhancement. Wanting to remember him was one of
the reasons she bought that pill wasn’t it? She knew he didn’t
think he went back that far, but he only started keeping notes
in the late 43rd, during the third time they were together, so he
should have records of four more times they had turned this
loop, if he could find them and consult them. For now, she
would tell him only of the last time, the only one he seemed
to remember at all. If he looked at his notes, she would
discuss them honestly. “I guess about five decades although
we were pretty spotty at first.” That reacquaintance had been
a lot more difficult than this one had so far. He had a few
babes on the line then and she had to work her way thru them
by sheer perseverance.
“That long?” he asked. He might not have had a
relationship that long since. “So we were serious?”
“You remember a little of the home we shared. You
remembered the place I usually work. Your body seems to
remember mine, or do you kiss every new acquaintance like
that?”
“No, I’ll admit usually it’s pure lust.”
“There was love and devotion in mine, it’s been put aside
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for a long while but I haven’t forgotten it. I know I should
have looked you up sooner. I probably should have just given
you space for a decade or so and then come to see if you
wanted to try it again. You would have remembered me a lot
better. It sounds like I’m almost a total stranger to you. But
time got away from me, a decade became two, then twenty.
You must know how it is when every year is like the last and
the next.”
“Yeah, I do. I’m sorry it’s been so long. Have you always
been called Taron?”
“Since the start of the 43rd at least, that’s when I got the
memory enhancement.”
“So you got that?”
“But I paid a lot more than a copper and forty four, more
like three coppers and a palmful of iron, forty something
anyway.”
“I wonder if it’s still just as effective?”
“I’d read Kunstar’s review on it, I bought one with a five
star reliability rating.” Kunstar’s reviews had been in news
yearlies since the 40th and were the defacto basin-wide arbiter
of quality.
“This was a four, but Ho’ping gave it five.”
“I’d get it if I was you.”
“I’ve got a project going on, I can’t spare a copper and
forty four til I sell it,” he said.
“And? What does time cost? Nothing, and there’s damn
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near an infinite supply of it.” Neither of them ever met
anyone who remembered ephemerality. “When your project
sells then.”
“Yeah, anyway, I’m able to to afford this evening,
especially now that we’ve met...again.”
“It’s on me,” she said. “I’m not saving up for anything but
the trip home and I’ve got paid certificates for a standard
coach to get back. This iron and thirty is just for dinner and
draft,” she said, waving her pouch.
“How’s your cup?” he asked, lifting his for the first time
since she sat down.
“Done,” she said. It had been done for a while now.
“Here,” he passed the cup, “we’ve already traded spit.”
She just grinned and downed half of what was left, about
a third of the cup. It tasted pretty thick and tawny, well
steeped, kissed with some lightly fermented juice of
yoonberry and gloribard nectars and then rendered til it was
almost syrup. It tasted like it might have fumed when poured,
but it had been sitting far too long to retain any of that.
After that nice pull off that cup she leaned back in his
arms and looked up at him and asked, “So how ya been?”
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4. Taking Her Home
All thru a fine duskmeal at RemaldMenden’s he told her
what he’d been doing as far back as he could remember. He
had not come to LandingMukoy from Rimpensmill directly,
he had been all the way out in the Smallwater Valley as far
back as he could remember clearly. He had journals that he
could look it up in to be sure, but they were at the house.
He cleared some land and did a yearly cash crop of lash.
He bought two thirds acre of bottom land across the path
from his camp with a sapling house and barn. He stayed there
four decades with a girl that looked a lot like Taron, but
wasn’t as smooth, as graceful or as busty. He had to admit,
when he saw her on the stage and heard the dedication,
Hyeesma was who he first thought of. They had a son during
that time because Hyeesma’s friend also wanted one and
wanted him to have a playmate. She was heartbroken when
their son grew up and left for a career in NewDam, and soon
followed him. Deneb was desolate also, but he kept in touch
with his son by mail and still got a note from him a few times
a decade. He stayed another decade at the house and
eventually he sold it for a nice profit, since the house was
now well grown and a new barn was already tented over. His
acre and a quarter of fine lash right across the path added
significantly to its value.
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He’d been in LandingMukoy only twelve of the last
twenty one decades, but that was still long enough to have a
history here. He had lived in his present home for three of
those decades. He had put most of his savings into his house,
each step of the way. He always left them better than he found
them, earning a significant amount of money in the process,
more than he made on the docks. The current one was his
biggest project so far and his first urban one, and the first one
with partners. It was a property that was way too grand, but
the beauty of the site only a hundred yards off the main
avenue in the Kripsea Valley and at the foot of the highest
hills on the island had an emotional appeal beyond its
commercial value. He was only two thirds done with it, they
had at least another decade to go til it was the property they
wanted it to be when they sold it.
She was interested in what he did to get good prices on
parts for his project, especially what he did along the docks.
He earned his day-to-day money there, pushing light cargo on
rolleracks, sometimes as a gofer, but usually as a cargo hand.
Being on the docks gave him inside information on cargoes
and prices.
She froze for a second as he told her that, and shuddered
when she broke free. “What happened?” he asked.
“Maybe you left me because of these flashbacks, but I
think I’m having them more since I got off that coach.”
“Flashbacks?” Deneb asked her.
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“That’s what I call them, they’re like memories that get
triggered in my mind, I suddenly remember incidents from far
in the past.”
“Like what?” he asked.
“This one was triggered by a scene from those docks, but
in an ancient warehouse, I was barring the door against
someone of old money who was looking for something I
helped steal.”
“You stole something?”
“In this flashback. I helped my dad steal it, we were in an
ancient warehouse being shelled by warships that were
battling their way up the lockway. It was the heat of
Noonsleep while the shelling was going on. The baron
pursued us with a sword, we were trying to find something.”
“Before the Peace Plague?” he asked.
“I felt the fear of the Troubled Times, that’s why I froze.”
“You are that old?” he asked.
“I got the memory enhancement early in the 43rd, I don’t
know how far back I go before that. I’ve only seen my dad in
these flashbacks, if that’s what they are and not RNAcid hits.”
It was possible she was even older than the 43rd wasn’t it?
That scene from her memory seemed like a time even before
that. He knew the high points of the history of the Kshoned
Breaks, they hadn’t even been settled til the founding of
Norbin at the turn of the 35th. There were no warships on the
river in the 43rd, at least not battling their way up, the locks
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were the only things still garrisoned by then. Just this past
decade the major commercial interests of all the cities from
East Lonport to KshondWorks had joined in a single
merchant’s code, creating a mega-city of over twenty million
people.
“I know I can’t be that old,” Deneb said. “I feel like I
almost remember my mother. I must have met you soon after
leaving home?”
She thought a while about her answer. “You were
distressed because you couldn’t remember your mother’s
name before I met you,” Taron said.
This was when he wondered if he would break off their
relationship because she remembered everything and he
remembered none of it. Would he get tired of it? Threatened
by it? Overwhelmed by it? What if it wasn’t memories at all
she was feeding him but just a story she wanted him to
believe? She could make up his entire history, but what would
be her profit, other than half of a reasonably comfortable bed,
use of a bathroom, an occasional meal and some closet space?
He’d granted that to many a woman half this desirable for
much cheesier acts than this.
How would he feel if he found it was all an act? If he
found out in a week, they’d have a good laugh and he’d say
the act was really convincing and ask if she wanted to stay as
long as it worked anyway. If it was after three years, he might
not be so forgiving.
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By the time they were done with duskmeal, all the bright
colors were gone from the clouds except those on the western
horizon. The sky was a deep lavender, lighter in the west.
Kunae and Narrulla were visible, but none of the lesser stars.
Narrulla was near the horizon and just coming out of eclipse
in time to set.
“Shall we pick up the rest of your things and go to my
place, or do you want to hang around for another cup or
two?”
“If there was some live music I might, but I’m anxious to
see the house you’ve been working on.”
He realized he’d been talking about it too much, someone
he spent five decades with might be a more important subject
of conversation. “I want to remind you that this is not the
house where I would want to live permanently, just for a few
decades til I get it finished.”
“It’s a built house?”
“Not totally, actually just the interior is built, but we’ve
been working on this since its main trees were little more than
saplings.”
He lead her out of the plaza on the upper residential street
until they came down onto Dam Avenue. “We get a streetcar
here,” he said.
“How far on that?”
“Hardly more than fifteen minutes.”
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They held each other as they waited. There were three
more people at this crossing. A couple people walked toward
the streetcar to get their pick of the available seats, he and
Taron were content to jog alongside while the other guys
found seats. They saw adjoining seats near the front and
sprinted to reach them.
It was Ingmee’s street car, “This is for taking us to
Pimslrast Bridge.” Deneb slid two pennies for each of them.
Ingmee often turned around at the village before the bridge
where there was a better tap and music but no stage.
His sign said ’Kripsea Valley,’ that could be anywhere up
this way, it was the middle one of three small valleys that
came down to the river at LandingMukoy, and he could go at
this speed for an hour and still stay within the Kripsea Valley.
Ingmee’s keda was stepping right along and they would go
more than the usual mile and a half in fifteen minutes.
“What’s your neighborhood like?” Taron asked.
“About half are townhomes like mine, the other half are
farmers with land stretching out around us. We’ve got enough
garden space for perishables and we use it, the property
includes four acres of vedn behind it but we tenant it out to
the guy in the camp at the base of the ridge. It’s on a small
circle at the end of a lane off Avenue Kathedemaya.”
That lane went off the avenue right at the bridge. Four
plazas of varying size and flavor flanked the small stream that
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passed under the bridge. Cooks and produce markets gathered
here and as many as three kegs were pouring at a time around
Pimslrast Bridge. Apartment trees were growing vigorously
around this crossroad and already some were inhabited to the
sixth floor. The stream was landscaped with carved stone and
beach sand and all the plazas connected with it. One could
wade the stream or cross on stepping stones under the bridge
and pass naked from one to another. He guessed Taron would
be pleased to see that, from what little he remembered and
what he had seen this evening.
Three of the plazas had stages fronting on the stream, but
only one of them was in use. The dusk was actually starting to
get a little chilly for nudity, he expected Kyebenwae to be
warmer than this. He wondered if Taron would want to
perform here. She studied the stages as they went by. If he
really did remember her, she would probably want to be up
there more noons than not and she would probably like
Hettlet’s stage the best because of the yaag and the laid-back
and heady clientele.
The lane lead upstream for a few dozen yards, then
curved left and the small apartment trees gave way to a lane
of smallholders, a half dozen or more on each side. Beyond
that was a large but young archwood clump holding about a
half dozen stately homes of four to six floors each, most with
extensive fields that stretched behind the smallholds. Inside
the clump the path made a circle around a small, shady green.
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A light and narrow plankwalk circle hung in the trees three
stories above. Linty’s small pair of lents grazed the dense
tuftribbons of that tiny green, now just shadows in the blue of
dusk.
His home was fourth on the circle, opposite the lane with
gardens behind and then vedn fields that stretched back to the
hills that hemmed the valley in. It was grown of strapping
young archwoods on the foundation stones of a centuries-old
farmhouse. The street face was four floors in height, with the
proportions of a luxurious townhome from the time the
foundation was laid. Townhomes of that era were in Norbin,
with a few blocks in Newdam and a block or two in
Rimpensmill. There would have been an isolated plank
farmhouse on these foundation stones at the time.
Up three steps an extra wide double door opened between
thick, straight trunks. The original stones were now
completely grown in by those trunks and roots. Inside there
was a vestibule with storage space, all had been finished with
ancient carvings re-stained and re-polished. He’d researched
and procured treasures from all over the Kshoned Breaks
area, as well as the Highlands, to decorate it. Another door
opened to a grand front hallway, also lavishly finished, its
newel posts graceful and slender caryatids all the way from
ancient Kshoned, where they had been cast by thousands in
dozens of styles since the 24th, holding the rail aloft on their
upraised hands thru several turns til it was out of sight on the
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third floor. A stained-glass window spanned the space
between the main trunks above the door and lit the three story
space the main stairway was in. Behind them the vestibule
was flanked by a small library on one side and office on the
other, each richly furnished.
This whole front end of the house was the latest part to be
completed. He figured they’d start with the servant quarters
and work their way toward ever more public spaces
improving their woodworking skills as they did. Now that this
was complete, he considered the lower house complete. They
might touch up some things once everyone was moved out,
but the construction was complete.
Taron got as far as the front hall and stopped, just
speechless, looking around with her eyes bugged for quite a
few seconds, almost frozen. He knew what she was thinking,
‘How could the bum she knew have a place like this?’ but she
didn’t see all the work he and his friends had put into it. To
the left of the front hall was a dining hall and he lead her that
way. It was finished the same way and it had been completed
in the last decade. There was a fireplace in the long side of
that room, cast from granite in the forges of Locksmill in an
intricate 40th century design with an overhanging lip. There
was a grand estate table, and a smaller rough-plank one that
the other residents of the house were sitting at, laughing with
a big jug of blue.
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“You’re not alone here?” Taron asked.
“Tiddee and Menden live here in exchange for helping me
with the engineering and some of the heavier stuff and Shalai
is with Menden.”
“Who are you with?” Menden asked.
He was walking across the dining hall now, leading her by
the hand. She still hadn’t closed the top of her tank. Both the
guys were looking as they walked up. “This is my mom,
Taron,” he said.
“What!” she shouted, “I’m not your mother,” but then she
noticed he was laughing. He was probably going to be able to
get a rise out of her with that any time he wanted thru this
whole cycle. “Seriously, this is Taron. We knew each other so
long ago that my memory of it was so fuzzy I figured she
must be my mom.”
“She does look like you,” Shalai said, “the eyes are
almost the same, the shape of your face and nose, the chin.”
He let that go by, they all pressed palms. “Pretty tits,”
Tiddee said and cupped her politely.
From the way she had rolled thru the gauntlet after her
strip, he would have expected her to be more enthusiastic
about his touch. Instead of leaning in and maybe covering his
hand, Taron smiled stiffly at him, while Deneb said, “Aren’t
they? I was blown away when she dedicated a strip to me.”
Shalai, who was not as well equipped, but pretty just the
same said, “Come on, tell us what you took.”
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“Bet it was Yakhanian,” Tiddee said.
“My size is natural,” Taron told her, “some Nordic blood,
and it was a brand from the Yakhan that I took for support and
firmness, but its biomatrix was raised in Rimpensmill. What I
took for shape was grown there also.”
“They came out nice,” Menden said, and also caressed
her. She did lean into that.
“Let me have the UGC numbers and I can get the same
thing,” Shalai said while looking at Menden.
“Stick with what you got,” Menden told her and gave her
nib a quick pinch thru the thin tee-dress she was wearing.
Shalai slapped at him harmlessly. She was not blatantly
demonstrative.
Tiddee must have noticed the eye Taron was giving that
jug because he said, “You can have a seat and pour yourself a
cup before Deneb drags you to his lair.” She held her cup out
and he set the jug to it.
“I thought I was dragging him,” she said.
He handed the cup back to her, reached for Deneb’s which
was on the nearest shelf to this table. Meanwhile Tiddee
started telling him how the starter tarp on the fifth floor was
going to have to be re-laced and where they were going to
have to re-graft to use the glass that came in. Deneb held onto
his cup and listened to Tiddee. It sounded like Tiddee had
done quite a bit of measuring during the afterlunch. Deneb
had been too discouraged to keep plowing along and had
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needed the afterlunch to unwind. He fully intended to drink
much more than he had, but now he was glad he didn’t or he
wouldn’t have understood what Tiddee was talking about.
While they were doing that, Menden filled Taron in on
what had happened that day. The glass he bought for the fifth
floor doesn’t fit the pattern at all, even though it matched his
order. He had to decide what he can cut down and what he
can re-graft, and what additional pieces he was going to have
to order. He had a design all planned out and now that’s
impossible. It was going to take them weeks to re-calculate
everything and so far he had no inspiration on what he
wanted it to look like. All his thoughts so far had been so
much like the current plan that they wouldn’t work. He was
thinking of just ordering what he would need to make the
original design and start using the pieces that fit the original
design and trade in the rest. They would have to eat the
cartage both ways on that, but it was still better that coming
up with a new design.
When he turned back to Taron she was just telling
Menden, “We were together for five decades the last time.”
“That right?”
“Yep, I’ve never stopped loving him, it’s no secret to me
or him. I already told him he’s got me til he sends me away.”
“I hope he understands what a lucky guy he is,” Menden
said, seeing that Deneb had looked up from the consultation
with Tiddee.
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“I can’t believe my luck,” Deneb said, putting his arm
around her again and letting her press into it. He couldn’t
believe how sweet she felt. He knew he really shouldn’t fall
for a trick as simple as this, but he would have fallen for this
girl with no trick, if she had just stripped for him and then
said, ’come with me’ he would have given her the sleep.
“She’s more good luck than the glass was bad luck.”
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5. At the House
The address seemed eerily familiar as she walked up to
the place. Taron was overcome by awe as he showed her into
the house. The huge stone steps, the grandeur and polish, the
stained glass between the portal trunks, the fine carvings of
the railings and doors also seemed familiar, but not exactly
like something she had seen before. It had been centuries
since she had known anyone with the wealth for a place like
this. As they left the vestibule and she saw the front hall and
the ornate stairway, the familiarity and a surge of emotion
triggered another flashback.
She saw a grand entry hall like this, a grand stairway like
this, and a figure coming down those stairs toward her. It
could not have been here in LandingMukoy, because in this
flashback she somehow knew it was late in the 35th century
and LandingMukoy was raw frontier at the time, two difficult
weeks of working upstream of the city of Norbin thru the
Kshoned Breaks, and into the third separate kingdom with a
separate constitution and its own rowdy and passionate
eternal king.
She knew it was long ago because she was shoved before
the figure coming down the stairs by two men holding her
arms painfully. She felt that her breasts were not as firm when
they wrestled her around, but she felt bruises on them where
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she had been handled roughly. The figure on the stairs was
very tall, with features almost as sharp as a Goblin’s and the
blackest hair one ever sees on an Elf, slicked down and qued
in the ancient style. He wore a robe and cape that trailed on
the steps, and had eldrich symbols on his high, ruffled collar.
“Ah, I see you’ve caught the child,” he said.
“The old man got away,” one of the men holding her said.
“He’ll be heading for his mother’s house,” the regal man
on the steps said. “Take five of the mounted guard and
intercept him there,” he gave them the address, it was this
address. “Spend the dark quietly at a quiet inn, be polite to
Mukoy’s men, but don’t say anything or he’ll steal it for
himself. Oh, and take her to the dungeons,” he said, pointing
at Taron, “but keep her alive for now, we may need her.”
The vision released her, and melted into the lines of this
house. She came out of it with a shudder, but Deneb was
pointing out some feature they had rescued from scrap and
didn’t seem to notice what had happened to her. This was the
address of her grandmother’s house, that was a shock to her.
But the house on this address at that time would have been a
plank shack with hand-pumped water and candles, and it
would have been the only one on this circle. This circle would
have been a pioneer farmyard at the time. As the vision
receded, her heart rate slowed, but she was still almost in a
daze, and worried because the flashbacks were coming more
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often and more forcefully. It was more like an RNAcid trip, a
temporary overdose. This one had been more than a little
frightening.
It must be something about LandingMukoy that was
triggering them. Her grandmother had once lived on this
property, that was news to her, but the scene in the flashback
had been all the way down in old Norbin. That was seven
generations old at that time and had structures like this house
even then.
He took her to his housemates, and since she hadn’t
closed her top, they all checked out her breasts. She almost
went back into the flashback when she was introduced to
Tiddee. He was completely different in style, his hair and
beard were light and fluffy today, not in tight ques like then,
but the cheeks, the eyes, the lines and shades around the eyes
had a lot in common with the guy in the flashback. She
probably stared too long and too wide-eyed, but in the end
she was sure it wasn’t him, but a close resemblance. Only
then could she breathe again.
Coming so fast on the heels of that flashback, meeting
someone who looked even a little like the baron in the vision
was difficult, even more so because the one who resembled
the baron was the single one and a little more interested in her
body. She did her best to be understanding and relax, but she
knew she was a little standoffish. They stayed for a quick cup,
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and she got to know Tiddee as a person and not an apparition
so she warmed to him a little, but she was more at ease once
Deneb took her for a tour of the house.
The first three floors were overwhelming. Ten could work
in the kitchens. There were five bathrooms on those floors
alone. Most of the second floor was a grand ball room, the
rest was a bar, a parlor and two large toilet and vanity stalls.
On the third floor were three suites, each with bath and sitting
area or office space. The finish and detailing everywhere was
as good as in the front hall. The servant quarters were on a
mezzanine above that, with dormers in the eaves between the
trunks and bunks above the closets of the rooms below. There
was another bath up here, at least as nice as hers.
Another half flight of the servant stairs lead to the fourth
floor. “It’s not complete up here,” he warned her.
In the dim light of late dusk she could see a large space
framed by limbs of the tree that arched over. It was all just
silhouettes against the purple sky until he lit a small lantern.
This had been attic space only a decade ago, there were still
anchors for canvas showing in the limbs up here. Now it was
roughed in for a large great room and a kitchen alcove at the
far end overlooking a small deck and the fields beyond.
Above that was starter canvas over a fifth floor loft that
would be the bedroom when this penthouse was completed.
That loft would have a grown-in glass dome in the canopy of
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the archwood for a roof, the project that had been halted by
the incorrect glass.
“This is beautiful,” she said, walking out into the room.
The stairs from the loft were continued by a well-crafted
stairway leading down. It would lead to the bedroom-level
ring above the circle, the ‘variety walk’ in this pseudo-village.
“If I was to remain here,” he told her, “this apartment
would be my home, I would sell the lower three and a half
floors.”
She thought of how this space would look when finished,
in daylight. It would be a dream home. The big problem was
that it was really a week’s journey or more from Klaibal’s
Haulage and her career. It was true she could probably find
similar work here, but it would take a decade to establish the
kind of trust she had there. “I love it,” she said, trying to keep
her ambivalence out of her voice. “It’s going to be so
beautiful.”
She walked to the kitchen area. The framing for the
shelves and work tables was in, she could stand as one would
at the basin or the cooking surface. She could already see it
would be gas. This village probably had a common digester.
All she could see in the gloaming were smallholds, with most
residents in vine-roofed clay and stucco cottages and sheds
along the paths. It was too dark to see any detail, but the view
was soothingly pastoral.
“So this is what you need to finish?” she asked. The main
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house had looked complete.
“Yes,” he said. He came up behind her and put his arms
around her. She sighed with pleasure and sank back against
him while she pulled his hands to her. “It will be a decade
before these balconies will be safe, but I could have the
interior finished off in ten years if I can keep going as fast as I
have so far.”
“You’ve done a beautiful job,” she said, and meant it. It
was better work than he had ever done when they were
together before. She was so glad to be back in his arms. She
loved the feel of him getting hard against her back. She
turned to catch it on her backbone.
“Thanks,” he said, “and thanks for looking me up. I still
don’t believe I broke it off.”
“Let’s pretend it never happened. Lets pretend we were
always good friends and it just took me too long to come up
from Rimpensmill for a visit.” She was getting into pressing
on him.
“I’m glad you finally made it up here for a visit. How
long can you stay?”
Their petting was making it a little hard to continue
conversing. “Ah, I have a career at Klaibal’s. Maybe not a
formal career, but they treat me as if I’m pledged.”
“So when do you have to be back?”
“I told them I would be gone for weeks, I told them I was
coming to LandingMukoy but I didn’t tell them I was taking
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the coach. I have a few weeks to decide if I go back to stay or
go back to tell them I’m moving up here.”
“You are that serious about me?” he asked.
“You’ll see.”
By the time they were done with the tour the sky was
purple with some deep lavender left in the west. He wasn’t
staying in the fifth floor loft yet, instead he had one of the
suites on the third floor, the one with a vestibule and steps to
the third floor circle. He put the mats down, but did not light
a fire, it wouldn’t be needed til Dawnsleep.
There was an oil lamp plumbed to the chimney and he lit
that dimly. His oil was an evening orange with a hint of
flicker. That made the room look like the fire was going. “Let
me undress for you again,” she said.
“Shall I put a tape in?” he asked, reaching for the weights.
She looked at him, amazed once again. He never had a
player of his own, but there were now factories right in
LandingMukoy producing them using science from Zhlindu
and the Yakhan. “Do you want me to go slowly? I was just
going to undress and thought it would be pleasant if you
watched.”
“Sure,” he said, and sat on the bed nearest her. He already
had a tape in. He owned over a hundred. It wasn’t a song she
had choreographed, but it as a song she knew. It called for her
to be slow and graceful. She was so eager to get into sex with
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him. He was so close, he was so ready. She was so ready, he
would see that as soon as she got the tank off. She had been
ready since she felt his on her back while they were still on
the fourth floor.
In spite of that, she took her time, but pressed close to
him, pressing each part of her body to him as it was revealed.
He was either hard again or still. She tried to press what she
could on his erection, especially her smile as soon as it was
revealed.
As he watched that, she pulled his pants off. His was as
dear as she remembered, just the size she wanted, just the
shape. More tan than red, well tufted with clean curls the
color of his beard. She took it in her hands til he groaned. He
was already up on the bed so she swung over him and slipped
onto him. She closed her eyes in pleasure, feeling complete
for the first time in twenty one decades.
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6. Soho’s
Like any new infatuation, the first week was intense. They
didn’t leave the house Nightday, they barely left his room.
They did go downstairs for meals and Nightday was Tiddee’s
day to cook. He did inglethor bacon from the farm next to
them on a sauced vegetable chop from their gardens.
Morningday Deneb had to attend to several errands, Taron
came along and he got to show her the neighborhood and
quite a bit about his work. He’d gotten far enough ahead that
he could devote himself nearly full time to finishing this
house, but he had to be frugal and take occasional daywork to
get by.
LandingMukoy is a much steeper and more compact city
than RimpensMill. She had not been up here before and
played the part of a pretty tourist. She got a chance to take a
stage right after noonmeal. It was the one called Jdikit’s on
the second level at Kelda Plaz, where she could sit around
naked after, which she seemed to revel in, especially when
guys came by to tell her how they enjoyed her show.
She seemed to want to have fans, but she showed no
inclination to go off with any of them. She talked with them,
let them admire her, even got a few caresses, but showed no
interest in anything more. She posed and showed herself off
as well as possible and talked with other girls about her look.
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She didn’t get dressed until they got up for the ride back to
the house, a little more than four miles from there.
He wondered if that had been the reason he left her, if he
really did. Did she mean to become something of a celebrity
with it? He didn’t think he would get into that. Jdikit’s isn’t
on the river, but it’s on the edge of the city center, and judging
by the response on the dusk they met, she could certainly
build a fan base if she worked at it. For now, with the crowd
they had today, it was fun and he was proud to be the one
sitting with her. She was probably the hit of the evening.
Noonsleep they rode long and slow, more than once,
getting too little sleep. They talked as deep as they joined,
often while they were joined when he remembered bits and
pieces of their former life. He remembered enough that he
came to believe they really had been in love before. He told
her that he was in love now, whether it was still or again.
They thanked Mother Nature for letting them find each other
again. He swore he would never be the one to break it off.
His room had a small porch, they spent most of
Afternoonday there, getting to know each other once again on
his part, reminiscing on her part and enjoying pleasures of the
flesh thru it all. “Ah, you’re so good at this,” she said. “With
this and the yaag I’m in a dreamy state of bliss.”
“Me too and I love it, but I have to stop by Soho’s place.”
He’s got a genetics supplies business, very high purity
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nucleotides, live ribosomes and that kind of stuff. Deneb
didn’t need to know the details, just what needle went where
and when in the budding process. “I’ve got some budding
needles I need to pick up at his place before duskmeal, which
is at full dark in Soho’s household.”
She really didn’t want to get up, he told her she could
stay, but she still seemed a little shy of Tiddee and didn’t want
to be left alone at the house, even with his whole suite to
herself. She wrapped three layers of sheer gauze around
herself and fastened it with a clip strap over one shoulder like
a woman of the Fmak did with a thick blanket. She took her
big wrist bag and had her pouch inside that.
His place is on the stream that runs thru the Tyikork
valley, the easternmost of the three southern valleys leading
into LandingMukoy. It was fifteen minutes each way riding
and waiting for two streetcars. They had to change at Kelda
Plaz and it was hectic, they should have taken the stairs over
the hills. As they approached he noticed it was now a week
that he had known her, this time. Even though the memories
of their past life were vague and fragmented, he felt a lot
more familiar with her than someone he had known only a
week.
The dam on Tyikork Brook had broken at the edge of
Soho’s property, and since he had no use for the water power,
he hadn’t repaired it. He had been trying to sell the site to a
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power company for decades, but not at a price they were
interested in, considering how small the stream really was.
Most of the brush had already pulled in their leaves for the
dusk when Taron stripped and went to the water, leaving
Deneb and Soho on the bank.
“Who is she?” Soho asked.
“An old girlfriend, she says. “I do vaguely remember her
but it was twenty one decades ago, so I don’t remember her
well. She says her memory’s enhanced and she remembers it
all.”
“She’s got a great body and great color.”
“She loves to strip, she choreographs songs, buys clothes
for it. She had everyone paying attention at Jdikit’s just after
noonmeal.”
“They should pay attention, I’m paying attention right
now.”
“Think of it as a private show,” Deneb said.
“I’m enjoying every minute of it.” The water was cold
and Taron wasn’t going in it, but she climbed around on the
rocks beside it which were still holding the heat of the light.
“So here’s the new plans for the dome I’m working on.”
“How much does she know?” Soho asked.
“That you’re my genetics supplier and we’re here on
business, that I’ve got to pick up needles to get these changes
made.”
“Good. I heard something you’ll be interested in. You
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know Benton?”
“Yeah, with Wilham Accounting.”
“I had a pint of gold with him last week. He told me
there’s Old Money behind BeesisDictile.”
“That’s the last thing I wanted to hear,” Deneb said.
BeesisDictile was a tentacle company, with hands behind the
scenes in everything, taking over hidden markets, like making
the bags for lantern oil, setting up puppet companies for sham
competition and dozens of other violations of the merchant’s
code. “Does he know who?”
“Old Money is all he knows.” That meant a fact that many
hated to face. Their basin had been founded by men who tried
to keep eternal youth for only a select few. The cities along
the river were founded in turn by seven generations of
ephemeral men, most of whom never knew that a cure for
aging existed. Ephemeral pioneers settled in all directions
into the countryside. By keeping the people ephemeral, the
population boomed and in a single century, seven generations,
Norbin was a city and several other settlements in the
Kshoned Breaks were big enough to be called towns. A
hundred people lived in this basin for every one of the
seventeen thousand that had been on the original wagon train.
Old Money came from the dawn of the 35th century, before
youth was available to all.
“What good does that do me?” Deneb asked.
BeesisDictile was moving into stained glass, buying up the
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supplies of pigments, hiring all the kiln servicemen they
could find into their crews and charging much more. His own
supplier was feeling the pressure, but was still finding
independent suppliers and not dealing with BeesisDictile.
“Lets you know what you’re up against.”
Deneb had always considered those who withheld youth
to be murderers of every ephemeral they withheld youth
from, “We need to find whoever’s behind this, expose them.
If it’s Old Money involved, I wouldn’t take a bet that they
aren’t trying to do just that, get monopolies wherever they
can.”
“A lot of time has passed since then,” Soho said. He knew
of Deneb’s hatred for Old Money and the division of society
into classes that they represented. We all might have youth
now, but that doesn’t mean the divisions have disappeared,
certainly not in the minds of the Old Money. Too many of
them still felt themselves superior and believed the lesser men
deserved to be cheated.
“Is she alright?” Soho pointed at Taron with his chin.
She was still, frozen. Her eyes were staring and she was
pushed back against the rocks as if something was coming for
her. There was nothing in sight and indeed no serious
carnivores in the Kshoned Breaks area for centuries. The
nearest theirops was hundreds of miles to the north, with
millions of smallholds and villages between. Nothing more
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dangerous than a mindune or milliclamp prowled any part of
the area, even the rivers were free of dangerous beasts.
“She’s been having some kind of flashbacks,” he told
Soho. “Taron, what’s wrong?” he called to her as he began
running in her direction. He got no answer. He reached her,
touched her, she didn’t seem to notice. “Taron, wake up,
you’re OK,” he said and shook her gently. She shuddered,
woke up with a start, stared at him wide-eyed and screamed,
then slumped into his arms unconscious.
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7. Chained to the Rock
When she woke up, Taron didn’t know where she was,
and didn’t know how she had escaped from Fillain’s dungeon.
She was beside a small stream with rocky banks. There
seemed to be some construction going on, but there was no
activity today. She attempted to get up and found her wrists
were bound and tied to holdfasts in the rocks. The rocks were
far too large for her to move, one was the ledge itself.
She had been stripped naked, and apparently left here.
She called but got no answer but a brief silence from the
lumins and the screech of a distant dactyl. It was late in the
week and getting cool, but not to the point of suffering. If she
was here thru the dark she could be in some danger from
hypothermia, but in wilderness like this something would eat
her before that became a problem.
The stream was small, not one of the channels of the
Kshoned, not even the Smallwater. There were great
shaftwoods nearby, shaftwoods that had never known an ax.
She was far into the wilds, it would be difficult to find such
wilds within days of the city.
She had no recollection of getting here, so she must have
been unconscious. Last she knew, she had forgotten how long
she had been rotting in Fillain’s dungeon, it had been more
than a week she was sure. There had been no word from her
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father, none from any of his friends. She had to assume the
troops had been successful at intercepting him at her
grandmother’s, it was little more than a day’s hard ride for
mounted, armed men.
She didn’t believe Mukoy and his band would offer her
family much protection with Fillain’s troops after them. Their
family’s farm was miles from Mukoy’s camp anyway, his
men could ride in and take them, Mukoy and his men would
never know. Not that he would send his rabble against
mounted pikemen and archers if he did know. Their only
defense was to keep his men from finding the house.
She thought she was left alive only because Fillain had
forgotten her. The serving staff just kept feeding her as usual.
She had already been thinking about what that would mean.
She would have to befriend them, get them to bring her
reading material, better food, clean her chamberpot more
often. Eventually, in decades, maybe they would regard her as
one of them, let her grow old in servant’s quarters. She’d
never get a spouse and children, but at four and thirty one she
was already well past prime family-forming age.
Now she was here, bound to a rock in an abandoned
pioneer site, waiting for dark. It was most likely someone had
reminded Fillain that there was this now useless woman in the
dungeon. She wondered if Fillain had mounted her while she
was unconscious. It didn’t feel like it, but her hands were
bound behind her. She didn’t feel like she had been knocked
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out to get her here, she could see or feel no bruises. She could
rub her head against the rock to check for sore spots and
couldn’t find any. That meant she had been rendered
unconscious by drugs, probably in her food.
Why go thru the trouble to bring her out here, wherever
this was? She spent some time listening intently for any
human sound. There was none. She screamed for help a few
more times, but there was no answer and no help came. It was
getting dark, and it was getting cool. That made her guess she
was in higher country. She wondered if she was near Mukoy’s
camp, that was far upstream near the top of the breaks. She
had noticed a difference in climate the only time she visited
her grandmother, back when she was one and twenty.
This could be Tyikork’s stream couldn’t it? He had
already started on this dam back when she had been at her
grandmother’s. If this was his dam, he hadn’t made much
progress on it in the last three decades. She wondered if he
had given up and abandoned the property. If it was his place,
it was raw wilderness, but it wasn’t far into raw wilderness. If
it was Tyikork’s stream, she had been unconscious for days to
get here. In the dungeons she could never see what day of the
week it was, but she thought her last memories were of
turning in for Dusksleep. It had been at least a week she was
unconscious, if that had been caused by a blow to the head,
she wouldn’t be more or less fine now.
If that was where she was, it might not be so bad. There
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were gleeps up here, but they were hunted down to rarity
already. They reproduce sparingly, so a generation of hunters
had already thinned them out. On the other hand, nothing
bigger had moved in to fill the void, and humans took most of
the kargettes and lenta that roamed these woods.
It was possible she wouldn’t encounter anything she
couldn’t scare off with a few good kicks. If she could see it.
Narrulla would be up for six more hours, but would go thru
eclipse during that time. Then it would be back in twenty one
and a three quarter hours. Kunae was near Kortrax in the sky
in the summers of this age. Still, she might live long enough
to die of hypothermia.
The sky was still grey when two men came up on her.
They came up suddenly, out of the woods above the rocks she
was chained to. One was big and muscular, with an unkempt
thatch of charcoal grey hair and huge arms. He was huge,
maybe even Troll or part Troll, but marked with his age. He
was dressed in overalls and heavy boots. The other was a tall,
dark Elf, even taller than the other, pale skinned and dressed
in pantaloons, blouse and jacket with his hair in a tight que.
She needed only to glance at his eyes to know he had
shrugged off much more age than the other man would ever
know. He wasn’t Fillain himself, but he could be a
descendant, they looked enough alike.
“You may indulge yourself,” the old money Elf said to the
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Troll, “since her old man can’t seem to find her.” It didn’t
take much imagination to guess his intent when he snatched
off his clothes and walked his erection toward her. She could
see in his eyes and his drool that he meant to be rough, what
would it matter when her fate was death anyway? Why not let
the help have their fun? The Old Money look upon us as less
than their livestock anyway, little more than garden pests.
As the big man reached for her, she heard someone
coming, someone called her name. The men who held her
captive turned, two men ran from the woods, she knew one of
them. The men who held her were armed with ragged crystal
swords and they both charged, even the Troll, though his
boner waved in front of him and he was naked save for the
boots. They were both practiced with swords and ran at her
unarmed rescuers swinging to decapitate.
She screamed, but instead of flying from their necks, the
faces were transformed. Ten centuries fell away and it was the
45th again and Taron swooned with relief as she finally pulled
free of that nightmare.
Now that she was out of it, she saw how the scene
triggered the attack. What was now ruins was then unfinished
and partially abandoned construction. This dam had actually
been in use four centuries, she knew, but knowing that didn’t
stop her oscillating between the times before and after the
dam was whole.
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How long would she stay free of it? Was she destined to
live more and more of her life in the past? Could this two and
a half century old memory upgrade be repaired today to stop
these attacks? Would she have to leave LandingMukoy as she
had to leave Norbin? What could she tell him of what she had
seen? Even though she knew it was her mind substituting a
recent picture for one of the same racial characteristics, many
centuries ago, it was Tiddee’s face she saw on the old money
Elf lord setting his infantryman loose on her.
“You had another memory attack didn’t you?” Deneb
asked.
She made him hold her before she would answer. “Yes, I
was chained out here, these guys were going to rape me, kill
me and leave my body for the highknees to pick at. One was
tall and gaunt, in finery with a que. The other was big and
heavyset, his hair was a charcoal thatch.”
“What year were you in?”
“Long ago, long, long ago. It was right here, it was this
rock, she pointed at the ledge right next to them. This dam
wasn’t finished, the rockcutting tools were laying where
we’re sitting.”
“Do you know when that was?” Deneb asked Soho.
“The dam was finished in 35,52,41 I think, maybe a
decade or two later, but before the 40th.”
“That was during the time of the Theft,” Deneb said.
That was the event in history when the cure for aging was
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stolen from the Old Money and from then on anyone who
could afford it could have youth. With competition from the
geneticists of Kshoned, by the dawn of the 40th century
anyone with any income source at all could afford it, by the
early in the 42nd it was free and sexually contagious.
“Yes,” she said. That was a time when there could have
been warships fighting their way up the river that coursed
where the lockway is today. Emotions had run that high in
those days. It was hard to believe she could be that old, but
her grandmother’s address outside LandingMukoy was raw
wilderness miles from town at the time, at least in those
flashbacks.
What else could it be? It could be someone feeding her
RNAcid of someone else’s memories. That seemed more
logical, rather than thinking she might be that old. But what
would be the point of doing that to her? No one had anything
to gain by it.
If she was that old, could someone be slipping her
memcol? Most people actually wrote everything down in
their minds, the chemical copy of the memory was made and
maintained for centuries, they just didn’t know how to find
those memories. Her enhancement gave her excellent access
to everything she ever saw, felt, heard, tasted or smelled from
the week after she took the pill. The side effect was this
random access to things she wasn’t trying to remember from
centuries before she took the pill. Memcol dumped whatever
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you were thinking about at the time it took effect. It was a
slow acting drug, usually taking two to three hours to really
take effect, so it was easy to administer surreptitiously.
She was on the soft ribbonleaves of Soho’s pasture, beside
the rocks by the stream. Deneb had put her down when she
got that dizzy spell. “I’m OK now, help me up, I’ll be good.”
She regained her feet but kept her hold on Deneb and turned
to Soho. “Do you know the history of this spot? Was there a
murder committed here in the late 35th?”
“How did you know that? It took decades of careful
research for me to trace this property back that far.”
She stepped back up to the rock where she had been.
“That was the flashback I just had, it was like I was there, I
was a witness to it.”
“Then you’d have to be ten centuries old.”
“I can’t consciously remember anything before the 43rd,
but that doesn’t mean I couldn’t go back that far.” She didn’t
think so, but until she found a birth record, she could have
been born anywhere at any time. In the Highlands youth has
been available to all who could afford it since the beginning
of the 35th, she had no proof she didn’t go back that far and
come from there. She could have come on the first caravan
and not remember. These flashbacks proved that she was
ancient didn’t they? Unless they were RNAcid trips of
someone else’s life.
“That could mean you are Old Money,” Soho said.
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“I sure never felt it. I sure wasn’t in the 43rd.” She found
the marks, though erosion, lichen and limewort had worked
these stones hard since that day. “Here, here is where the
shackles were,” she pointed. The rock that held her right hand
had since been carried off by the stream, but the left was still
there. The stream had eroded about two feet of the stone away
in the time between.
“But it wasn’t a woman who was murdered, it was a Troll
man named Binsooth. He was a footman in Fillain’s guard at
the time.”
“I might have seen that again if you hadn’t come for me.
In the flashback my father and another man came up on them
but they were unarmed.”
“Not in the account I was able to find in the Fillain
library,” Soho said. “One of his grandsons writes the account,
he says he and his footman were beset by bandits in the
woods while on their way to Tyikork’s camp. His man saved
his life at the cost of his own and he was barely able to
escape, grievously wounded.
“It was in the time of the Theft,” Soho continued.
“Whemsin, the grandson who wrote the account, was leading
the guard who chased the biomatrix to LandingMukoy.”
“Whether these attacks are memories or RNAcid trips, in
one I was thrown into Fillain’s dungeon, and in this one I
remembered being in Fillain’s dungeon. I remember that I
didn’t remember how I got to this spot.”
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She got up from there. It was getting a little cool to be
naked, the weeks were out of order this year. As she walked
back to her wrap, only a few steps away, she said, “I do
remember that I knew I was four and thirty one, decades, not
centuries, and that I had little hope of starting a family at that
age, so I couldn’t have been Old Money.”
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8. Memories
Deneb was glad that rather than spend hours on crowded
streetcars, they were hiking the hillpath between the Tyikork
and Kripsea valleys. Many had dedicated stones to this path
so it was flat and level with steps in all the steep parts. There
were even a few benches where there was a lookout point.
The path was little more than a mile altogether, but climbed
four hundred feet and back down going over the narrow ridge
that separated the two valleys.
“The flashbacks almost never happen in Rimpensmill,”
Taron answered him, “and it’s mild if it does, little more than
a deja-vue. If I go in certain parts of Norbin, I can’t see
because so much flashes back. I stay out of Norbin if I can,
even though the flashbacks I get there are not so terrifying as
these, they are distracting.”
“How are they different?” he asked.
“They’re mostly day to day things, a market plaza is
suddenly ten centuries ago, streets I used to walk every day
would be old as often as current. Once I went into a pill shop
and found it hadn’t been there for five centuries. If I see
something in a museum it always sends me back to that time,
even if it’s ten centuries ago. I thought it was my imagination,
but if I stay away from Norbin they are rare.”
“They aren’t rare here,” he said.
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“Here on this hillpath they are rare. There would have
been nothing like this in those days.”
“But in LandingMukoy they are not rare.”
“No,” she said, “I’m sorry.”
“You shouldn’t be sorry, you’re the victim.”
“I should see if I can get something done about it. It’s not
a problem in Rimpensmill but if you let me stay with you I’ll
have to do something, you certainly don’t want me like this.”
“It doesn’t make me stop wanting you,” Deneb said. He
wanted to say something about the, ‘Let me stay with you,’
but they were trying to talk about her flashbacks and not the
arrangements for the future. “I don’t want you to suffer with
them.”
“Thanks,” she said. “I don’t want you to suffer because of
them either.”
They had to go single file for a minute because others
were coming the other way. There is actually quite a bit of
traffic over this path.
“Which is the oldest foundation on your circle?” she
asked when she caught up to him again.
“You mean the circle where the house is?”
“Yes.”
“Mine,” he said, “but why?”
“If these flashbacks are real, it was my grandmother’s
house, the address triggered a flashback, though what really
triggered it is that it looks a lot like Fillain’s house, at least
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the front hall.”
“A lot of the parts are genuine from that period, but most
of them were from the Highlands.” At dawn of the 40th there
might have been a million people in the cities of the Kshoned
Breaks, but in the Highlands there were over a billion, so a
thousand times as many artifacts of that period were made in
the Highlands.
“What made you pick 35th century architecture?”
“Done over in archwood instead of timber,” he pointed
out. The main trunks were over a foot in diameter now and
had room in the design to grow to four feet thick, ten
centuries from now. He knew ephemerals didn’t have time for
grown housing. He had already been working on the house
long enough to raise a child. In ephemeral times people
wanted to move into a new home in ten years or less.
“Yeah but the décor is very 35th century,” Taron said.
“You’ve got no wicker or macrame on anything, no rattan, no
crystal. It’s beautiful and it’s solid but you have to admit it is
definitely period.”
“I’ve always liked it and there’s a market for it among the
wealthy. It’s their answer to rustic. Tiddee is an expert on the
period also, actually that’s what drew us to together. I had
some pieces already and knew where to get more. I did two
period restorations of timber structures, this is my first project
with new growth.”
“The main trunks are more than ten decades.”
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“They were more than ten decades when I bought it, they
are an ephemeral lifetime now. The outbuildings and gazebo
are the only things I planted.”
“We can see it from here can’t we,” she said as they
passed a bench on the Kripsea side of the hillpath.
They had just come over the crest and hadn’t descended a
full flight of steps yet. There was enough of a rockface below
them to see over the trees and the Kripsea Valley was before
them. They could see about four miles down the valley to the
city center and two miles up the valley to the turn. The wide
part was to the right toward the center of town, where there is
at least a mile of flat cropland before the next ridge.
His house is on this side, the last farms before this ridge.
The farmland started a thousand feet away and four hundred
feet below them. The house was a thousand feet beyond that
and the canvas where the stained glass dome was supposed to
go was painfully obvious, probably even more so now that
dusk was well under way. To him it was a throbbing sore in
the canopy of the village.
He hadn’t sat and looked at it from here since before he
bought it. He guessed the lane it was on was once their own
path and Avenue Kathedemaya was little more than a hunter’s
track when the foundation was built. The valley floor was flat
enough to get a cart over once the trees were felled and the
stumps burned out. The stone foundation was substantial and
the original plank and timber farmhouse had stood on it at
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least a century and one part or another had been propped up
one way or another until the middle 44th when the archwoods
were planted. The previous owner had gutted all that out and
lived in tent and sapling. The interior was actually all new
once again and standing on the foundation, but now living
walls and roof faced the elements so the carefully finished
plank and timber of the interior was protected.
“It doesn’t bring flashbacks from this angle,” Taron told
him. “How much do you know of the history of the
property?”
“It was first registered in the early 44th when this land was
divided. It was entered as being a traditional farm before
that.” In other words it had been in the family since they
cleared the land and no one was literate at the time to write
that all down.
“This was all the farm of that house until then?” She
pointed at the area that was around that lane and circle.
It was at least a hundred acres with at least a third of a
mile along Avenue Kathedemaya. In the early 44th the avenue
was a country road with big farms and farm wagons, now
there were few big farms and many urban folk without
enough land to feed them. There were still heavy traffic of
farm wagons on the avenue but they came from a day farther
out. “It seems that way,” he answered. “Once I was sure the
registry was satisfied it was mine and the neighbors were
satisfied that it was mine, I lost interest in historical research
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and got involved with construction.”
She kept looking at it. “In my flashbacks or hallucinations
or whatever they are, I have been here before. I was one and
twenty.”
“What did it look like?”
“I didn’t see it, I just knew I had been here when I was in
another flashback.”
“Which one was that?”
“The one when I first walked in the house. I saw Fillain
coming down your stairway, that stairway is just like his was
at the time. He sent his men after my father, who was on his
way to this house,” she pointed at his, “and I remembered the
address as my grandmothers.”
“I didn’t even notice that you had a flashback then, I’m
sorry.”
“I tried to hide it, I came out of it in seconds. It was when
you were pointing out the woodwork on the stairway, the stuff
you rescued from a scrapwood bunker in Gelester Locks. The
carvings that triggered the flashback, they were scavenged
from the original Fillain mansion if my flashback was
correct.”
“I’m sorry I didn’t notice.”
“I don’t want people to notice. It was nothing, really,
hardly any worse than the ones I get in Rimpensmill every
year or two. It wouldn’t have been unusual except it was the
third in one day.”
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“When was the first?”
“Before I took that song, when I saw the waterfront at
LandingMukoy. It’s much different now but the quay where
the old lockway branches off is still there. That spot where
they joined the block paving to the older fieldstone is very
distinctive and it was just the same in the flashback.”
“How was that one.”
“Kind of bad, one of the worst I’d ever had outside of
Norbin until the one at Soho’s.”
“So they’re getting worse?”
“Yeah. Not stronger, but darker. Although that one at
Soho’s was the strongest one I’ve ever had, by far. It was like
I was on memcol, I didn’t even know it was a flashback, I
was that deep in it.”
“Did you do any?” he asked. He’d always been afraid to,
he’d known people who’d had flashbacks so strong they
couldn’t see their current environment. Often it made people
relive their most terrifying experiences.
“As far as I know I have never done it,” she said.
“I wouldn’t have a clue where to get it,” he said.
“It’s just how vivid and inescapable it was. When I was in
it, I was IN the 35th, I didn’t know the 45th century existed.
“I’m really sorry,” he said and put both his arms around
her shoulders. “I care about you and what you’re going thru. I
know I cared about you when we were together in the past. I
remember loving you, I remember you were the most
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important, most precious thing in my life.”
“I felt that way too,” she said and tried to hug him back
though she couldn’t move much the way he was holding her.
“Can I ask you something, something I don’t really
remember, but need to make sure of. I really need you to be
honest with me about this.”
“I can be honest,” she said. “I’m good at that. It’s lies I
have the trouble with.”
It was hard to get this out but he thought he might have
done this sometime in his distant past. He didn’t think it was
with this girl because he couldn’t imagine refusing. She was
looking at him expectantly. “Did you ask me for a child? Is
that why I left?”
“No,” she said with a sigh, “it was boredom and my
possessiveness. I never asked you for a child, but once we are
settled I would give you one if you asked.”
“With eternal youth I don’t see a need. Since that and the
variety plague, partnership is all about teamwork and the
pleasure of each others company.”
“True,” she said.
He tried to believe her but was no more than ninety nine
percent successful. Perhaps she wanted him to ask. It was too
soon to talk more about it now, but if they were still together
a decade from now, and they were in a position where it made
sense, perhaps he should bring that up again.
“I’m remembering more about you every day,” he said.
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“Oh?”
“You were glad our home didn’t have a garden, you said
your job was enough.”
“It was,” she said.
“And you like rogus flakes with spicemelon sauce.”
“I used to,” she said, “but I haven’t been doing it as much
recently.”
“You didn’t like the neighbors upstairs.”
“Probably because their bed squeaked so much. If they
were going to work out on it like that three times a day they
should have greased the springs or tightened the frame or
something. The whole hallway used to talk about it.”
“There were four homes on our floor.”
“They all heard them. But yeah, you are remembering
more of it, I’m glad.” She turned in his arms and kissed him,
he kissed back with interest and caressed her. She leaned into
it, but they heard more people on the path. “Maybe we should
get back?” she suggested.
They had duskmeal at the house. Menden usually cooks
duskmeal if there are people home. They were a little late, so
Deneb put a couple more sausages on and they started with
the greens. Thru it all Taron was obviously in distress, and it
seemed to be from Tiddee. Tiddee tried to ignore it, but
wound up acting over-nice because of it, which seemed to
only make Taron more tense. At one point he could see that
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Tiddee was ready to explode, and he was ready to step in. He
saw Taron cower and Tiddee held back. No one said anything.
No one knew how to deal with this it seemed.
There was a space of silence. Shalai made a comment
about the meal, and everyone remained polite. Taron finished
her meal in near silence. It wasn’t until they had cleaned up
and come back upstairs that he asked her what that was about.
“It’s not his fault,” she said. “It’s just that the flashback I
had today is so vivid.”
“I saw that, I was there.”
“Well I was a little put off at first because Tiddee looked a
lot like Fillain, the guy who sent troops after my father and
sent me to the dungeons.”
“After ten centuries that’s a common enough look.”
“For sure,” she said.
“There’s more to it than that,” he said.
“Today’s flashback. The officer who was going to let his
man have his way with me had Tiddee’s face exactly.”
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9. Altered Orders
“I would guess your mind substituted his into the
memory,” Deneb told her.
She wouldn’t argue with him about that, she believed it
herself. It was going so well except for this. She wished she
could just have the enhancement removed. She’d rather forget
the other seven times she’d known him and have only dim
memories of the last and be free of these damn flashbacks. If
they were as strong as the one she had at Soho’s, there was no
way she could hide them. It was obvious she was broken, in
spite of her pretty packaging. She and Deneb had been
together four times since the last time he had seen her get
flashbacks this bad, and that was when she hadn’t been able
to talk him out of visiting Norbin.
That had been the only time she had left him. She knew it
was scenes from her past in Norbin that were triggering them,
she had no choice but to leave, and that had precipitated that
breakup. These flashbacks were going to force her to leave
LandingMukoy weren’t they? If she couldn’t get them treated
they were, and she certainly couldn’t ask Deneb to leave the
house he was working on.
“I guess that makes sense,” she said about her memory
substituting a recent face, of which it had a detailed picture,
for one from ten centuries in the past, for which she should
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have no picture at all. It didn’t feel right, but until she could
get herself fixed, she needed to downplay this as much as
possible. “I should go apologize.”
“You don’t have to do that, you didn’t actually say
anything, but you don’t need to be so tense and skittish
around him. I’ve known him for decades, since the second
restoration project I did. He’s been as instrumental in doing
this house as I have. The only reason this is my project and
not his is I had the money from the last project to buy it
initially.”
“I’m sorry I’m acting this way, that flashback was so
vivid, so overpowering.”
“It’s OK, it’s over now,” he said and took her in a hug.
Somehow that made it all better. In his arms she wasn’t
worried about the flashbacks or about Tiddee. He always
made her feel safe and complete.
Dusksleep was once again a thing of beauty. It was more
than just the sex, which was still perfect. After a few sleeps
together, the desperate need was satisfied and only the warm
comfort remains. That perfect union that made them one, that
changed life from a big scary challenge to a celebration of
joy. She flew like a balloon-leaf thru all her dreams and woke
for Nightday languid but refreshed.
Only the smell of cooking from a neighbor’s house told
her it was Nightday. It was so dark she could appreciate him
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only by touch, aroma and sound. Touch was best, surrounded
by comforting warmth. He was firm and solid, his arms were
around her, she turned just a bit so his hand was better
centered on her breast and gently stroked the back of that
hand as she lay there.
The aroma of semen lingered faintly, probably from the
towel they had used. The room was fresh, one window was
still partly open and scents of the canopy and nearby fields
were light upon the air. The scent of Deneb was light also,
clean but not perfumed. The perfume was the blooms on the
archwoods, tangy and sweet.
The sound was of him breathing, slow and steady and
clear. Next was the Nightday lumins; Dipdooper, Speewplook
and Neemineebs were the most common in this archwood
clump, but a half dozen lesser species got a chirp in now and
then. There were a few faint sounds of people stirring in the
neighborhood, but it didn’t sound like anyone else in this
house was awake.
She was going to have to make some decisions this week.
She could stay one more week, but with the next dawn she
should be on her way back to Rimpensmill one way or the
other. Perhaps the first thing she should do is find out if this
flashback problem could be repaired. She should be able to
find that out today. This was the 45th century, the DNA labs in
LandingMukoy should be just as good as the ones in
Rimpensmill. They were probably using the same biomatrix
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suppliers. If it was going to require fresh research, she was
out of luck, but if there was a known fix, she could probably
afford it, especially if she sold her house.
She couldn’t ask Deneb to make his mind up about her in
so little time. This house really complicated things. The
investigator hadn’t described the house itself, he had just said
he was renovating houses. She couldn’t ask him to move out
of here, so he was anchored for at least another decade. She
couldn’t really ask Klaibol to give her a year. They wanted
her to pledge and had offered a copper and forty a year plus
bonus. She was seriously tempted, but would be committed to
every Morningday of the year but two.
Maybe it would be best if she had a nice visit and came
up again when the house was done? That made the most
logical sense, but it didn’t feel the best. She felt best lying
right here. The thirty five decades with Klaibol was
important, but not as important as waking in Deneb’s arms.
She moved her shoulder just a little so her nipple could probe
between the base of two of his fingers.
Any work she could get here would probably require
riding the streetcar back and forth to LandingMukoy for
every shift, at least two pennies a shift, but she could
probably start at over an iron if she just poked a calculator.
The time spent on the ride would be more annoying than the
cost, it would add up to another hour a day.
Deneb’s hand twitched and for a second gripped her,
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giving her a thrill. He made a snort and pulled her a little
closer. He seemed to be still asleep, but grew hard against her.
She knew men often got hard in their sleep and she didn’t
think he was faking it. She pressed his hand a little harder to
her and moved her shoulder a little more, bringing her own
heat on. He pressed against her in his sleep.
She bent her back and pulled him into her. She moved
slowly, just enough, getting as deep as she could from this
position. He half woke, mumbled something, and she stopped
holding back. His arms tightened around her, his fingers dug
in and he pulled strongly to get more penetration. He came
quickly, with sexy grunts, and she worked to bring herself
over right behind him, with more of a sigh of pleasure than a
grunt.
“That’s probably the most pleasant wake-up call I’ve ever
had,” he said.
“That’s exactly what I say,” she said in response. She held
him a while longer, but rolled out of bed before he slid out. I
think we can call it Nightday, I heard people up in other
houses.”
“How long have you been awake?”
“Maybe ten minutes, maybe even fifteen.”
“What have you been doing?”
“Enjoying being held, thinking about what I would do if
you let me stay.”
“I want you to stay. I feel bad about your career...”
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“It’s not really a career, I’m just a regular temp.” She
wanted to know how he felt, not how much he would think of
her.
“It sounded like you think of it as a career.”
“I’ve been offered,” she said.
“What stopped you?”
“I wanted to see how this visit went. I wasn’t going to
make a commitment til then.”
“How do you think it’s going?”
“Absolutely great except for the flashbacks. I was
wondering if you know of a place I could go that might be
able to fix it? Or even take the enhancement out if there’s
nothing else they can do.”
“They’re along the dam across the lockway, but there’s a
couple high bridges with streetcars.”
“I want to get over there in that case. What were you
planning on doing today?”
“Making a decision on that dome. I’d really like to figure
out how I fucked up so bad on that design. I have my notes
around someplace, I could go over those.”
“I can help with that I’m sure,” she said. “I use a
calculator, but I don’t need one, I can check your math.”
“Finding the notes will be the hard part.”
It was after breakfast that he lead her to the construction
office. It was in the basements of the ancient foundation, the
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only part of the house that wasn’t darker in the Nightday
lantern light than any other. The basements were dark with
damp walls of rough-cut stone. The floor was fresh
excavation and hard-packing, she could see where foundation
stones had been righted in the last few decades, and centuries
of sediment had been excavated. She expected to be hurled
into a flashback of abuse in Fillain’s dungeons at any second
and was tense from the anticipation.
Deneb noticed and asked, “What’s wrong?”
“We’re in the basement of my grandmother’s house, if
these flashbacks really are from my past. I expect a flashback
any second.”
“I’m right here and I’ll protect you from anything in real
life. I can’t make them stop happening, but I can be here for
you. I doubt your grandmother had a threadsaw bench so you
shouldn’t get a flashback from that.”
It was the room under the dining hall. There was a kiln
stove down here, right below the fireplace above, along with
the threadsaw bench he mentioned that was right below the
banquet table. She had seen threadsaws before, many of
Klaibol’s customers had them and she’d had interludes with
several of the guys who ran them in those machine shops.
There were a couple more lanterns down here for lights, he
only lit the one near the desk and bookcase. The desk was two
sided with only a thin layer of drawers.
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But she saw something else here, a tray with some
internal organs in fluid. Her father and his friend from the
dam were working over it. They tried to shoo her from the
room, but she had seen animals butchered plenty of times on
the estate. “Whemsin and his men are on the way!” she
shouted over their protests.
“What?”
“Drailee just rode in from lookout, they’ve turned off
Kripsea trail at the stream.”
“We have to get this packaged!” her father shouted.
The other man cursed, she stood there, wondering what
she could do to help. Someone tapped her on the shoulder.
Deneb pointed and asked her, “Why don’t you look thru
the ones on that side.”
She was back in the 45th again, a little dumbfounded, but
unwilling to delve into such a small flashback, seemingly
disconnected from all the others. “What am I looking for?”
she asked.
“My notes.”
“How will I recognize...” she started to ask, but didn’t
have to. The notes would be written on paper. The drawer was
mostly full of small screws, both star and cross head. The
only other things in the drawer were a couple small star and
cross screwdrivers, a fishing lure with a broken hook, two
pennies from somewhere she’d never heard of, three small
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drill bits and lots of dust. The next drawer held dirty gloves,
some with holes in them, dusty hair ties, lots of rags, two
pairs of tongs, a pencil stub, and almost as much dust. The
next held knife molds and powder, and a spool of the most
incredibly fine thread. There were all kinds of bright
warnings on that, danger, death, undetectable. It was thread
for the threadsaw, a tiny thread of infinite strength carrying
microscopic shards of diamond in its mesh. She wasn’t going
to even reach into that drawer.
Deneb had finished the drawers on his side, started going
thru the piles of papers on the bookcases. Most of them were
magazines and a few were catalogs. “Look for any loose
sheets,” he said as she came over to help him.
“You don’t know where you left them?”
“Menden cleans up every now and then. He wouldn’t
throw them in the scrap, but he could put them in a place
where I can be sure I will never find it again.”
“Like high in the branches?”
“No, in this room, in the spot he thinks I will be most
likely to find them.”
“Like right here on the top of the desk?” she asked. The
desk itself had calendars for the last several years and the
next four, the city merchants listing, a list of addresses and a
couple notebooks. There was also a folder of loose notes,
mostly pages torn from one or the other of the notebooks.
“Exactly,” he said trying to downplay his immense relief,
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and dug into the pile. He began lining up the pertinent ones
on the desk. He made a pile of rough sketches, a final sketch,
colored with pencils. There were a few numbers on that one
but they weren’t labeled.
He found a diagram of all the panes of glass the
completed dome would need. She recognized it as the planet,
turned so the Norbin basin is in the foreground with the
passage to the Highlands on the right and the Kshoned,
Tuidain and Ydlontrostl on the left and the polar mountains
and plains above. It was distorted, she’d seen a navigator’s
globe several times since the 43rd and knew the planet of all
lands was much bigger than that. The Norbin is a tiny basin
taking up less than one percent of the planet, not a third of it,
but it was pretty just the same and the shades of green and
blue made a pretty dome. Instead of the black of the
uninhabitable wastes, he had shown them in yellows, beiges,
browns and greys, the colors geologists said one would really
see if one was miles above the world looking down at it.
“I also had a sheet where I totaled up each tile. I don’t see
that here.”
“How long will it take to do that over? You have only two
shades of blue, four of green, three of yellow and beige, two
browns, three greys. You have four tile shapes, but two of
them are only for blues.”
He pulled another sheet of notebook paper, “Dark blue
curved river?”
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She counted them on the dome, “Seven,” she told him.
“Medium blue curved river,” he said.
It took them less than an hour. “We would check it by
marking them out on a new copy of that picture, but this is
enough to see if it matches the paperwork we got with the
order.”
There were discrepancies of up to fifteen tiles in the
stained glass order. The copy that came with the delivery and
the photocopy of the order as submitted matched. The
delivered order matched those two scraps of paperwork. The
only thing that did not match was the numbers they got by
doing a new count on the original artwork that Deneb had
done the first grafting to. They tried to find ways they could
have substituted one piece for another, but there were few
numbers in common.
They were still talking about it when they came down to
the kitchen for Nightday lunch. “So here’s another way to
come at it,” Taron said. “How many cups were involved in
that evening?”
“When I made up the tile order?” he asked in return.
“Right?”
“As near as I can remember, none, times four. I thought I
went over those numbers four different days when I was
totally straight. That’s why I wish I had that worksheet. There
was a row of four little check marks next to each one of them
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when I re-checked them.”
“How could this fake sheet have gotten in there?” she
pointed to the order form.
“I don’t know, I delivered the printout to Knyoingk
personally, on this form that I filled out here but signed in
their presence. The one they have the photocopy of.”
“Without that worksheet, Knyoingk can say you counted
wrong.” She hated playing the opposition with him, but she
knew they could say that.
“I could understand how Knyoingk could modify their
copy, there are masking boxes and photo sprays that can alter
time and space in photocopies. But how could they modify
our copy of the original order?”
“Maybe they’re real quick and did it in the copy machine.
He made two copies, both altered, and gave you one of them
and called it the original.”
“That’s an awful lot of science fiction,” he said.
“What else can it be?” she asked, then got an idea. “How
safe was the original order between the time you copied it
from the worksheet, until you turned it in to Knyoingk?” She
wasn’t going to mention the name Tiddee, but she wanted to
know if he could have tampered with it.
“It was here in this workshop the whole time.”
“For how long?” she asked.
“A couple weeks.”
“And anyone in the house could get down here?” She
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didn’t remember him opening any locks between here and the
remainder of the house. Not that that house itself was actually
locked.
“Anyone who walked by could actually get to it, but the
only time they could have done it was after I made my fourth
sober count of the tiles I needed, and taking them to their
order desk. Really, that was the half hour while I had lunch
that day, because I did the last recount that before-lunch.
“So you think Knyoingk altered your order form when
they made the copy, and gave you back the copy?”
“I don’t see any other possibility.”
“Someone switched them while you had lunch.”
“Everyone in the house was with me.”
“All the time?”
“Came thru the kitchen while I was there.”
“Switching paperwork would take ten seconds for an
extremely spastic person,” she told him. Was there anyone in
the house at the time who couldn’t have ten seconds with
those papers if they were out of your sight?”
“Shalai; she was in my sight at all times that lunch time
but I get your point,” he said. “Anyone in the city could have
come down here and altered those papers. A fast drying
bleach on the old ink, new numbers in identical ink. It didn’t
have to be something Knyoingk did in their copy machine.”
“Right,” she said. She had to let him discover that it could
be someone in his own house, someone who once kept his
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hair and beard in a que.
“Of course it could have been Knyoingk who sent
someone in here to swap the paperwork.”
“How would they know you were going to place an
order?” she asked, wondering how long he could slither away
from it before she couldn’t avoid saying it herself.
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10. A Trip Downtown
Deneb was beginning to think she might be working for
Knyoingk, the way she was defending them. He wondered if
she could be. He had been trying to figure out what her game
might be, distracting him might be it. If she knew his distant
past, and looked a little like the girl from Rimpensmill, she
could pull it off. He didn’t think Knyoingk would employ a
bait girl, but he was sure BeesisDictile had several. Knyoingk
claimed they were independent of BeesisDictile and
complained about them, but he wouldn’t be surprised if it was
an act. Knyoingk himself had always seemed to have an air of
Old Money around him, even if his help didn’t. Valsim was
the reason he was using Knyoingk, they had been friends
since he first got to LandingMukoy and he had followed him
as he worked for three different glass vendors. It was Valsim
who first voiced suspicions that something might not be right
in the front office.
“I had been talking with them about price and delivery all
year,” he told Taron in response to her last question. “They
knew I was trying to figure what I would need. All I was
doing was giving them a chance to figure out how they could
edit that into what they wanted to get rid of.”
“You’re sure it was them?” she asked.
“I’m not even going to ask.” He knew it would be
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pointless. If Valsim knew he would have said something. “I’ll
sell the extra pieces on the aftermarket and order the
difference of the ones we’re short of. I’ll even be polite to
them as I order the shortage. I have been properly fleeced, I
understand. I understand that my projects have become too
grandiose.”
“Maybe you’d like to try a small lakeside place down near
Rimpensmill after this one?”
“Sounds like a great idea,” he said.
“I could buy it when I get back to Rimpensmill. It’s
actually on a canal to the lake, but there’s no lock, not even a
free one. What’s a decade?”
“Yeah, why don’t you write to Klaibol and tell him you’ll
be back in a decade or so?” Now that she was back, he was
reluctant to wait til he was done with the house. He would
start to rush it. It needed another decade, but he would be
tempted to get thru in thirty or forty years and wind up
shortchanging himself of an aluminum.
“Now that people know he’s willing to sign a career
pledge,” she said, “all shifts will have a pledged stats
collector in less than a decade.” She paused but he didn’t
want to start begging. She was troubled. He wanted to know a
lot more about her before he made any commitments. When
he didn’t say anything, she continued. “I could live there for a
decade or so, we could visit every few years, at least I could, I
should think you could to.”
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So she meant to return to Rimpensmill and let him come
to her after the project was sold. “I can’t afford the express
coach,” he said, thinking of how he would need more than a
visit every couple years. He could understand her reluctance
to stay here if LandingMukoy caused her flashbacks. It would
be a lonely decade, he had no one to take her place and
probably wouldn’t try to find someone.
“I really can’t either. I’ve heard it is possible to make the
entire trip on streetcars now. They’re on the coach roads and
the seats aren’t padded, but they are still a penny a ride.” The
streetcars in all the cities of the Kshoned Breaks had supple
suspensions since the 40th, but the benches themselves were
wood. She would have to buy a small pillow to make that trip.
“That’s still got to be an iron when all is said and done,
not to mention what your ass would feel like after the trip.”
“How would you do it?” she asked.
“Just book an all-expenses iron tour with any one of the
tour boat companies and stay on board til I get to the city I’m
trying to get to.”
“You stay on the boat thru the lockways?” she asked.
“That must take ages.”
“Yes, you go much faster on a streetcar than a ship
working its way thru a lockway. But you’re also going to
have to stop for a bathroom and a meal and this or that other
distraction from ‘Oh I always wanted to see that’ to ‘what do
you mean the bridge is closed?’ Meanwhile on board there’s
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always a fine buffet, and gourmet tables one can sign for at
times posted on the tour schedule. Of course each stateroom
includes an all-in-one. And almost every lock we sit in has a
stage next to it that I can watch from my deck.”
“If there was a stage on the boat I might be interested, but
really, I could make it in the light of a week once I learned the
route. I could pledge and still get two weeks free.”
“Yes,” he sighed, “and if we did that, it is still better than
if we never re-connected, but I’d prefer if you could just cure
the flashbacks.”
“So you’re sure you want to take me back?” she asked.
“Yes, you’ll see, it won’t be me leaving you this time,” he
said, and hoped he sounded more confident than he felt.
She gave him a grateful smile.
It was lunch time by then, but they were alone in the
kitchen. With only one lantern lit, the huge room was dark
and empty on Nightday, with deep shadows in the corners.
Things were too far apart, Taron had to feel her way to get a
roasting bowl. “I’ll be glad when we can use the kitchen
upstairs,” she said. “It’s a much more comfortable size.”
“I know, I usually just sit here on the counter rather than
walking all the way to the table.”
“Your meal could get cold by the time you get there,” she
said.
“What’s your place like?” he asked.
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“I’m still in the same place. I got a little table for that bay
window behind the jugstand in the corner. It’s more of a
cupstand than a table but it’s enough for two for breakfast.”
He didn’t remember that corner very well. He thought she
sat on the windowsill of that bay window, it would be very
cozy for two. “Is that the place where you can see down into
the light well?”
“Yeah. I trimmed the vines and branches back so I get
some sun on that table during Morningday. That building
across the way has grown up three more stories since you left
but there’s still a spot where I can see the dawn horizon over
Museum Hill.”
“You want to move out of there?” He really didn’t
remember it well, but he did know it was a very nice and
large place on the eleventh floor with a nice view out two
sides, with Central Rimpensmill a panorama out the bedroom
window.
“At least until you’re done here,” she said.
“You talked about a place on the lake.”
“I know of one for sale. It’s not quite enough garden
space, only a quarter acre of planting beds, but I personally
couldn’t tend even that much. It’s not really on the lake but up
a canal that leads to the end of the dam, but from there I could
still get to Klaibal’s on a streetcar.”
“But if you move up here for a decade that position will
be filled.”
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“And that’s the dilemma,” she said. “We need to know if
these flashbacks can be cured before we know if I can live
here.”
“Is it that bad?”
“I’m not worthy of giving myself to you if I’m broken.”
“You are far too desirable to be broken,” he said. She was
better with the flashbacks than Jorsto without them, and more
for her personality than her body.
“A broken gift is unworthy, no matter how pretty the
wrapping.”
“I disagree, because it’s not about the wrapping, but lets
go get you fixed anyway.”
The top of the dam has a wide street called Dam Avenue
that was lined with the biggest buildings in the city. There
was lots of brick in the bases of these piles, but they were all
overgrown with archwood now. In the lanterns of Nightday
the brick could be seen, and the thick roots covering it. The
worn paving stones showed, and the mossy verge at the base
of the brick walls and archwood roots. Wide streets spanned
the spaces between the trunks six stories above the ground,
supported on thick limbs grafted together into graceful
arches. Ten centuries ago the dam had not been completed
and only a small canal ran beside the Kshoned, which
thundered into a chasm where the modern locks were today.
He’d seen a picture painted in that time, there were no
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cameras then, except ones saved from the Energy Age in
museums and there was nothing from the Energy Age in this
basin, even the Highlands was trackless wilderness then.
Kshoned however was a major city even then.
The street runs across the main lock gates. While the gates
are open, the street is closed. It can take minutes for each step
in the cycle. The wait can be long. They were lucky, only
getting stopped at the first gates, they went right thru the
other two as the locks were closed and filling. He could tell
Taron was in fear of a flashback, but didn’t seem to get one.
This area had changed so much in ten centuries that nothing
should be familiar unless she was in the Yakhan of the 35th.
This dam hadn’t reached its final height until the end of the
42nd. The big locks weren’t completed until the 44th. The only
thing from the 35th still standing were and the old stone
warehouses along the old lockway. They were all paved over
by a new street level on their old roofs today, but the ancient
walls were intact on the cargo level below.
There was a genetic shop specializing in ‘Cognitive
Biology’ so they figured that was a good place to start. This
was probably the place he had come when he was trying to
remember his mother’s name. He didn’t really know that, it
was too long ago now wasn’t it?
He kissed her as she went into an interview room. She
would describe her problem and probably be given a reader
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pill and a sticky to lick in a few hours in order to read out her
current genetic code and state. They would probably have to
come back tomorrow to read that sticky and give her the
actual treatment pill.
As she went in, he noticed one of her hairs on his hand. It
was probably that which made him do it, he had a way to be
sure. He quickly took it to the shop two doors down that
specialized in genealogical relationship analysis. Now that
this was cheap enough for him to afford, he could be sure of
their relationship, if any, something they couldn’t have
afforded in the past. There were enough small torches on the
doors of gene shops along here that he didn’t even have to
light his. This street was almost indoor anyway, and most of
them were on the second floor above big retail outlets.
The suspicion that she was his mother just wouldn’t go
away, this way he would be able to put his mind at ease. He
turned in her hair, and one of his. They would know before
dusk, but probably not by noon. More than likely that meant
he would have to come down here yet again on Afternoonday.
They were spending so much time together that it might not
be easy for him to get away without Taron knowing what he
had done.
“So how’d it go?” he asked when she came out. Her
expression was guarded and she had a small envelope in her
hand.
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“I took a reader, there’s a sticky in here I have to lick
before I come back tomorrow. They aren’t sure what’s doing
it, but at least they’ve heard of the problem. They know it’s
from the enhancement, but they say there is no good way to
remove the enhancement without a reading from before the
enhancement went in. They did say the modern ones don’t do
this, too bad I didn’t wait a couple centuries for the science to
catch up.”
They were walking out of the building, onto a small side
street that went to Dam Avenue. There were enough lanterns
on the avenue to light this side street for the whole block.
“Can they do anything, or are they just going thru the motions
to collect a fee?”
“They SAY there is a good chance they can help and the
reader was five penny, it’s mass produced. They won’t charge
me more if they can’t help. She went into a detailed
explanation of just what enzymes are involved in recall and
how they are effected by the various enhancements. “I don’t
know the UGC numbers for the ones I had, so they have to
take a reading and see if they can match it up. There are fixes
for several of the most common ones. She said almost all
matrix in the basin is from the same stock so being in
Rimpensmill doesn’t matter.”
“So that’s good news.”
“There are also several versions that they can’t fix and
I’m afraid I might have one of those. They were generated by
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less common strains of biomatrix and I don’t think the place I
got this was big time back then.”
“But they are now?”
“Bigger, but then everything is bigger now.”
“They should take responsibility for their problem.”
“That would be nice,” she said, “but they have no
presence in LandingMukoy. I’ll see what they can do when
I’m back in Rimpensmill if the pill from these guys doesn’t
help.”
They were back to the avenue, there were enough lamps
here to see easily, they didn’t have to almost feel their way
like they did on that back street. There was a streetcar in
sight, but it appeared to be full. He started walking in their
direction, they would have to get the next one.
“Any idea what it will cost you?” he asked.
“I’ll have to break my copper.”
“You got copper on you?”
“Just in case. I’d have enough iron left over to hurt
someone, fifty three of them.”
“I wouldn’t shout about that copper,” he said.
“I know, but it’s sneak thieves you have to worry about
today, I haven’t heard of anyone getting robbed at knife point
all century.”
“It could still happen,” he said. “I know of someone who
was forcibly robbed this century.”
“Where?”
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“Three locks down the lockway, right outside a dice
parlor on First Alley. It was on a calm clear Nightday like this
one.”
“Who was that?”
“One of Tiddee’s friends knows him. He lost his whole
winnings, over four irons.”
“Someone at that dice hall. In my Utopia there will not be
dice halls,” Taron said.
They didn’t walk very far before another streetcar came
along with room for them, but there were no seats together, so
it wasn’t until they got to Kelda Plaz that they were able to
talk again. He spent the time feeling like a heel for getting her
tested without her knowledge. If the results came back
negative, he would never have to tell her. It would be
forgotten, but there would be one less thing worrying him.
What if it came back positive? He had lain with her
several times already, what would that cause? He knew in
ephemeral times incest could cause deformed children to be
born, but he had no idea how it would effect the Species
Immunity Complex. That was the system that kept everyone
young today, and it did it by comparing your genes to your
partners. It needed a suitable variety of partners to work well.
His mother would be less than variety, he wondered if it
would cause them both to be deformed, or just fail to do
much good at keeping them young? Or would it make them
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age? The laws of physics allowed it, as far as he knew.
Jdikit’s was actually pretty crowded, but there was no one
on the stage at this time of the week. It was getting chilly
enough for heavier nightwear by now, but they didn’t have
any with them. Jdikit had no fire going other than the one at
the grill.
He wasn’t going to stop but Valsim hailed him. After
greetings and introductions, Valsim said, “I went by the house
and saw you haven’t started putting that dome up yet.”
“Yeah,” Deneb said.
“I’ll get us a couple house cups,” Taron said. “You sit.”
“Nice looking lady,” Valsim said. “I don’t think I’ve ever
seen her before.”
“She’s an old friend from Rimpensmill.”
“When were you there?” he asked.
“Twenty one decades ago.”
“Ah, but then I guess someone that pretty would stick in
your mind.”
“I barely remember her but I’m glad she remembered me.
Her memory’s enhanced.”
“Yeah? So what’s up with the dome?” Valsim asked.
“You know how long I checked over that order,” Deneb
said.
“Yeah, took you almost a year before you let us have it.”
“Well it’s all wrong.”
“What?” Valsim asked. “All that and you got it wrong?”
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“Yeah.”
“How?”
“That’s what I’ve been trying to figure out,” Deneb
answered. “Did you make the copy of the order sheet
yourself?”
“Uh, no, not actually.”
“You were gone some time.”
“It was crowded back there. One of the sons was in and
asked me to look at some other orders. I gave the order to
Vokie to copy since she was in line anyway.”
“Is she trustworthy?”
“Yeah, to make a copy? I don’t know her well enough that
I’d trust her to house sit if I went away for a decade, but she
just ran a copy, she didn’t do anything with it.”
“What if someone high up in the company gave her
another sheet to copy and swapped it out?”
“Is that what you think happened?” he asked.
Taron had returned with the house cups. He was glad to
see she got the yellow. “It took only a quick count to see that
the order doesn’t match the plans.”
“Yeah,” he said. “Well I know we’re feeling the heat
because of BeesisDictile but we aren’t going to start doing
things like that. What would be the point? An order is an
order, what could we gain?”
“If you had some old product lying around you wanted to
unload?”
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“That might make sense if Knyoingk knew we were done
for, but he thinks no such thing, as far as I can tell. If we plan
to stay in business we wouldn’t be messing with people’s
orders.”
Although Valsim had misgivings about the company, he
was obviously going to stay loyal. Rather than butt heads and
get no help, he would try something else. “What about a
mole, have you hired anyone new lately, someone who might
have been in that copy line?”
“I don’t remember any unfamiliar faces around at the
time, but it was five weeks ago now. If I was suspicious at the
time I might have looked around more closely.”
“Has anyone new been hired?”
“Not pledged, but there are always new temps on the floor
of course, but they wouldn’t be up in the copy line.”
“Could they get up there?” Deneb asked.
“It’s possible,” he said.
“How would he ever swap the copies if he did get up
there?” Taron asked.
“I know it wouldn’t be easy,” Valsim said.
“He would have to know you were there,” she said. “He’d
have to know Valsim was making the copy.”
“He handed it off,” Deneb told her, but once again he
wondered why she was defending Knyoingk.
“If the order is copied from a fake,” Valsim said, “you can
tell. A photocopy won’t have impressions from the pen. If the
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impressions are there, it’s the original.”
“I’ll have to check that,” Deneb said. At this point he was
pretty sure it was fake.
“What do you expect us to do if it is fake?” Valsim said.
“Even if it is, that doesn’t prove someone at Knyoingk was
the one who faked it.”
Taron nodded at that but didn’t say anything.
“No it doesn’t. I think it would be a plant from
BeesisDictile, trying to ruin your business because you’re still
using independent suppliers,” if in fact they were. They had
to be, that was the only thing that would give the saboteur a
motive.
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11. Documentation
Taron looked at the page also and saw that the form had
been filled out with a pen and was not a photocopy.
“I couldn’t have done it,” Deneb grumbled, morose at the
thought.
“Is it your handwriting?” she asked.
“I was printing real careful. It’s not my normal
handwriting, but I can print that well if I try.”
She saw the pen impressions, “Even on the signature.”
He stared at it and took the paper back from her. “I signed
the original in front of Valsim and he countersigned. That’s
real also,” he said with an air of defeat.
“So you checked the numbers one last time, left this form
somewhere while you had lunch...”
“But it was quick...”
“On the mailstand in the front hall wasn’t it?” she said.
“Yes,” he said.
“And you came back from lunch, took it to Valsim and
you both signed it there. Is that how it went?”
“Exactly,” Deneb said.
“So if this paper was ever changed, it had to be done
while you were having lunch, when anyone in the house but
Shalai could have switched that paper.”
“But the only one with anything to gain is Knyoingk who
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gets to sell me more glass to make up the difference.”
She took a deep breath, “You know I didn’t look you up
so we could argue with each other again.”
“Did we argue in the past?” he asked.
She could see he was serious about this question and
would hold her accountable if she lied. “It happened, we’re
both spirited people. I may worship you, but I don’t meekly
worship you.” Arguments had not been their problem. She
had to admit it, and get it thru her head this time, her
smothering had. That was probably why he thought of her as
his mother, because she wrapped so much of her life in his
and devoted so much of herself to him.
“I see,” he said.
“I know you don’t need someone who meekly worships
you, even though you like to think so at times.”
“The real problem may be, I don’t want someone who
knows me better than I do, that is what I fear most about
you.”
She was gut shot. “I see,” she said while she still could.
How could she destroy what she knew? Have this
enhancement removed, the very thing the lab said they
couldn’t do? How could she disguise what she knew about
him? Just don’t say it? She knew she couldn’t act that well.
When she knew, it was out of her mouth before she thought
about it.
“Yeah. But anyway, someone could have taken a pen and
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traced our strokes in the photocopy,” he said.
She got really frustrated, but didn’t know how to deal
with it. “Why are you so sure it happened there?”
“Because no one else has a motive.”
“What would be Knyoingk’s motive? They don’t want
you for a customer any more?” When would he ever think
that Tiddee might have a motive, a motive he’d had since
ancient times? But if it was something from ancient times,
why pick on Deneb when he almost certainly wasn’t around
then?
“I have to buy more glass to make up for it, but it doesn’t
have to be the company itself, it could be BeesisDictile trying
to ruin Knyoingk.”
“Why pick on you?”
“It was one of the biggest orders they got all year,” he
said. “even the whole front window order was small
compared to this one and this front window was Knyoingk’s
biggest single order five years ago. What better order to
ruin?”
She didn’t have a comeback for that. She diverted a little.
“Is there any chance your worksheet could have gotten into
the records in your room?”
“That was the first place I looked, and it really doesn’t
matter any more. The fact that the signatures are real tells us I
got it wrong after all that.”
“I’m glad you’re calling us ‘us’.” she said.
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“I’ll be happy to call us ‘us’,” he said, “but I was really
talking about me and Tiddee as ‘us,’ and Menden too of
course, he’s lifted more weight on this project than either of
us.”
“So Tiddee stands to make as much profit from the sale as
you?”
“I get what money I’ve invested off the top, we’re paying
Menden an iron a shift, payable on the sale, and splitting the
remaining profit down the middle.”
She had to admit, that made it stupid for Tiddee to
sabotage the project. “That’s generous of you. You’ve had
enough to live on all this time?”
“We have to take day jobs for day to day living expenses,
I probably should have stayed at the docks for a shift today,
but while you’re here, I hate to miss a minute of it. I can take
a week or two from the house fund, but I can’t make that a
habit.”
“I should get back next week, not this coming dawn but
the next one. It probably wouldn’t hurt for me to look around
downtown and see what there is in my line of work. We could
make a day of it, meet for lunch. How far down the lockway
do you go?”
“The old warehouse under that plaza where you found me
and dedicated that strip is my usual tally house. I’m usually
on a rollerrack in any of the old warehouses along there.
There’s days I’ll work the next pond down and tally out of the
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office on the floor below. Once or twice a year I’ll work out
of another tally house on the main locks just to make sure I
know what the market is.”
Dock work was heavy, Deneb would be able to do the job
but he wouldn’t make good money at it like the overbuilt men
who made up the bulk of the dockworkers. Since he benefited
from knowing the price on the dock for the materials he used,
he was paid in more than money. Still, she knew he pulled
more than his size would suggest, she knew that because he
often worked at Klaibol’s when they lived in Rimpensmill
and she often tallied him during the years she was trying to
get him back into her house. She hadn’t told him he lived
with her twice since she owned that place. The time before is
when she had been chubbier, probably because she also drank
a lot more then. They both had. “I’ll come find you,” she said.
As soon as it was out of her mouth, she knew she would
have a flashback. There would have to be hundreds of things
down on the ancient waterfront that could trigger one. Maybe
that showed on her face because he watched her closely and
said, “No, who knows where I’ll be and how many hunks
you’ll have to fend off if you come down there. I’ll come up
to Shissone’s, it’s on the lockway and Dam Avenue but on the
fourth and fifth floor, on the dam side. You have to go up to
the residential level and go one floor back down. It’s a pretty
big place, all open to the first lockpond. Let’s have a late
lunch, I’ll be up as soon as I get my iron, that’ll be 23rd or 24th
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hour on the city clock that’s right at that intersection.”
“OK,” she said.
“Meanwhile, I should get started on darkmeal, I told
Tiddee I would help him make a quick stew.”
It was a little hard playing nice with Tiddee. She knew it
had to be memory substitution, even if this was the same
body, he would have changed more between now and then.
He was in the kitchen when Deneb got there. He had all the
vegetables out and washed, but he also had a plan for the
dome. It looked more like a flower than a navigator’s globe,
with a few leaves around it.
Deneb concentrated on the cooking and she concentrated
on helping him so Tiddee was free to talk. It wasn’t til they
sat down to darkmeal that Deneb really looked at his plans.
“So how close does this come to using what we’ve got?” he
asked.
“Within seventeen panes,” Tiddee answered.
Menden and Shalai also looked it over as soon as Deneb
passed it on.
“It looks good from the outside,” Deneb said, looking at
the colored pencil sketch, “except for the blue stems.”
“Yeah, well, there’s only twenty one of those, if we
changed them for another color that’s still only half the glass
we’d have to buy to continue with the original art.”
“Good point.”
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She mostly kept her thoughts to herself, but in her own
mind she was trying to understand what motive Tiddee would
have for sabotaging the house, unless he was splitting the take
with Knyoingk? What if he was the one working for
BeesisDictile? Deneb had shared his knowledge of
BeesisDictile with her, she knew what they were and how
dangerous they were. She knew what Old Money was, and
knew they were born before the peace plague had bred
dominant males out of society. Such were the leaders of the
founders of Norbin, four years travel beyond the borders of
the Highlands of that time. As far as she knew, only one of
those men had been killed, and that was in the uprising that
had followed the Theft in the late 35th.
“Some of these aren’t going to fit that well,” Menden said
after fitting the cutouts together.
“They’ll grow in in a few years,” Tiddee replied.
“The fit isn’t really a problem, it will take less than a
decade to grow in.” To include her in their conversation
Deneb asked, “What do you think of this?”
She hated to be put on the spot like this, but didn’t tell
him to let her offer her opinion if she had any. Instead she
tried to give a thoughtful answer. “It’s much more
conventional than the old design,” they had sketches of both
on the table. She thought the drawings were too good to
endanger with stew broth so she was very careful with hers.
“That might make it easier to sell but less interesting to live
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under.”
Tiddee had grown reluctant to try and talk to her, but said,
“You thought the other would be interesting to live under?”
“Anything like either of these is something I couldn’t
dream about, so I don’t think my opinion should be important
in this question. You should be asking people who are in that
price range.”
“Not that we know any,” Deneb said.
“I know a few,” Tiddee said, “but none of them well. I
used to be a hired woodworker.”
“He taught me a lot of finish work skills,” Deneb told
Taron.
“The owners of some of the companies who hired me
might be in the market for a multi-aluminum house,” Tiddee
said.
“You think you can get multiple aluminums for the
penthouse?” Shalai asked.
“I think I would start the bidding at one and fifty,” Deneb
said.
“The only thing I see wrong with this is it doesn’t look
like it was done as well,” Menden said. “The map is more
accurate than this picture.”
“We’ll have to scrimp on fittings if we buy enough glass
to complete the original plan,” Tiddee said.
“Unless I take a couple shifts a week on the docks for the
next few years,” Deneb said.
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“We could all take extra day jobs and kick in more,”
Menden said. “We’d expect the same deal, what we put in
comes off the top, but I don’t have a problem with working
twice a week to put some in. We’ve got the time while we
wait for the dome and balconies to grow in.”
“Are you ready to make a decision that we’re going with
the original design?” Tiddee asked.
Deneb sighed, frowned at Tiddee, “Enough to say lets
start putting in glass this Afternoonday to that plan. If there’s
any overlap between the two designs, lets start with those
pieces. Maybe we can wait another week before we have to
be sure.”
“You can use the white pieces as cloud cover,” Menden
said.
“Good idea,” Deneb said.
Taron really had little to add, so she watched them
interact. They were all comfortable with each other, perhaps
more comfortable than any group like this she had ever seen.
She expected to see something behind Tiddee’s actions and
manner. She expected to see a secret feeling of superiority,
but it wasn’t there. Of course her reason had to be right, even
if this was the same body, there was no possibility that the
soul in there today could have any recollection of those
events except by memcol and that would be accidental.
“We could probably use some of the other pieces in the
same way, I’m not saying all, but we could say the swamp
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grew back here, and got cleared here, and use two more
pieces,” Menden said.
While they were going over those notes and sketches,
Shalai was shading the back of the original order form with
the side of a pencil. Taron didn’t remember discussing
suspicions about the form with her, but she got here a day late
for those fireworks. Taron wondered who Shalai suspected?
No one else noticed until she got up and took it to a
mirror. “The pen strokes are not the same signature,” she said,
“I think someone traced over it.”
“What?” Menden was the first to respond.
Taron watched Tiddee carefully, his first reaction was
anger, which he held back. Meanwhile everyone looked at the
tracing, Tiddee last. It was Tiddee who said, “That’s definitely
not his signature, or Valsim’s either for that matter. Look how
it’s made up of smaller strokes, I agree, it was someone
tracing them. I bet we can find a lab that can tell us what
brand of photo-spray was used to copy the signatures, but we
can tell by looking at the texture of the paper.” He held it up
to the light, peered at it and drew his lips tight. Without a
word he handed it to Shalai.
She peered at it, her eyes got wide. “It was sprayed, it’s
easy to tell.” She passed it to Menden.
“Yep,” he said and passed it to Taron.
By looking at the texture of the reflection on the surface it
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was in fact easy to tell. “So this is fake.”
“They had to have it ready when it went in to be copied.
The only thing fast enough would have been a contact print
with insta-paper.”
“This order is hardly worth all that much expense,” Deneb
said. “If we didn’t save any pieces and went with the original
plan we have to break another copper out of the fund, we still
have five after that, and only a decade to go. We can get the
bathroom fixtures out of one and the kitchen fixtures out of
another, the rest we’ll build. It will be slower but that’s the
worst it can be.”
“I still think your friend at Knyoingk should do some
talking about this,” Tiddee told Deneb with some force.
“Oh I’m sure he will,” Deneb told him with an equal
amount of force.
“Don’t forget the time it was on the table in the front
room,” Taron said, “anyone could have gotten to it then.”
It was a couple seconds before Menden said, “Yeah, the
door was unlocked and there was no one in the front long
enough for someone to slip thru the door and swap the page,
but I think one of us would have heard something.
“There’s a much bigger window of opportunity for the
swap,” Shalai said.
“Oh?” Taron asked, interested.
“From the time Deneb put the signed order form in the
document box, until we found the discrepancy. If they
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swapped it on the mail stand, it would have original
signatures.”
“Three weeks and a day,” Deneb said.
“You had your worksheet when the glass got here,” Shalai
said, “what happened to it?”
“I wish I knew,” Deneb said, “we looked for it earlier.”
“We wouldn’t have known it was wrong until we had it
half assembled without that,” Tiddee said.
“I know, I left it on the desk in a pile with the sketches.
Menden cleaned up and put them in a folder, but the
worksheet wasn’t there.” He turned to Menden, “Could you
have possibly put it somewhere else?”
“It wasn’t on that desk, I looked for it.” To them all he
said, “I figured Deneb had put it in the document box when I
couldn’t find it. Like she said, it was suddenly an important
document.”
Taron watched them all look at each other. They were all
suspicious that the worksheet hadn’t just blown on the floor
and slipped thru a crack. They all knew it was possible that
someone among them was involved.
The sex was wonderful again, and they were in bed early
for Dawnsleep so they could spend a lot of time at it. She
knew they couldn’t keep up what they were doing these last
couple weeks or they would both be sore. But if she was to go
back and wait for him to finish the house they only had one
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more week together, next week at this time would be their
last. It was too bad there wasn’t a Nightday coach, she could
have stayed thru the light of another week.
When it was over they lay together. They made a little
love talk for a few minutes, their bodies were sleepy, but their
minds were still awake. She just enjoyed being held, having
their skin in contact, the completely sated loins and the
absolute relaxation of her body. When she finally had the
energy, she asked, “So now you think someone connected
with BeesisDictile changed your order?”
“I don’t see how, but yes, I was being too hard on
Knyoingk. I’ve dealt with them on previous projects, I know
they don’t want to lose me as a customer.”
“What if the person working for BeesisDictile was
someone here in the house?”
“Are you talking about Tiddee again?” he asked.
“It could be him as well as Menden or Shalai.”
“Ridiculous, he just spooks you because your memory
substituted his face for one that was close enough.”
“You told me BeesisDictile had Old Money in it. Think
about it, what do you know about his ancient history?” she
asked, knowing he couldn’t have the memory to know deep
into Tiddee’s past. “The fact that he has that look means he
could be related, and that flashback said he is the same man
who was at that dam. There were only six families that ran the
original expedition and Fillain was one of them. Who better
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to be an operative for BeesisDictile?”
“I’ve been working with him for three decades now.”
“What’s three decades?” she said. He was sounding like
someone from ephemeral times thinking that three decades,
the time it took a child to grow up, was a significant amount
of time. “We were together for five and you hardly remember
it today.” No doubt if Tiddee was with BeesisDictile he had
his memory enhanced also, probably one without these
flashbacks. He could be seeking retribution for an event that
Deneb had no memory of. They might have been together
four, five or six times since the event.
“I remember more all the time, I remember you doing that
little wiggly twirl thing on the in-and-out before. I never
knew I knew it til this evening, but I remember it now.”
He was thinking about ‘us’ not Tiddee. ‘We have done
that all seven times we’ve been together,’ she thought, but
didn’t say. Instead she completed the thought out loud, “I
always thought of it as our special excitement, I never did it
with anyone else.”
“Neither have I.”
“Then it’s still our special thing,” she said.
He held her, she sank into that for awhile, but while she
was silently absorbed in the petting, she couldn’t get the
image of Tiddee out of her mind. Would she have to leave
because of him? Her reason was telling her to wait another
decade, it would be too uncomfortable staying here. She
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should have a nice visit and make a promise that she would
be available when he completed and sold this house. Waiting
a decade was nothing compared to how long they had been
apart.
Her reason wasn’t what she was working with when she
was laying in his arms, warm and sated. If he was available
now, she had to have him now. Like an addiction, she needed
her Deneb fix. She had no one else she ever repeated with
like this. She’d had others she lusted for as much, some even
more, but this lust was still on the far side of overpowering.
But how could she live with Tiddee’s face in front of her
every day of her life? She would have a hard enough time
knowing that Deneb was under his influence, seeing it would
be too much. She hated herself for feeling this way, because
Deneb had to be right, Tiddee just had a similar enough look
that her brain had substituted his face for the indistinct one in
the flashback. If he was the person in the flashback, his
original name was Whemsin. If he was that person, when
would he have changed his name to Tiddee? Probably by the
turn of the 40th. He had three centuries to live with a memory
meant to last a third of a century, before a memory
enhancement was available. No memory of Whemsin would
remain. Was it fair to even hold him accountable after all this
time, if, in fact, he was in the same body that had once been
Whemsin’s?
As long as Deneb held her in Dawnsleep like this, she
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could face Whemsin, Tiddee, or anyone else. She fell asleep
like that, knowing that she would be with him as long as he
would allow it. She would have to stop trying to come
between him and Tiddee. Tiddee was his closest teammate
today, she was a vague memory from his distant past who
knew too much about him and might be too argumentative for
him today. She would try as hard as she could to act the part
of warming up to him, but she would still keep her guard up,
she knew she couldn’t help that.
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12. On the Docks
Deneb got an early start on Morningday. He disentangled
himself from Taron at first grey. On a day he’s going to work
the docks he takes fruits and nuts for breakfast, in some
quantity along with plenty of juice with a bit of lvinch for
hydration. It was still too dark to do any garden work so he
took the scraps to the digester on his way out. The wait for a
streetcar was long, only Hynruh was out and it seemed like he
must have gone to town and back again. Deneb had walked at
least a mile of the trip by the time he came by. There was only
one seat left and Hynruh put up the full flag as soon as he saw
Deneb hop to it. Being full, his keda wasn’t up to moving at a
good clip, hardly faster than he’d been walking.
There was no sense going to Knyoingk now, the place
would be locked up tight for hours. The docks however, were
busy. Enfen greeted him as he came into the tally office,
“Deneb, glad you’re here, a lot of the sleep shift are cashing
out, I’ve got a rack I can put you on in room seven. Kensen’s
checking, it’s all bailed lon in one inch net. Grab a tally sheet
and head right down,” he said and waved him on his way.
There was a line of guys around him with their tally
sheets waiting to cash out so he didn’t stay to chat.
Warehouse seven is across the old lockway on the main river
and is used by a provision company that has a fleet of keda
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carts that deliver all over the city and out to Mukoy Beach.
They had a long rack set up from a five segment river raft all
the way into the warehouse and up to the stacks they were
filling. There were a lot of big guys pushing a dozen bales at
a time, but the rack looked pretty worn. He’d start with six
and see how that pushed. People get annoyed when you can’t
keep up.
He checked in with Kensen and got his name on his list.
He’d pushed bales and boxes by him thousands of times by
now. There were a few people he knew, but none he knew
well til he reached the head crew. Ginrikn was one of the
three guys that were stacking bales for pushermen. “I hear
you deal with Knyoingk,” he said as he put his bale on the
rack.
“Yeah, you’ve heard about the problem?”
He stepped back to the pile, first one, then the other of
the head crew put bales on the rack before Ginrikn was back,
“That’s what I was going to tell you about,” he said.
“When I come back,” Deneb said, pushing the group of
six away.
Six was too easy, the rack was in a lot better condition
that it looked and rolled quite well. It was laid pretty level,
and at a convenient height. The only difficult push was up off
the boat and he was confident he could make that with nine.
He could make a lot more with nine, but didn’t think he could
push a dozen. They would have this ship unloaded in a couple
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hours anyway so he’d be back up to Enfen for the next
assignment.
It was impolite to sprint back and pass other pushers in
line. Everyone worked like a conveyor belt and stayed in the
same order til someone dropped out for a blow.
“What were you going to tell me about?” Deneb asked
Ginrikn when he was back to the rack-head.
“The captain of the Balirumpuur refused his pigment
supplier a cargo of fine orange glitter last week,” he had to
put the bale down and turn, they were making good time.
“Why?” Deneb asked his back.
When he got back with his next bale he said, “All he’d
say was it wasn’t profitable.”
“Sounds like a crock, did you hear anything more?” He
had to wait while the other two placed their third bales and
Ginrikn fetched his third.
“There was talk,” he puffed as he got the ninth bale on the
rack.
Deneb had to push off to make room for the next guy on
the head team. Nine was a push getting up off the raft, but he
was pretty sure he could handle it til the deck was cleared. It
would still be cool by then, Kortrax still hadn’t broken the
horizon.
One his third trip Ginrikn was first, “There was a lot of
idle talk but I think there’s something going on,” was all he
had time to say til his next bale. “I heard all kinds of rumors
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but the name Knyoingk came up more than once.”
“In what way?” he asked as he moved away again.
“They pissed off someone important is all I can tell you,”
he said when he placed the next bale.
Deneb waited while the other two placed bales, then
moved his off.
Thru the remainder of the unloading they talked about it
when they passed, but there was really nothing more they
knew. Deneb was a bit reluctant to share the name
BeesisDictile with all these people around. Tentacle
companies are notorious for employing some of the last
people remaining who are willing to fight. The rumor would
spread fast and there would be no problem finding someone
to say ‘he said it’ and point. It could happen before this shift
was over. If they were sitting somewhere even as private as a
tap rail he wouldn’t hesitate to tell Ginrikn what he knew, but
shouting it out on the deck of a freighter would likely make
him a target. BeesisDictile had been implicated in two deaths
already, one of them the reporter who investigated the first
death and put the name BeesisDictile in print.
A runner came to tell them of their next assignment before
they were done with this one. She was a thin girl, too defined
for him, but she ran like a lentosaur. They each got to break
down and wheel away a section of the rack. They rolled it on
an end roller. Stone quays and miscellaneous tackle meant
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those rollers had to be replaced more than twice as often, but
otherwise it would take two people to carry a section and
mean taking two trips to get the rack moved. The next boat
was all the way down to the next lock pond, that would have
taken half an hour.
This was a loading operation, toilets in crates, bound for
Kshoned. There was no rotation here because the door to the
warehouse was too narrow so everyone was set up bucket
brigade style, spacing by how many crates one could push.
There was no uphill doing this so he gave himself a twelve
crate spacing to the next man. They were coming straight
from a caravan of wagons from the factory, and they were
arriving on the floor above. The head crew was doubled and
another guy was put on to operate the elevator. It was a slow
up-and-down that would soon become the bottleneck.
Sure enough, they were there for hours but busy only
when the elevator was being unloaded. It was good to rest the
back, keeping station and pushing bucket brigade style is a bit
more efficient, but harder on the back. At this rate he was
going to have a hard time making an iron and leaving himself
enough time to see Valsim on the way to meet Taron. He
hated to do it, but maybe he could have Valsim join them for
lunch, that would probably be the only way he could avoid
leaving Taron hanging. By the time that ship was done he had
earned only thirty four pennies.
The crew was split for the next ship, he went to push
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knife-glass stock in seventy five pound bags. Bags won’t roll
over rollerracks, so they are piled on boards and pushed. At
least this could be pushed thru, so each hand could bring the
board back to the rack-head. It was a small cargo, bringing
him up to forty three pennies, but while he was around it he
got to overhear that the price of this feedstock had increased
by half since he had last unloaded it. He smelled
BeesisDictile in that also.
He was getting sore and tired, stacking those bags was
harder than pushing a pile of five of them. He could push
many more, but it was too hard to keep them balanced. They
had to set up with a turn, and heaving the boards with the
heavy load on them was hard on the back.
It was already fifteenth hour when they went to their
fourth ship. To make it worse, this was a load of brined mrang
in urns. The urns were four feet tall, close to three hundred
pounds, and had to be balanced and rolled. He was good at
this when he was fresh, now he was tired enough that he
wasn’t going to go on to another ship even if he didn’t make
his iron with this.
As it turned out, he was at an iron and five when he
cashed out, already twenty fourth hour. He was beat, sweaty
and sore, really out of place in Shissone’s tony aisles. He
splashed down as best he could in the tally house washroom.
He stripped and used his shirt as a washrag. The vest had
come off early, so it was fresh enough for now. He was tan
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enough from helping in the garden that he wasn’t being
impolite in just the vest. The trunks could be better, but they
weren’t soaked with sweat.
Valsim had a line of people to see him, Deneb bypassed
them and said, “You need to see me at lunch, Shissone’s,
probably fourth floor. I’ll be with a lush mahogany-haired
lady I hope. It’s very important, there’s a serious problem
with this document,” he held up the supposed original of their
order.
“I’ll be at least an hour,” Valsim said. “Have your lunch,
I’ll catch up.”
He found Taron on the fifth floor, at the tap rail right
across from the front entry. It’s a pretty well-finished rail and
the stools are artful and polished with high, narrow backs and
very heavy bases which would slide on their felt bottoms
before they would tip over. They were level with the topnests
of the masts on the ships coming thru the locks. All sails were
down and all were under tow thru all the lockways of the
Breaks, but on all the lockway lakes, and on the level land
above and below the breaks, the Kshoned spreads for miles
and ships were under sail for thousands of miles with only an
occasional lock needing only short rope-tows powered by the
river going thru those locks.
Two guys were enthralled by her, and she hadn’t taken
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anything off. She didn’t need to. She was in a highland-style
sheath, a softknit in bronze and copper stripes that made her
exotic coloring even more striking. She had gotten them to
expound for her on every juicy bit of gossip they knew about
tentacle companies.
“How do you happen to randomly run into two guys who
knew so much about them?” Deneb asked.
“By conversing with them and not the guys who didn’t
know anything about them. They both told me about
BeesisDictyle, they both say yes to Old Money, wouldn’t
doubt it was Fillain or one of his family anyway, Fillain died
in an uprising during the Theft. Neither knows a Fillain
personally, neither knows anything personally, so they say.
I’m not so sure about Joosbeek, I wouldn’t be surprised if he
was willing to use force.”
“Speaking of which, I saw a news weekly one of the guys
on the crew had. People have begun coming down with the
Instinct in this basin,” he told Taron. “It spreads so fast that it
will be here in a year, all but the most remote hermits will
have it in two.”
“It is inevitable,” she said. “The Kassikan will use
whatever means they need to preserve peace.”
“I suppose it’s to our benefit, though I admit there have
been times when I’ve really wanted to use a fist on someone.
Something like that would make staying peaceful a lot easier
at times. But I have to tell you, I invited Valsim to meet us
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here. He said to go ahead and have lunch, he’ll be more than
an hour.”
“I’m having some of the landshell didd, his sauce is pretty
clear and smells tangy and his vegetables have only just lost
their rigidity. The rollstalks look especially great.”
“I swear they walk the waitresses past the taps to draw
people into the dining room using the aroma.”
“I love the aroma,” she said.
“I told him to look for us in the kitchen, that’s downstairs.
Once you go downstairs, you see that the kitchen is only the
center of the room. The whole floor is all open except for the
counters, firepits, vats and smoke hoods. The balconies and
the first bay are two rows of tables. It will smell just fine on
the balconies, but they hang on ropes from the limbs above.”
“As long as the ropes are thick and in good condition I’m
fine with it.”
The balconies couldn’t be used in bad weather, but in the
cities of the Kshoned breaks, that meant Nightday and
Dawnsleep. In any city of the breaks, any time of year, one
could usually make it home from a Dusksleep adventure
without foul weather gear, even lingering at Nightday
breakfast. Late lunch of Morningday on a warm Kadezak, the
third week of autumn, was fine. It was just a bit brisk, but
they found a sunny table and raised the service flag.
For drinks Taron had a light yellow, but he stuck with
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water. The meeting with Valsim was unlikely to be pleasant,
he didn’t want his judgment impaired. For the meal he was
content with the landshell didd. It was a cuisine brought by
the original settlers over ten centuries ago. It was said to be
one of the most nutritionally perfect foods when done right.
He knew Shissone pre-seared the landshell or mooliuk
morsels before putting them in the sauce. As well as being
most of the flavor, the sauce provided most of the micronutrients a human needed. Everything was perfectly bite sized
and it was served with elegant barbed picks that speared them
securely so you could swab up thick layers of sauce with each
morsel. Two of three morsels were chunks of slightly firm
vegetables, also marinated in the sauce.
“You must have spent most of what you earned today
taking me here,” Taron said when their hunger was sated
enough to let them converse.
“If we stayed and drank we could get to that. But this is
the finest dining in LandingMukoy, in my opinion.”
“I can’t argue that,” she said. “Is that a beach over there?”
she asked, pointing up the lockway to the far side of the
harbor.
“MukoyBeach,” he said. “It’s getting pretty built up, at
the rate it’s going there will be a beachwall over there in a
few decades.”
“Maybe we can see it tomorrow?” she asked.
That would make it hard for him to get away to the
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genetics shop. He might not get to it til he had seen her off on
the coach. Afternoonday was also when they worked on the
house. He hated to call it off two weeks in a row. Still, a week
from now she could be as far as PorbutsToll. “Yeah, til lunch
anyway. I really need to get some done on the house, we can
get at least two rows of that glass set this year. We’re going to
have to do some chiseling to get the first row in, we’re a year
late by the grafting schedule.”
“I’ll fetch and carry,” she said. “I can do that.”
“If we get to the second row you can probably hold the
shoots while we graft them in.”
“Sure,” she said.
“How’d it go at the cognitive biology office?” he asked.
“They gave me a pill and took an iron and thirty two with
no firm promises. In the end it was up to me whether I took it
or not. They don’t know of the enhancement I’ve got. They
say most of its code is the same as the one they have a pill for.
It fixes flashbacks completely in the enhancement it’s for. I
took it, I hope it helps.”
He held her hand across the table, she smiled at him. “I
hope it does too.”
“I want to be able to live in LandingMukoy. They say it
takes a few weeks to take effect, I could be back by then.”
“Is that what you want?” he asked. “You could have a
career position.”
“I could here also. I could find work, I looked around
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today. I was at Cognative Biology less than half an hour. I
spent almost half a shift at a tally house doing totaling, and
made more than the thirty two out of the price of that pill. I’ll
miss some people there, but I’ll be fine here.”
“What if the pill doesn’t work?”
“I’ll wait to sell my place until I see that it works. If it
doesn’t work, I might have to go back there until you finish
here.”
By the time Valsim found them, the table had been cleared
and they each took a cup of yellow. There were plenty of
empty tables at this time of day, well after lunch for most
people, but too early for Noonmeal by hours. They wouldn’t
be chased out, nor would the tablemen be bothering them.
“There’s a problem with your order?” Valsim said with a
look of genuine concern.
“Yes, you know how I spent almost a year making sure
the geometry and counts were correct.”
“Leaving us drooling the whole time, of course I
remember.”
“It’s wrong by seventy one pieces.”
“I don’t see how that is possible?”
“Notice the signatures,” Deneb said, holding it up to the
light.
He took it himself and moved it around a little, grimaced
and said, “Photospray.”
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“Right. There are pen impressions, but they don’t match,
they were traced.”
“But this document was in your hands,” Valsim said.
“You gave it to someone to copy, then gave me the
original back while you went to the upstairs office. That
document was in someone else’s hands long enough to copy
our signatures onto another form that was already made up
and trace the pen strokes. Your copy room has everything it
would take to do that.”
“But why?” Valsim asked. “Why sabotage our own
business?”
“Maybe you have a mole from BeesisDictile in your copy
room.”
“Maybe you have one in your house,” Valsim said.
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13. Pieces of Me
To say what she thought, she would be siding with Valsim
against Deneb. She kept quiet instead. She was beginning to
understand that Deneb’s loyalty to Tiddee would not be
questioned. As their argument heated up, she wondered if it
could really be Menden that had done it.
“Of course I’ll bring this back and let the owners know
about this possibility,” Valsim sighed, “but everyone in our
copy room has been with us for at least a decade.”
“Just do that. I’m on your side,” Deneb told him. “I don’t
want to see BeesisDictile or any other tentacle company
manipulating markets. I know you’re locked in a struggle
with them.”
“That’s common knowledge among all that aren’t too
scared to say.”
At least these companies wouldn’t be able to use threats
in a year or two, they would have only their economic power.
If the Trade Board would stand up to them, they might be
pushed back.
“Is Knyoingk too scared to say?”
“No, that’s probably why they are targeting him, if they
are targeting him.” His look conveyed that it could be
Deneb’s house that was the target of the sabotage.
“None of them have any reason to be targeting me,”
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Deneb said. She guessed he was right about that, how could a
tentacle company take over the market for houses? If they
thought about it at all it was to be glad that the order was
placed by an unknown without powerful connections to fight
back if the meddling was traced to BeesisDictile.
“That you know of,” Valsim said. This time he did leave,
making sure he had the last word. She had the impression this
incident might test their friendship.
Deneb stared after him awhile, the actual words hadn’t
been evil, no one had said anything that couldn’t be
overlooked, but the air was dark. He didn’t look at her, she
didn’t push herself at him. “No reason for us to stay either,”
was all he said for awhile.
They walked, it was two blocks from Dam Avenue to the
actual dam. They were two floors above the docks. The
LandingMukoy dam is only about a mile long and almost four
hundred feet high. There are twenty seven locks in the initial
descent. The old lockway, with seventy one locks, is now
beside the new system. The new system, opened at the turn of
the 45th, allowed the big river rafts to go from Tarsitar to
Kshoned without the transshipping or breakup that was
required in the past. The same locks from the 35th century had
been in use in the 43rd when she got the enhancement.
Following him reminded her of following someone with a
smoky torch. He hunched his shoulders like he was in a
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nightcoat instead of a light vest. “I thought he’d be so grateful
for the warning that there is a traitor in their midst,” Deneb
muttered. “I expected he’d want to talk about them and try to
figure out who it could be. I wanted to help with that. Instead
he gets all defensive like maybe they really do have
something to hide.”
“I know someone else who gets all defensive,” she said.
He stopped and turned, frowned, pulled it into a smile.
“No, you don’t blindly worship.”
“You can’t face the fact that it could be someone in the
house any better than he can face the fact that it could be
someone in their company. You could get as enthusiastic
about making sure your end is clean as you want him to get
about making sure his end is clean.” It was time to tell him
what else she had done this Morningday. “I was alone in the
house after you left, I took a little look around. There’s a can
of photo spray in the back of one of the pantry cabinets.”
“So? I knew it was there, how dusty was it?”
“Not very, not a years worth in a place like a pantry.”
He looked at her like he might not trust her.
“I swear to you I would never fabricate a tale to win a
debate with you. Remember? The only thing we ever debate
is what’s best for us.”
She could see he did remember that. Their relationship
had been spirited but never rancorous and they agreed on all
the fundamentals of life. “Find anything else?” he asked.
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“Yes, but first let me tell you what I didn’t find. I didn’t
find your worksheet or the original order. I didn’t find any
incriminating notes, and I didn’t find any contact photo film. I
did find a short stack of blank order forms. Shading in the top
one, I found layers of forms filled out, but the top one
matched the fake order. I also found cellophane drug packets.
I don’t know what kind, it’s white powder, could be freak,
could be allergy medicine. I didn’t take one, I left no record
of my passage.”
“Are you a practiced sneak thief?” he asked.
She kept making her case worse didn’t she? She knew too
much of his past, too little of his present. “Of course not, I’m
just sensible when making an investigation.”
“And you’re an investigator?”
“Some data gathering takes effort, especially subjective
data like how an organization really works. I’ve gone thru
cabinets and closets after hours before.”
“That’s good to know,” he said.
She knew he didn’t want to know where she had found
those items. She knew he would never ask. She wondered
how he would take it if she forced it on him, and told him she
had found the forms in the back of one of Tiddee’s bottom
desk drawers, the packets in a small jar on his bathroom
shelves, behind the towels.
She figured that the reason he didn’t ask was because he
already knew. The fact that she was waiting for him to ask,
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told him it was Tiddee. He gave her a quick smile. “You’re
asking for a lot of trust,” he said.
“I know, but I can tell you where they are and you can see
for yourself.”
“I’m not saying you did it, but anyone could have planted
them.”
She sighed, “What is it going to take?”
He was silent a long time. She wondered if he was not
going to continue. It was obvious that this was not helping
their relationship, might even end it. She was going to have to
leave wasn’t she? She should probably do so this
Afternoonday before she made things worse. If she left now,
maybe he would tell her when the house was sold, maybe
even come for a visit. She could see that no matter what she
learned and how she presented it, she was not going to win
this.
Finally he said, “Whatever happened, however it was
done and whoever did it, we are out a copper at most. I can
make up a cooper in a year. It’s going to take a decade to graft
in that dome, we can afford the pieces as we need them, we
don’t have to order them all now. Sure, small quantities cost
more, but even if I had to spend an extra shift on the dock for
each piece, what of it?
“It’s just money, glass, even the whole house, it’s just a
thing, wood and glass and polish and pipes. A few bits of
marble, some porcelain. Whatever it is, it’s just things, it has
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no soul.
“You are asking me to lose something much more than a
mere piece of wood and stone, you’re asking me to turn on a
friend. A dear friend, right now he’s the closest friend I’ve
got. We’ve been together for decades, long enough to raise a
child. In a sense we have raised two, the house before this,
and now this one. The friendship is more important to me
than the house.”
She could understand that, but didn’t this show the
friendship was only one way? She wouldn’t say that, he was
telling her why she shouldn’t. This speech was going to end
with, ‘Let’s get your things and get you on a coach so you can
sign that career pledge before someone else takes it,’ wasn’t
it? She felt the tears in her eyes, even though her head told
her it was the only sane thing to do.
“Maybe it’s all about the design,” he continued rambling,
not paying any attention to her thoughts. “It’s like you said,
he’s probably thinking it will be easier to sell with a more
conventional pattern. I shouldn’t have been so hard-ass about
the globe.”
It was really just this basin, all swollen way out of
proportion. The basin was vast, it took a year to get to any
edge but down into the Kshoned only three hundred miles
away. The whole Norbin basin was just one pane of glass on
that dome if the dome was the whole planet. He had the point
of the dome just above the Kshoned tundra, in reality that was
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not quite halfway to the pole. The Highlands were a dozen
times the Norbin and Kshoned basins combined. Even in the
45th century there are more people in the city of Kassidor
Yakhan than the Norbin Basin.
He was apparently done speaking. “I could see if there is
a coach out this noon,” she said.
“I thought you could stay until Morningday?”
“I’m not pledged, I can stay or go as I please, but I do
have a valuable property in Rimpensmill, the one where we
used to live.”
“I think you told me you were still there?”
“That’s still my address,” she said.
“So why are you talking about getting a coach this noon?”
he asked.
“You think I’m trying to come between you and Tiddee.”
“Well you can’t, like I said, he is more important to me
than the house. We’ll start on the cheekbloom design
tomorrow afterlunch, after we get back from the beach.”
“You don’t think the attempt to forge that document is
serious.”
“He went to serious lengths,” he turned to look at her, “or
maybe you did,” he said. “We’ll have a lot of good laughs
about this one. I should apologize to Valsim also.”
She couldn’t stop herself, “I don’t think so, I think you
should let him know he was right, but you shouldn’t
apologize for defending a friend. I think it’s very noble of you
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to think it was an innocuous prank, maybe too noble. I don’t
want to say ‘I told you so.’ I want it to be all in fun.”
“I should have listened to his point about the saleability,”
he said.
“Did he ever make that point with you? It seemed new to
you when I said it.”
“Well, no, but he can be like that at times. He assumes
you understand without having to spell it out.”
“I don’t know about you,” she said, “but that never works
with me. You have to spell it out.” She knew he was like that
also, but she had to pretend she didn’t know more about him
than he did.
“I’m that way too, that’s why we have these incidents like
this.”
“Have there been others?” she asked. If this was a pattern
he had become pretty self-destructive.
“Not as expensive, but other times when he’s showed me
that I wasn’t being sensitive enough.”
If it was his project, why did he care if he was sensitive or
not? He should be sensitive to himself, it was enough. She
wondered if he had studied the period or Tiddee. “Could you
do this house without Tiddee?” she asked.
“The possibility exists that there is another person with
the period knowledge and the geometry skills he has,
somewhere in the Kshoned Breaks. But the odds that I could
find him and get to know him, or her, there is nothing about
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the job that is about the muscle, though I appreciate that too,
but Menden is more the muscle behind us than Tiddee is.”
“And you, you shouldn’t overlook that.”
“We don’t have a way to measure pound-feet lifted,
twisted or carried,” he said. “But come on, we lingered here
too long, lets go out to Hettlet’s for another cup,” he extended
his hand, “and let me tell you how I’d just as soon leave
Tiddee with the house and go to Rimpensmill with you on the
dawn if you’re leaving already.”
“I think that would be stupid.”
“Tiddee would send me the thirty four or forty coppers I
was due for what I put into it so far. He can find carpenters a
lot easier than I can find engineers and antiquities experts,”
he told her. She supposed that was true. “I’m all about what
will get the best house done, who cares the exact way the
monetary profit is divided up, and I pretty sure Tiddee feels
the same way.”
They walked along the path over the lakefront. They were
four stories above the lake front now, in the top-rigging of the
ships lined up stern-to along the LandingMukoy’s main
wharf. Kortrax was still noticeably on the water side of the
dam, but nearing it. The dam is only ten degrees from due
north-south, according to the city map she had studied briefly
earlier in the day.
They hiked the two blocks from the waterfront to Dam
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Avenue and stood waiting for a streetcar. There was already
one in sight when they got to the street and it was only half
full on the far side. They had plenty of time to stroll to that
side of the lane before it got there, they hopped it with only
two steps and swung into adjacent seats.
“I’m sorry about Tiddee,” she said.
“I am too, but don’t make more of it than it is. You can’t
come between me and Tiddee. I’m thrilled by your beauty
and your loving, but you admit I left you. Was it because you
were a possessive and clinging know-it-all that came between
me and others?”
She couldn’t help it, she choked and leaned forward,
almost too far on the moving streetcar. If it had turned left
just then, she would have fallen off. She stayed on, came up
sobbing. She fought it, got it under control quickly, wiped off
her cheeks with the backs of her hands. Still sniffling, she
said, “It’s taken you five less decades to call me those things
this time.”
“I’m sorry,” he said. “maybe it took you five less decades
to try and come between me and someone important to me.”
“I was just trying to figure out who done it,” she said.
“I’m sorry it turned out to be Tiddee.”
“Me too,” he said. “I’ll talk to him about it, alone, soon.
Right after you’re on that coach.”
“You want me to go back?”
“Last I knew, you were going back, either to take that
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pledge for a copper and something, or to sell your house and
move up here. I think the big issue is, can you live in the
same house with Tiddee? So far I think the answer is no.” She
had to brush back the tears again.
She wouldn’t have even stopped at Hettrel’s, but she
wasn’t going to walk to his room alone and leave him here.
Another cup might send her into a bum she could never get
out of. Hettrel’s place was nothing more than a pavilion on
the courtyard, built up to the retaining wall on the side away
from the stream. There were several levels with tables on
each, making part of a little amphitheater with the stream
right behind the stage and the pavilion right in front of it.
The tapeman was just setting up for noonmeal, but it was
probably several hours before he would start. Deneb bought
house cups, something light and chilled. Neighbors came by
and chatted. It was SO hard to act pretty and happy for them.
Deneb introduced her like she was important to him and she
did her best to go along with the act. Another couple made
plans to come with them to the beach tomorrow. She
pretended that was fine. She wondered if she really could go
thru with it, now that she knew their relationship would not
work this time.
She had to convince herself that she would have this nice
visit and plan on him coming to her when the house was sold.
Would he? Right now she had to say no. Today they really
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had moved five years in a day, from the joy of a new
infatuation to a grumpy and tired couple making accusations
and apologizing when it was too late.
Why was she so possessive? Why did she have to
monopolize him to the extent that he felt stifled, leaving him
only the occasional quickie for variety? She knew she could
have meaningful relations with more than one person, why
couldn’t he? True he hadn’t actually been chafing at that yet,
this time, but she knew it would come. She never wanted to
spend a sleep without him, he wanted his variety to be more
than a quickie. He knew Shalai was important to him, she
could see that two of the neighbors sitting with them were
also.
And why did she have to be such a know-it-all? She was
trying to help, to assist where he was weak and she was
strong. All she wound up doing was making him feel weak
and make him suspicious that she was manipulating him. She
cursed herself for getting this enhancement, what good had it
done her? She could remember all the times they had been
together, but that had not actually helped her had it, and this
time it had hurt. She had been much more successful on the
fifth go-round, when she had pretended she barely
remembered him.
The yaag here made her feel better, not worse, it might
have a hint of lvinch in it. She noticed that they were talking
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about the stage, and that the tapeman was at their table. “Put
this song on, she won’t be able to resist,” she heard Deneb
say.
She heard the first notes, she knew he should remember
that it gave her flashbacks every time. This was something
else he must have remembered from their past, this song had
been one of her favorites, from the 43rd century when it was
performed by acoustic troupes with choirs, til now when there
are about seven versions for sale at any one time from who
knows what studio or lab. She wondered if he knew how
many times they had really heard this song together?
She gave them all a wry smile but got up, it was only a
few steps to the stage. She only had her wrist bag, her halfjacket and a wrapskirt on her, it wouldn’t take long to go thru
her clothing. The song has an intro like something from the
tribes of the vast prairies across the sea, to which she struck
lonely poses aimed at the trouble between them. The song
evolves into a sweeping plaza ride by the time she was ready
to throw anything off.
She threw him the half jacket first, as the first verse
began. ‘You’re only taking pieces of me, a little piece at a
time. You’re only taking pictures of me, just a snapshot at a
time.’ Most of Norbin knows the words to this ditty by heart,
most people think it came with our ancestors on the wagon
trains. She did a whole movement of the song with just her
breasts exposed. She threw him the skirt next, she was glad to
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see it landed across his face.
This was the stream wasn’t it? It came over her as
suddenly as all the other flashbacks. She was transported ten
centuries, she was on this stage when it was a wooden
platform in an ax-cleared field near a pretty brook. They were
starting an idea that was somewhat radical at the time, that the
woman would chose who entered her womb, and not some
man who owned her as a domestic animal. The trees that were
now apartments were next year’s lumber at that time, the
view was so similar that the flashback went on even though
she knew her body was still in the 45th, she could see thru the
flashback and reality, see both at once and how they
overlapped each other.
The guys who watched in the 45th, played the song on
hand-drums, a squeeze box and a skin-head antler-action
yandrille in the 35th, and the sound was crude compared to
Deneb’s old tape and Hettrel’s modest speaker system in the
45th. There was a bigger crowd in the 35th, there had to be in
case someone tried to break it up. The men had to be armed at
the time, because anyone trying to stop it would be.
And there, beside the stage, was her own father, who had
caught her tossed skirt on the face then as Deneb had today,
and raised his hands to applaud above the crowd who cheered
her on and saluted her right to choose. This was just another
dance, for only a few people, but it made her remember that
without her father’s support, she could not have participated
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in the liberation that swept the basin in those days.
Last of all, she tossed her wrist-bag to Deneb. Other than
her home and its contents back in Rimpensmill, she had
tossed him her net worth hadn’t she? What was that compared
to a forty four penny skirt and an iron and thirty one jacket?
Unless he snuck a look, he might not know there were two
more coppers in that pouch, just in case she ran into an
emergency.
Abandoning herself to him, she danced for him alone, the
others might as well have been cameras for all the attention
she gave them. Unlike the terror of so many previous
flashbacks, this time she saw thru it to the present time. Then,
to her father, a proud symbol of freedom that carried on his
dreams.
Today, she danced for Deneb, her dearest lover, her poor
captive of time, destined to always take pieces of her, like the
couple in this ancient pop ditty. In so many ways this had
promised to be a sweet piece of her he was taking this time.
She hoped it was only these flashbacks that were making her
uneasy. If they became transparent like this one, it would be a
little easier. That one out at Soho’s had been too intense.
Maybe the pill she took was already having an effect? If it
gave her even this, the transparency, it would be worth it.
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14. Noonsleep
All thru Noonmeal Deneb could tell Taron was making a
special effort to be nice to Tiddee. That was almost as bad, all
Tiddee wanted was for her to relax. When she went upstairs,
as soon as cleanup was done, Menden and Shalai went
upstairs with her, he wondered if they were going to talk to
her. If they did, he was pretty sure she would tell them. He
had to warn Tiddee.
“She did some snooping around today,” he said as he
grabbed their cups from the shelf where stored. The jug was
still a little cool, so he started pouring.
“Who did?”
“Taron,” Deneb answered. He hoisted his cup and they
clinked.
“So what did she find that’s got you looking so serious?”
“The blank Knyoingk forms, and the drug packets.”
“Ah? Drug packets?”
“In your closet behind the towels.”
“She sure was snooping,” Tiddee said. “Did she do any?”
“No, she was afraid, she thought it might be freak.”
“It isn’t,” Tiddee said, defeat in his voice.
“What then?” This wasn’t what he really cared about, but
since it was the one Tiddee wanted to discuss, he would
discuss this first.
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His face screwed up, his lips pressed together. Deneb
wondered if he wasn’t going to answer. He gave him plenty
of time. Finally Tiddee looked up, “It’s memcol.”
“Memcol?”
“Yeah.” Deneb didn’t know what to say, they both knew
the dangers. Tiddee went on, “It’s how I know ancient
furnishings,” he said. “I’m that old, from the 40th I guess,
there was a lot of stuff left from the 35th at the time and there
was a lot of battle damage to repair so I had a lot of
restoration work to do.” The common people in Norbin had
risen toward the end, destroying a lot of the finest homes and
offices.
“But you never know what you’re going to remember,”
Deneb knew about memcol.
“I know, it took me three packets before I had a flashback
with anything like that frieze on the front stairway.”
“I thought you could look it up somewhere...” Deneb said.
He had been a little too concerned about getting that
information, “I would have looked it up myself if I had
known you were doing that.”
“I know, so that’s why it’s behind the towels. I can do
something to help. I was there, in 40th century Norbin, I can
look it up in my head.”
“So you don’t know where things are in the books?”
“I have a few reference sheets that I use, but I’ve been
able to find where things are in the books from memcol more
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often than I’m able to find them by looking.”
“We need some way to index it all,” Deneb said.
“I snort the index,” Tiddee confessed.
Deneb squeezed his shoulder. “Don’t do it on my account,
we can look it up.”
“It’s not that simple,” Tiddee said.
“Why?” Deneb asked.
“You don’t know memcol is addictive?”
Deneb stared at him in horror. It was bad enough that it
was unpredictable and often called up our worst terrors so
vividly we think we’re in them the first time. Its abuse also
caused memory to get worse when not on it.
“I guess you didn’t,” Tiddee said.
“What’s the withdrawal symptoms?”
“Your memory gets worse, so bad that you can’t
remember why you came to the room you just entered.”
“So bad you have no memory at all?” Deneb asked.
“As a first order approximation.”
“And how long does it take to get past it?” Deneb asked.
“No one’s ever found out, no one’s been off it long
enough yet.”
“Can you get medical intervention?”
Tiddee shook his head but said, “For four coppers they
could do the research to know if it’s treatable, the whole
research project would take a couple aluminums. No addict
has ever had the money to pay for that.”
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“Uhh?” he said, making the sound of getting speared in
the pouch.
“Yeah,” Tiddee said. “So I’m looking at a packet a day
from now on. Maybe I can cut it down little by little, I don’t
know.”
“I hope so.” He had nothing he could say. He squeezed
Tiddee’s shoulder again, then looked into his cup. It hadn’t
been such a great idea to get these cups out had it? Deneb
knew a little of what addiction was like, his mood suffered if
he didn’t have at least one cup a day. He knew he’d had bouts
of more serious involvement in his past, possibly with other
drugs. Just a couple decades ago he had been addicted to
caffeine. He beat it, but now he was probably addicted again,
he was using a lot more lvinch sugar than gloribard lately.
What Tiddee was facing was much more serious than
either of those habits. Loss of memory or a daily dose of
random memories, often traumatic. He wondered how bad his
flashbacks were? Tiddee wouldn’t burden him, so it made no
sense to ask, he would just be asking him to lie.
He couldn’t bring up anything so petty as impressions on
the blank Knyoingk forms, even if they were the suspect
order form. If Deneb wrote it out himself in error, those same
impressions would be there on the pad of blank forms. They
actually proved nothing. Well, that wasn’t true, they proved
that the order form that had been doctored was filled out on
that pad of blank forms. That pad of forms had been all over
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the house, anyone could have done it. It had been out of the
house with him for that matter, when he went down to check
dimensions and colors, probably more than once.
Confessing his addiction was enough punishment even if
Tiddee had made up this form. Less than a copper’s worth of
glass. And was it because he was too insensitive to Tiddee’s
opinion that they needed something more marketable?
“You thought we needed a more marketable design didn’t
you?” Deneb asked him.
“I saw how much your globe meant to you.”
Sometimes Tiddee wouldn’t tell you what you didn’t want
to hear, and he would expect you to know he was just being
polite and not talking about it, and he expected you to
understand what he wasn’t saying. He was like Jorsto in that.
“I was an ass about it,” Deneb said. What he would have had
to say to Jorsto when he was caught not understanding
something she didn’t say.
“You had a vision,” Tiddee said. “I wasn’t going to burst
your bubble.”
“So you changed the order? I’d rather you burst my
bubble.”
“It’s not that simple,” Tiddee said. “I filled out that form,
it wasn’t as well counted as yours, but I was going to show
you the other artwork and the filled out order form before you
placed the order. Somehow a good time never came up.” He
was probably more concerned with who was getting what
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variety from Shalai. “I never did show it to you, I left it with
the notes, at the bottom of the pile. I didn’t know it had been
put into the folder as the real order til you did. I wasn’t the
one who transferred the signatures and I certainly couldn’t
have gotten into Knyoingk to change their copy and change
the order. This had to be done before they started cutting
glass.”
“You could have told me this sooner.”
“We haven’t got a chance to talk alone since it happened.
Once we saw what had happened, I was horrified. I wanted to
tell you but you were so ripshit and then went tearing out of
here. When you came back you had Taron attached to your
hip and you see how she is with me.”
“It’s because her flashback substituted your face for
someone who abused her.”
“I know, but what can I do about it? Have my face
changed? I certainly don’t wear the styles of those days. The
35th had great furnishings but their clothing styles were
ludicrous, and the hair styles were worse.”
“I know, I didn’t say it was your fault.”
“I didn’t say you did,” Tiddee said, “but it is a little
disconcerting. She’s a hot babe, it doesn’t do a my soul a lot
of good to have a pretty babe treat me like I’m a snub-nosed
hyadune.”
He was right, Tiddee wasn’t the guy with the crowd of
women around him when at the clubs. He was too tall, his
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face was too thin and his hair was too black. He looked to be
half Lorian Elf and half Dzintiss Goblin. His look was
ancient, he could well be five centuries old. The best he could
do for him was say, “You could probably get something going
with Jorsto if you don’t mind the way she hammers.”
“It’s not about the babe, they’re both too much for me,
give me someone more like Shalai.”
“It’s about the house.”
“That globe artwork is telling us you mean to keep that
penthouse.”
Deneb thought about that. He was right, it was sending
that message. He was not only sure it was sending that
message, he was now sure he meant to send that message. All
the work he had done, not just on this house but the two
before, starting with the farm where his son was born. It was
all leading up to this wasn’t it? He would come out of it with
very little money, but this fabulous penthouse in a superb
neighborhood. He could choose to be the house farmer, or
continue working the docks. But instead of living in a small
cubicle over the docks or beach, or a cozy cottage on a tiny
plot, he would live up there.
“Did you want it?” Deneb asked him. If so, he hadn’t
seen it.
“Only the profit from it,” he answered. “I know I can’t
settle in one place long enough to savor all the work we put
into this place. This is art for me.”
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“If I was to buy it, it would be as a customer, we would all
agree on the price, and I would buy it out of the profit. I
would come away with no money. Or you, or Menden, or
someone from outside.”
“So you do want it?” Tiddee asked.
“It would be nice, but I don’t need it.”
“If you had to chose between the penthouse and Taron
tonight, which would it be?”
Taron was right on his lips, but he checked himself. If he
chose Taron, it was likely this would be their last project
together. But that was not fair. Say he was with Taron five
decades again, how long would he know Tiddee? If they took
three decades off, did that not mean they would have thirteen
more in the next twenty to do projects like this? Could they
go beyond, could they put together a project on a big
building? Not of it meant Tiddee had to be enslaved to
memcol. He knew he didn’t want to do a big building, this
was their big building. He could work on the docks for
exercise and rehab houses on the side. He probably wouldn’t
have anything on the side but Taron while she was with him.
He knew this time it would end when she stripped for
someone who could buy and sell him with his left hand.
“In truth, I think they go together,” he said. “I don’t think
I’d see many years of Taron without that penthouse. She says
she had a nice place in Rimpensmill, she says I lived there
with her for five decades and I do vaguely remember it.”
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“Yeah, and? It was twenty one decades ago, we didn’t
even know each other then,” Tiddee said.
“So I would buy the penthouse to keep her for awhile.”
“Why not go back to Rimpensmill?” Tiddee asked.
Why not? Was it really about the penthouse and not about
either Tiddee or Taron? Would he give up the penthouse and
follow Taron back to Rimpensmill? Would he wait a decade
to have her body in his home bed? “Yeah,” he asked himself,
“why not?” He looked at Tiddee. Tiddee looked at him. “I
guess I have put too much of myself into that penthouse,”
Deneb said.
“Maybe,” Tiddee said. “I’m at a distance because she
wants it that way, but I read that girl as wishing she was
dragging you back to Rimpensmill next dawn.”
“And how would you take that?” Deneb asked him.
“The only thing worse, is if she stayed here and continued
to look at me like I might impale her on a jagged splinter any
minute.”
“I won’t let her do that, I promise.”
“Even if I was the same body, I don’t remember a
glimmer of that except under memcol and I swear I have
never seen her face under memcol.”
“She’s from the 43rd,” Deneb told him, “or the late 42nd,
she got her memory enhancement in the early 43rd anyway,
like all of us, who knows how far she goes before that.”
“I’ve never seen anything older than the 40th on memcol,
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except a couple scenes when the rubble piles were still
smoldering, it was still the 35th when that happened.”
“50th decade is what they taught in day school,” Deneb
said.
“So memcol brings me back to about the dawn of the
40th,” he said. “It seems to almost always bring me back then,
not somewhere between, but back to when I was young and
my brain was still filling up the first time.”
“I’m sorry,” was all Deneb could say.
“Why be sorry? What do you know about your early
history?”
“That I don’t remember my mother’s name. I actually
remember her nipples, and I remember she had big blond hair.
I don’t remember her face, I don’t remember anything else
about her really, but if I can remember suckling at her breast,
I can’t be very much older than I remember. I think I have
some notes from the 43rd, so I must not go any farther back
than that.”
“What’s in those notes?”
“Nothing that I seem to need to look up very often,” he
said, “because I can’t really remember the last time I referred
to them.”
“You should see if you have notes from the previous time
you knew Taron. If you really did stay together five decades
and you kept notes, you should have written down something
about her.”
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“I already wrote down something about her,” he said.
“But you didn’t look her up?”
“No, but that’s a good idea.”
“See what you thought of her then when it was all over.”
“Yeah.” He was already pretty sure there would be
something about always knowing more about him than he did
and about always dragging him to be more public, especially
sexually. Girls often seemed to like to advertise their
sexuality, he liked to downplay his. He wanted to deliver
more than was expected. She delivered on the stage, he
wondered what his notes would say about that.
He and Tiddee talked more about the glass and the
grafting after that. They agreed they would spend the second
half of Afternoonday putting in the glass that would be the
same whether they used the cheekbloom or the globe art
work. He promised Tiddee that he would need to know that
Taron would only stay here under the globe, and promised to
stay here under the globe, for them to go with that art work.
Without that promise they would go ahead with the
cheekbloom art til completion.
When he got upstairs, Taron was already in bed. She
wanted him with her, and he granted her the favor. It was
another really great session, made special by the daylight of
Noonsleep. She had him explore her in detail, as much as he
wanted. There are only a few parts of her body he didn’t want
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to explore in detail, while pursuing two orgasms in creative
fashion. But when they were sated, she went to sleep and
Deneb lay there, no closer to sleep than he was at
Morningday lunch.
He slid from the bed, she didn’t stir. He slunk from the
room, his journals were in boxes in the construction office.
He sort of had them in order, but the one for twenty one
decades ago was in the wrong box. The volume began with a
long self-examination regarding leaving Taron. That
confirmed that she wasn’t lying when she said he was the one
that broke it off. Most of his reason had been that she
wouldn’t let him have anything more than the medically
necessary minimum variety. It got so she wanted to approve
the women he had variety with.
It was more than just variety, she had interfered in his
friendships with other women in any capacity. In these notes
there was no reference to her interfering with his other
relationships, just that she’d tried to limit his friendships with
females. He wondered if she thought he and Tiddee had
something homosexual going on? There was a note to look
back and count how many times in the last decade he had
tried to talk to her about it and gotten promises that were only
kept for a year or two.
Then there was a note that he had gone back thru his notes
and found that he and Taron had been an item five times in
their past, going back to the first notebook. He went and got it
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out. The paper was yellow and crackly and the ink was faded
but legible. The very first words he wrote in the very first
volume were:
Taron says it may help my memory if I write notes to
myself that I can look up later on. She says it will
reenforce the memories and give me confidence that I
can remember. It won’t be as effective as the
enhancement she got earlier in the century, but if nothing
else I’ll have a written record.
Let me start by telling you about where we’re living...

He went on to read about that relationship with Taron.
They lived in a cottage on a tiny plot only half a mile from
where Taron worked at the time. The house was plank and
archwood sapling with a rootball sewage composter and a
hand-pumped well and attic tank. He was the farmer but had
only forty by sixty feet to work with, and neighbors he
suspected of picking in their garden.
Years later he talked about how he felt like a sot
compared to Taron, and complained about how often she
wanted to perform. He felt kept, and knew she got around a
lot more than he did. He had eventually left her the cottage
and moved to Norbin.
He could spend the whole sleep going thru all the journals
and searching for references to Taron, but he wouldn’t. He
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would go to today’s and write down what he had just learned,
that their paths were crossing for the sixth time, and that in
both the cases he had seen so far, he was the one that ended it.
His feelings were certainly confused. On one hand, he
knew they could stay together for decades and enjoy each
others company. On the other, he eventually left because of
reasons he had already seen hints of. In her defense, she must
really care for him if she keeps coming back for more,
because with her enhanced memory she would have to
remember all of them. She had to remember all of them, but
she hadn’t told him about them. She told him only about the
last one. That made him uneasy.
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15. Missing Sleep
Taron stirred in her sleep, snuggling closer to Deneb and
not finding him. A part of her came awake, then all of her
when she realized the bed was truly empty. At first she
thought it must be Afternoonday already and stretched to get
up. How little water she let at toilet made her wonder if it
really was Afternoonday yet. It was awfully quiet out, except
that the charraspas were grating and the pittipitas were still
peeping.
She went downstairs, all was silent. She went to the
penthouse. Wondering if he had gone up there, and didn’t find
him there either. She spent some time up in the canopy with
the charraspas and pittipitas, wondering where Deneb was.
She went back down to see if he had left a note, and there
wasn’t one. She went back up once more to see if he was
there yet. He wasn’t.
She wondered if he had left the property, wondered why
he hadn’t told her. She wondered if he wanted space already
and was deliberately hiding from her. She had felt something
in his lovemaking, oh it was perfect, maybe even more
perfect, but maybe it was a studied perfect. The Tiddee
situation was between them already, she should get a coach
today and not stretch it til next week. She should let this
house finish, she should get away before she made an even
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more unfavorable impression. She could try again in a decade
or so, after this house was sold and Tiddee was out of the
picture.
Wasn’t she being naïve? This is what Deneb did for a
living now. They would buy another property and do another
project, this was the second they had done together and there
was no reason to think it was the last. She would have to stay
away until the phase of his life that included Tiddee was over,
or she would have to make real peace, not just nice, with
Tiddee. Deneb had been brutally honest when he said he
didn’t think she could do it.
Wherever he was now, he probably needed space. She
could stay here and give him that space. It was nice up here,
she could easily see herself living here. But could she live
here with Tiddee? Would Tiddee be with them here in the
penthouse? Would he buy the main house and rent the other
two suites? Would he buy another property, the next one they
would restore? If he was in the main house and not in the
penthouse, she thought she could deal with it. The only place
they really saw each other was in the kitchen.
When hours had gone by and she thought it must be
Afternoonday by now, she thought she should be in the room
in case Deneb came back and wanted to talk. He was not
back, she lay down again, tossed and turned, wished he was
here for a wake-up romp. She figured he must be hungry by
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now and went down to the kitchen. He wasn’t there. She
wondered if he went out to a cook. She had a few figberries to
blunt her own hunger. She put on some wake-up tea.
There was one more level in the house, the cellars. There
was no reason for him to be down there now, and she didn’t
hear the sound of any tools, but she took her cup and another
for him in case he was down here. The cellars were dark,
even on the cusp of Afternoonday, but she saw one lantern in
the corner, the construction office. She went to it and looked
in the door.
Deneb was surrounded by his journals, reading them by a
candlantern. He heard her as she got to the door and looked
up. She let the steaming cups precede her into the room.
“So it’s Afternoonday already?” he asked.
“I’ve been up for hours. I suspect you missed Noonsleep
altogether.”
“Tiddee and I had that long talk I said we would.”
“Ah,” she said, “so that sent you to your journals. You did
stop by your bed for an hour last sleep, but what do these
journals have to say about Tiddee?”
“About Taron,” he said. “There’s a lot you haven’t said.”
She felt a huge spear, as large as her viscera and as cold as
the back side of the outermost iceball in space, hit her in the
bellybutton. She sat down rather hard on the desktop, her
head bobbed, she had to swallow several times to get enough
control to make a sound, “Yes,” was the first thing she could
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say.
“We’ve been together six times, counting this one, not just
once before.”
“Seven times before this one,” she was able to say, a little
above a whisper. She drew a breath and was able to speak
plainly, “You started keeping these journals the third time we
were together.”
“Why didn’t you tell me?”
“You thought I knew too much about you from the one
time we had in the past.”
“How much do you know about me? Are you my mother?
Do you know her name?”
“I didn’t lie to you, you had already forgotten your
mother’s name when we first met, in 42,53,41, before I got
the enhancement.” She might as well tell him everything, cut
out her heart and hand it to him because it was forfeit anyway.
“I got the enhancement after you left me the first time, I
didn’t ever want to forget you.”
“Why?” he asked, partly tenderly, partly mystified.
“Like I said, silly me, I’m in love with you.” She had to
pause, his expression was hard to read, part incredulity, part
pity, part compassion. He didn’t say anything however so she
went on, “I guess it’s the enhancement, I just can’t ever forget
that I love you.”
“But why?” he asked.
“I’ve told you, we’ve been good together, you’re good to
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me, the sex is perfect.”
“My notes say you haven’t lied to me, that I left you, at
least the four times I’ve read about so far. Like you said, you
get too possessive. I wrote that you were getting a lot of
attention for your performances, I felt like your pet.”
“Yes,” she sighed, “that would have been when you
started keeping notes. I slowed down, but I guess I was too
late, the damage had been done. Every time after that I was
careful not to take any more songs than you want me to, at
least I think you want me to, you did really want me to at
Hetlet’s didn’t you?”
“Yeah, I thought you’d have fun and get to know the
neighbors.”
“Maybe you never wrote down that there is at least as
much as you showing me off as me hogging the spotlight, not
that I’ve taken many stages with spotlights.”
“I haven’t read thru them all,” he said.
“I think the important part of our history is the fifty
decades we were good for each other and not the five when
we weren’t. I hope you wrote notes about them too? Look up
the 40th decade of the 44th,” she asked. See if you wrote
anything then.”
He had to rummage in three different packing cases, but
he found a couple volumes, he cracked one open.
Afternoonday of Kadezak 44,40,31
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The Kshoned is a miles-wide mirror of a pale but heavy
sky. Taron is like a ray of Kortrax from the uplands in
these steamy deeps. It is good that we are making this
trip in the winter, summer must be unbearable down
here. Where Norbin is five and two third centuries from
it’s founding, most homes here were built before Norbin
was, and there are ruins thirty and even forty centuries
old all along the banks, some in use, some mossy, some
hidden under jungle. Plank is never used, it dissolves
into moss in a few decades. This steamer out of
KshonedBeach is almost science fiction to many along
this river.
There are no performing stages here, but there are
beaches and most are a lot raunchier than the stages of
the Kshoned breaks. The locals appreciate Taron’s body
and beauty, but you know what they say about Kshoned,
it’s true and Taron’s a minimal girl here. She’s a little
more down about it than she thought she would be. She
shouldn’t worry about it, she can be popular anyway, but
she will be a tourist and not ‘on tour’ and I wonder if that
is what bothers her.

“I got over it soon enough,” Taron said, “but you were
very perceptive, that is very much what was going thru my
head at the time.”
“You remember that?” he was still amazed.
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“Yeah. I just never put them out after that and had some
excuse handy for guys who wanted to coax them.”
“I have no memory that I’ve even been to Kshoned.”
“We didn’t stay that long, we didn’t settle down. We
stayed in a few different inns and saw some sights, we even
took a two week hike into the country.”
“What’s that like?” he asked.
“It’s probably in there,” she said. “I sat with you while
you wrote it.” He flipped thru the volume.
The land is rather bare with heavy herds of letch and
rippleworm. There are stone walls marking fields, a few
tribreaks spout up along them here and there. There are
always a layer or two of clouds in the sky. The cloud
layer that gives Norbin a mixture of sunny and shady
ground, is a beaded curtain distant in the sky here, with
several individual clouds crossing the shimmering face
of Kortrax at any one time. The crops are dark but still
grow slowly. Fruit is thin on the branches and vines,
plants are old.
Everyone is in big old clan houses of mossy stone and
crystal. They’re dark inside, but it’s never very bright
outside either down here. Kortrax is usually obscured by
at least a couple layers of cloud, days when one is thin
and the other broken are considered ‘sunny’. It seldom
‘rains’ but it is always somewhere between foggy and
misty almost every week, dusk to dawn. It’s often misty
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during the light, where it can be very steamy. People say
it’s drier in summer.
The matriarch of each house has a lot more control than
among the Elves. What people aren’t in clans are in
crude stone huts on very small but intensively cultivated
land. The towns are groups of clans, or large clans, and
they own the town. There are no smallholds around the
towns. Prices are high and selection is thin and towns
are far apart. Country inns are rare, and the clans aren’t
welcoming, we’ve slept rough more than once and had
to fight a coriax one dark.
Taron is holding up better than me, she even got us
invited into a native house. I was afraid this ancient
structure, which was built of eroded stone and half
underground, would have accommodations worthy of a
cheap zoo, but it was amazingly pharaohnic with
mirrored lava-torches in wells in the ceiling. The interior
was not eroded, but carved into fantastic designs that
attested to serious psychedelic abuse that went thru
here in the 42nd.

It went on to tell of their visit and how she wasn’t
equipped to play their after-dinner games. It told how they
didn’t stay in the basin any extra time after that. She
remembered it. The trip home seemed interminable...
Taron is doing her best to be nice, but I know she
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doesn’t want to be. She’s asking why I ever agreed to
come here.

“It certainly wasn’t what I was looking for,” she said.
“If that world was all men, the accommodations in that
house would have been worthy of a zoo. Maybe it’s not
exactly fifty-fifty in Norbin, but males are just drones there.”
“You remember that?”
“I remember the fact, I may have discarded all the
supporting evidence, but I remember that much about it, a
society that is really using only half their population.”
“Maybe so. What about just before that trip? We were
happy then.”
He flipped a few pages back. “Here’s one about a very
well-received show at a place called The Blue Orange, how
they wanted you to be a regular and how you didn’t because I
couldn’t convince you that I didn’t mind.”
“I minded, that place was too plastic, although you won’t
stay long with plastic.” You need iron or even nickel for an
evening in there. Rimpensmill is not like LandingMukoy in
some ways.
“You can explain everything in here,” he said.
“No, I can’t explain any entry between 45,31,54 and
45,53,11, and the same for the other times we were not
together. We have been together less than a third of the time
since we met, you told me you have a son now, but that
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wasn’t something I knew.” That was long before the detective
found him.
“I’m sorry, it’s just that I read these words and it’s like
reading a history text. You hear these words and it takes you
there.”
“I did say I would help you get the enhancement, and help
you get one without these flashbacks.”
“Did you have another?”
“On the stage,” she said, “but it wasn’t scary, I went back
to a time I did it when it was forbidden but I could see thru it,
I knew it was a flashback and I could see into the 45th if I
wanted to.”
“Maybe that pill is taking effect already and by the time
it’s at full effect you’ll have only a vague recollection of the
flashback.”
“I could live with that, it’s not as good as not having them
at all, but if it’s like this last one, I can deal with it.”
“It should get much better in a few more weeks. Most of
those pills take a year to really settle in.” He closed the
journal and put it back in the box. “How about breakfast?”
“I had a few figberries on the way down, we could melt a
few more of those over toast.”
Up in the kitchen, Shalai and Menden were up. “Are we
still going to the beach?” Taron asked Deneb.
“For a while, but we’re going to get started on the glass
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after lunch.”
“That’s fine, it takes less than an hour each way,” Taron
said.
“From the time you catch a streetcar,” Deneb said. “They
aren’t as common along here as they are on Avenue
Mykoppsa. I’ve walked all the way to Kelda Plaz.” She
hadn’t. He knew it would be over an hour and less than two.
“That should be about halfway to the beach.”
“There’ll be plenty along here for the first half of the
day,” Shalai said.
“Can you guys come with us?” Taron asked.
“And leave Tiddee home alone?” Menden asked.
“You can invite him too,” she said, noticing that she
wasn’t quite ready to invite him herself.
“If you can invite him, I’d be glad to come along,”
Menden said.
These guys sure stuck together. She looked to Shalai,
could these girls stick together? Shalai hopped up and said,
“I’ll tell him.”
“I really mean Taron, if Taron can invite him, I will be
glad to go. If someone else has to do it for her, I don’t want to
go with her to the beach.”
“You don’t know what those flashbacks are like,” Deneb
told him.
“She has to understand it’s a flashback and not Tiddee.
You know he’s never been that self confident.”
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“That’s why he’s an over-achiever,” Shalai said.
“I’ll be right down,” Taron said as she got up. “You can
get your things,” she told Shalai and Menden, but only her
smile for Shalai reached her eyes.
Tiddee answered her call warily. “Yes?”
“We’re going to the beach, Deneb was going to show me
and Shalai and Menden will go if you go.”
“I can go down a little early and stop by, but I have to
meet someone for thirteenth hour, so I can’t stay long.” He
ushered her into his room.
She didn’t go far, there was a ledge next to the door, she
leaned on that. “Well then, the sooner we get out there, the
sooner we’ll be in.”
“Actually Mimbront will probably be the next streetcar
by, and he won’t be here til almost tenth hour, at least that’s
how I’ve timed him.”
Tiddee showed her a pocket watch on a braid. It looked a
little like an eyeball. Opposite the braid mount was a thick
lens. To view the time one shook it up and let it come to rest
lens up. The little flakes inside would float to the surface of
the lens, where any pattern they made was magnified by a
factor of four. They settled at the focus of the lens in a pattern
that told the hour and minute, accurate to about half a minute,
but corrected to the cycle of Kortrax every week. It turned a
thimble full of sugar water into a beer cap full of alcohol in a
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year. How it worked was one of the most closely guarded
industrial secrets in the basin. Advanced laboratories had
examined them and determined only that the little flakes were
living things, but they simply responded to faint electrical
charges and did not contain the intelligence that directed
which side would settle to the surface.
“How soon can you be ready?” she asked.
“Oh, maybe five minutes, I’ve already done the serious
prep for my meeting. I’ll have to take the clothes I’ll be
wearing in a bag and come in these. I hope you’re not
charging right onto the sand.”
“We’ll have a cup first.”
“I can sit with that. I’ll have my tea there.” He closed the
workbook he had open on the desk and slid it into a drawer.
He took a folder of paper and put it in his bag, along with
clothes that were laid out, a long-sleeve worker and leggings,
nothing you wanted to be wearing in the sunshine on
Afternoonday. He was in a net bodysuit with a matching sling
under it right now. “I’ll take one more pee and meet you
downstairs.”
“He’s on his way,” she told the others. “He’s got a watch
and he says the next streetcar should be by about tenth hour,
it’s a third of the way into fifth hour now.
“Yipes, scatter, grab,” Shalai said.
“You need... a towel,” Menden said.
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“Pppp, I need a beach bag, skin oil, shades, finger-wipes,
a bite stick, you never know when millilimps will strike.”
“You know they mob me before they ever find you,” he
said, “but if anyone says they’re around I’m not going in the
water.”
“As long as they’re not thick,” she said. Millilimps could
bite a human, they normally deal with thicker skin, but they
immediately jump off because human blood is poisonous to
them, and seems to taste like sizzling-strength acid. However,
the bite is still there. Taron was very reluctant to allow her
skin to suffer any damage, because her skin was one of the
tools of her art.
Shalai didn’t think the same way. She had a salve in a
stick that cures it in a week, and she wasn’t going to let a few
bites ruin her day. It had been decades since they actually had
many millilimps in the Kshoned Breaks. Maybe in the slow
water they did but she hadn’t encountered any on the trip to
Kshowed and as hot as that was, and being on the river, they
were in the water a lot. This was three episodes after that, but
that trip had been when that episode first started to unravel.
He hadn’t seemed to make as many notes about the joy they
had at finding the home on Mykoppsa, at least the journal
hadn’t fallen open to them.
Deneb had their bag, towels, and shirts for later if they
needed them on the way to lunch. They were gathering in the
front hall of the mansion. She looked around and imagined
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herself here, friends with whoever was in the main house, and
living in the penthouse. It was such a long way from where
she was when they first met. She had barely enough room to
sleep, much less fuck, in her apartment at the time. He had
the nicer place, but the whole place wasn’t as big as his suite
in this house, two of them could fit in this foyer. They stayed
there most of that first episode, the one she bought the
enhancement to remember.
She wondered if the pill she took would also counteract
what seemed to be another side effect of the enhancement, her
fixation on Deneb.
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16. On the Beach
They sat at an umbrella table on the boardwalk and had a
couple quick cups of sunny yellow and watched the bodies on
the sand and the walkway. Heavy swaying knockers seemed
to be the style of the day, and gentlemen willing to help
support them while they chatted. Taron was prettier than
most, he should note that in his journal, that her beauty got
more natural and more refined each time he knew her. He
didn’t really know that, but he knew the descriptions he’d
given of her didn’t do her justice. He’d have to put some
pictures in there.
Taron and Tiddee were getting along better, but he could
still see that Taron was strained. Menden and Shalai had only
stayed for one, and then gone to walk the beach. Tiddee was
meeting with a distant relative and didn’t have a second but
he sat with them while they did. Tiddee was already thinking
about putting his business clothes on, but would have been
sweaty if he did.
They were talking about her living here, specifically what
she might do for work. “Nightday maybe I’ll go back to that
same place I went last week,” Taron said, “and let them know
that I’ll be back in a few weeks.”
“What is Klaibal going to do?” Deneb asked. As long as
she was strained in Tiddee’s presence, he was nervous about
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having her here. There were things about Tiddee that were
hard to understand, some things that others found hard to
forgive. It was all because Tiddee had so little self confidence
that he never said what needed to be said. Deneb understood a
lot more of that than most.
“No doubt the guy who’s doing my job now would be
glad to take a pledge, he could probably be had for a copper
and twenty.”
“And what did he offer you?” Tiddee asked.
“A copper and forty four,” she answered.
“Will he wait til you get back?” Tiddee asked.
“If I leave first thing next week, but if I wait a year I’m
not so sure. I could stay a year if I put a letter in the post.”
There was now reliable postal service thruout the
Kshoned Breaks and most of the basin, now that there were
so few highwaymen to interfere. Perhaps that would be the
best thing to do, get Klaibal to give her a year so she didn’t
have to make a hasty decision. Of course she would have to
make arrangements for her house. He wanted to talk to her
about it, but after Tiddee left. “So who’s this guy you’re
meeting?” Deneb asked Tiddee.
“He says he’s a distant relative who just wants to make
contact. I guess he’s doing some kind of genealogy thing, he
didn’t say much in his letter.”
“So you don’t know him?”
“No, never heard of him before actually, at least that I
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remember. He’s never popped into my head that I know of.”
He was trying to say he’d never seen him in Memcol no
doubt. He was trying to sound super casual about it, but
Deneb could see that he wasn’t. He wondered if it had
something to do with the Memcol? Because of its dangers, it
wasn’t something you could pick up at a reputable place, he
could actually be meeting a contact. Whatever it was, it
would do no good to press. “Are you sure you’ll be OK?” he
asked.
“Oh yeah, if he hits me up for anything more than a lunch
and a cup I’m out of there.”
So it probably wasn’t about memcol, instead Tiddee was
worried he might be meeting a mooch. He hadn’t showed
Deneb the letter, but he could understand his concern. Many
‘long lost relatives’ were nothing but mooches, and if Tiddee
was living in the house that they were in, he would look like a
ripe target. “You have to be careful.”
“He might have a lot better memory than me,” Tiddee
said, trying very hard to keep his eyes off Taron while he did,
instead staring at his empty cup on the table. “But I should
probably get going anyway, in case he’s early.” He stood up
and started stepping into the worker he brought with him,
“I’ll see you back at the house first thing after lunch.”
Deneb tried to figure out how he was going to get over to
the genetics shop today, wondered if there was any way
Tiddee could help. He couldn’t think of one. “Yeah,” he said,
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“we’ll get some of the common pieces in at least. Next week
I’ll spend two days on it,” he said.
“We’ve got time,” Tiddee said as he picked up his bag and
began to walk away. “Those balconies are going to take
another decade no matter what we do.”
“So,” Taron asked once they finished their second cups,
“shall we take a stroll down the beach and back?”
“If we do that, we won’t get in the water.”
“Lets go down by the water and back by the boardwalk.”
They did that, walking in the shallows hardly above their
ankles, but splashing enough to get wet. The lake at
LandingMukoy is about eight miles long if you stay in the
center. It’s not so cold that it stings, and the water is clean
enough that it doesn’t leave mud spots when it dries. The
beach is right across from the city center and she looked at
that. There were quite a few big archwood towers growing up
there now above the teeming docks. The biggest buildings
were along the lockway, that’s where all the water power is,
in twenty seven locks lifting three hundred eleven feet. The
whole lockway was now lined with more than ten stories of
canopy over two or three floors of cargo and industrial space.
On this side the beach was lined with a boardwalk with
commercial space along the whole inland side. They were
mostly taps, grills, trinkets and baubles. There were
townhomes above almost all of it, and a few clumps of flats
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now up to six floors high. The side streets had town homes
and small holds all the way back to the big lon pond in the
center of the beach peninsula. No one was attempting to keep
their archwoods pruned low, they were letting them grow all
the space they could. There was a lot of active grafting going
on, he even saw people working on it today. This would be a
beachwall soon.
Taron was looking at the people. She was not very exotic,
just in the variegated colors of her hair, but she was one of the
smoothest, most perfectly shaped and best colored women
there. Like any beach, there is a lot of seeing and being seen.
He let Taron take the lead in that, and she followed the lead of
any others she interacted with. A few guys asked her what
stage she frequented, she told them Hetlet’s but they’d never
heard of it, being that it’s more of a neighborhood place than
a city-wide entertainment hub.
They got into a little petting spree with a foursome of
stoners near the point. They had a good time playing around
in the water for a few minutes, but couldn’t stay. If they had,
the play was going to evolve into a six way before very much
longer.
On the way back they walked the boardwalk. He
wondered how much she regretted missing that encounter. He
wondered if she was glad to because she wouldn’t want to see
him with the other girls. He wondered if she wanted to talk
about that.
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“How well do you remember the beach in Rimpensmill?”
she asked, before he could figure out how he should start that.
“It’s on the dam to the east. It’s a stone-paved walk, not a
boardwalk. It’s steep so it’s not as easy to wade in the water,
the one walking on the water side is in noticeably deeper
water than one walking on the inland side.”
“We lived there once, in the middle of the 44th. In a flat on
the third floor. It was small but it was fun. It was a ten minute
walk to work and there was a nice stage on the beach on the
next block. We only lasted three decades that time.”
“Oh?” he asked.
“It’s usually five, give or take one.”
“That’s nice to know.” He wasn’t as good at keeping the
hiss out of his voice as he wanted.
“I’m telling you everything,” she said. “You want to
know, you wish I didn’t know, but I’m no good at pretending
I don’t know, and I don’t want to lie to you.”
“Why did we break up early?”
“A girl named Imrel, she was a strawberry blond with big
knockers, she convinced you I wasn’t healthy for you.”
“Is that what I’ll find if I look in my journals?”
“As near as I can remember. You lasted about fifteen
years with her and then came back, but by then someone else
had moved in with me. I guess I held a grudge and didn’t
move the other guy out. I don’t know where you were for the
next ten decades, like I didn’t know where you were for the
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last twenty.”
“How did you find me?” he asked.
She took a long time to answer, when she did her voice
was small. “I’m not going to lie, I hired someone, a
detective.”
“Why?”
“Because it’s time,” she said. “We’ve been apart long
enough.”
“We have a schedule?” he asked.
“Five decades on, twenty off. It was getting late.”
“You have us on a schedule.”
“If I come back too soon, it doesn’t seem to work, but this
shouldn’t be happening, this is not too soon.” She was
whining. Her face was screwed up and her eyes were wet.
“What?” he asked, “I thought you were going to sell your
house in just a few weeks and live here until we sell this
place. I thought you were going to get over the flashbacks and
your fear of Tiddee.”
“I can do that, but I can’t pretend I don’t remember too
much. I can’t help putting you off with it. Although I will say
that in the past you have been more appreciative of my help
rather than annoyed by my knowledge.”
“You didn’t have this fear of one of my friends in the past
I would guess.”
“No, I didn’t, I’m really sorry. I wish I could have hidden
it better.”
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“I wish you could have discussed it with him better, and
with more sensitivity to what kind of a person he is.”
“You would have had to give me lessons concerning what
kind of person he is.”
“Yes, I know, it’s unfair of me to expect more than what
you’ve done. I’m sorry it’s hard for you, but I don’t want you
to think you’ve failed.”
“I don’t want to give up an iron and forty four and a house
I’ve loved for fifty decades for just a couple years of stepping
on Tiddee’s toes. I can wait another decade, we can meet
again after the house is sold and see what we want to do.”
“Is that what you want?”
“That’s what my intellect tells me would be sensible.
What my heart wants is to stay with you now.”
“I bet what you really want is for me to let Tiddee finish
this house and have me come back to Rimpensmill and start
on the little house by the canal.”
“I won’t deny that part of my mind lives in fantasy,” she
said, “but I don’t expect that. I expect you to stay here and
finish.”
“Why?”
“Because you’ve put so much into it, because it’s such a
work of art.”
“Tiddee doesn’t want me to keep the penthouse.”
“Why is that?” she asked.
“I don’t know yet, but I’ll figure it out. Right now I’m
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thinking he doesn’t know where to go next, he’ll feel like he’s
being abandoned.”
“Is he your child?”
“In some ways, and in some ways I feel like his.”
They were distracted by another couple for a few minutes.
Deneb knew the girl, she was interested in Taron’s look and
they talked about that a little while. Deneb did not know the
guy she was with today, and did not start up a separate
conversation. She asked him when he was going to be at
Tuulen Court again and he honestly didn’t know. It was
unlikely to be until after Taron was gone unless she wanted to
go there again.
“So what do you think I should do?” Taron asked when
they were walking again.
It was hard to keep his mind objective about this while
they were walking. She had taken his arm and the feel of her
was so enthralling that all he wanted to say was ‘stay’. He
tried to think with his head and not his gonads. “I think you
should go back and take the pledge but only for a decade and
only if he allows you a year to come up here and see if this is
what you really want.”
“So you can let me go?”
“Taron, my heart is the same as yours. I hardly want you
do go back for a few weeks, but that may not be the right plan
in the long run. If I was to keep the penthouse, it would not be
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for several years at the earliest. It won’t be grown in enough
for a decade.”
“Are you afraid to keep it if Tiddee doesn’t want you to?”
“No, I just have to talk to him. Sometimes he doesn’t even
know what he wants, he gets torn.”
“He wants to do more projects.”
“He wishes that’s all he did. He’s no good at the docks
and there is so little temp carpenter work.”
“He could get a pledge, if he’s done any of the work in
your house I’m sure of that.”
“It’s not that easy for him.” He used to think it was just
social problems, but now that he knew about the addiction he
was sure that had something to do with it. He wished there
was a medical solution. Maybe after they sold the house they
could have one researched. He wouldn’t take a thing from it,
but it would be worth it to get a friend of three decades free of
his demon. “He would have a hard time asking for it.”
“And that becomes your problem?”
“When someone is drowning, they might not be quite
rational.”
“He hardly seems like he’s drowning, he seems aloof and
haughty.”
“That’s not how he means to appear. He is the opposite of
haughty, he does that to cover up how timid he is.” Deneb
wondered if he didn’t have the shame of the addiction, if that
would help him. In truth he was a little afraid of Tiddee
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becoming dependent, more for social reasons than economic,
but dependent just the same.
“I’m sorry I don’t understand him,” Taron said.
“Many don’t, that’s why he’s drowning.”
That was when they met Menden and Shalai, and little
more was discussed. They had lunch and headed back to the
house. He was not going to get to the genetics company
today, he probably wouldn’t have a chance til after Taron left.
He wished it was before, but if the results told him something
important, he could always write.
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17. Off the Boards
The following Nightday they were on their way to do a
little more temp work. Taron clutched at him before she got
off the streetcar. They kissed and cuddled, but she could tell
that there was something on his mind, he was distracted. She
hopped down, but could not go right to the counting room she
worked in last week. The street here was well paved, the
buildings were old but well kept and the apartments growing
above them were thick-leaved enough to break the worst of
the rain. She was glad for the rain and the dark, they hid her
tears.
If she was objective, just looking at what was done and
what was actually said, it had been a nice enough dusk and
Dusksleep. She was better and better with Tiddee, laughing
with him, not freezing at his touch. She convinced herself it
was her own memory using his face instead of one it had
forgotten. She convinced herself he couldn’t possibly know if
he was that person or not, unless he was so young he
remembered his childhood, and no one had ever said he did.
No, it wasn’t what anyone did or said, it was how it felt. It
felt old and worn, like they were trying to keep up
appearances, at least for each other. As Nightday drew nearer,
Deneb got more withdrawn. He still answered, but his
answers got shorter. It was worst on the streetcar, he wasn’t
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trying to keep up appearances any more. He wouldn’t tell her
what was wrong. The kiss and squeeze felt like a formality
for him, desperation for her.
A little ways down Dam Avenue from the counting room
door she found a tea shop and went in. It was a low-ceilinged,
quiet space with plenty of soft-bead curtains and macrame
dividers, dimly lit with scented candles. There was a dark
corner near the stove, she sat there. She was chilled from the
weather, but even more from the way the relationship with
Deneb was going. She had been thru this enough to know
what was coming. Oh they might last another few years, but
the signs were all there, the fatal words had been said. It was
as if the script had been set ahead five decades. It wasn’t like
they had failed to connect, it felt as if the five decades were
already used up.
Was she playing out the script because she knew it all too
well? Was she giving the same answers to the same questions
because she knew them already? If that was the case, this
memory enhancement was hurting her once again. If she
couldn’t remember what they said on previous loops, she had
a reasonable chance of saying something different this time
and maybe getting a different outcome. As it was now, she
remembered the script and would never give a new answer
unless she could find a way to think about her words before
blurting them out.
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“What would you like today?” a table girl asked. She was
a cute little thing with the look of two and a half in all but the
eyes.
“Something that will leave me able to pull a shift, or at
least a half of one, and will pick me up enough to get over a
five decade relationship falling apart.”
“That second part is pretty hard to fill while also filling
the first part. We have only a five brews that won’t fill part
one of your order, and only three of them might be strong
enough to tackle the second part of that order, and the taste of
one of them is,” she demonstrated keda-speak by sticking her
tongue out and trying to scrape it clean on her teeth.
“So I have to chose between forgetting about what’s
happening and being able to pull a half-shift?”
“Pretty much,” she said. “I guess you need to figure out
how badly you need the money.”
“I badly need to know what it’s like to work here in
LandingMukoy.”
“I think what company you work for is more important
than what city and I’ve been in almost all of them,” she said.
“In the Kshoned Breaks area,” Taron said.
“I lived in Dinreaal for awhile and even that far it’s the
same.”
“So what made you stay here?” Taron asked.
“I haven’t stayed here any longer than any of the others,
but I haven’t stayed here any less than any of the others. For
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me it’s the right compromise between big city and small
town. I know enough people in the city to feel like part of it,
though it’s only a small percentage. Then there is enough
going on that I don’t feel like some hick in the back fields
either. It’s not as expensive as the media centers.”
“So how long do you stay in each city?”
“I average about five decades I guess, I can only really
remember the last three or four, the rest are all an average I
guess, but I know they differ in the map.”
“Have you ever been to Kshoned? The city.”
“No way, I don’t do lips in public. A guy has to pretty
much sign up to use them if he’s going to see mine.”
“I take a stage now and then, but even there I can usually
keep them in. Only the show offs do it, even down in
Kshoned. There’s a lot of them, but two thirds of the women
don’t.”
“Still, I would not be average. I’m late in the evening
even on an encounter.”
“I think the more important problem is that you have to
belong to a clan to find work,” Taron told her.
“Yeah, that reminds me, I’m supposed to be at work now,
not just chatting in a tea shop. So have you decided?”
“Something lightly uplifting.”
“And the flavor?”
“Zesty, more to the earth than the flower.”
“I’d recommend our Elridge for that, it’s more nutty than
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earthy, not too flowery, but bold.”
Taron’s answer was two pennies. They were from
Rimpensmill, but part of the new treaty was that pennies from
all cities of the Ksoned Breaks would be accepted in all cities
of the Kshoned Breaks.
She looked them over, saw where they were from. They
were Hillai’s Accounting, and they were new enough that the
Treaty Seal was on them, effectively making them pennies for
all cities of the Kshoned Breaks. She looked at Taron. The
cold and rain might hide the tears, but it didn’t hide the red
rims, the swelling. After studying her the girl said, “So you’re
coming to LandingMukoy to get over him.”
Taron gave a wry laugh. “That would make a lot more
sense wouldn’t it?” she said.
“Let me start your tea brewing and then I’ll come back
with paper and quill to write this all down.”
She gave that laugh again, but the girl was off.
Five decades in each city, five decades with each loop
with Deneb. But it wasn’t just Deneb, she had one or two
other relationships as long as five decades with people other
than Deneb. Was there something special about five decades
in the human soul? It was the approximate length of a
woman’s fertile span in ephemeral times wasn’t it? After
almost ten centuries, few should remember any of that, unless
that time period was programmed into our genes as the length
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of time we needed to stay with a partner or live in a home.
She’d only had one other repeat, and that was once, and
that had been way less than five decades. That was when she
swore she’d never have another repeat besides Deneb. That
guy who was also a repeat, also had a memory enhancement,
so they had come to their re-acquaintance as equals. That had
gone much more like this one was with Deneb. Maybe that
was because enhanced memory would be circulating in
society via the Species Immunity Complex, the reason
humans needed variety in their sex lives. Deneb’s memory
might get a bit better every time he mated with someone who
had a memory enhancement. These days there was no doubt
Taron wasn’t the only one he ever joined who had an
enhancement, and by the hundredth century he would inherit
it whether he wanted it or not.. She had paid for it, those two
centuries in the past, but right now she wasn’t sure it was a
wise investment.
She wondered if that table girl had a man in each city that
she always hooked up with. If she didn’t have the enhanced
memory, each time they did, it would be fresh and new. By
being honest about her former relationship, she had deprived
Deneb of the fresh and new feeling. By buying that memory
enhancement, she had deprived herself of that fresh and new
feeling that she could have each time around this loop.
She realized how she was putting them five decades into
their relationship. In the past, when those words had been
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spoken, she had used their previous lives as weapons. This
time she tried to use them as confession, but they had been
perceived as weapons once again. His conscious memory
might not remember their previous episodes, but his
subconscious clearly did, and she was dumbly triggering all
those responses buried in his subconscious, as well as the
subconscious response patterns in her own mind.
The problems in trying to convert an ephemeral being to
eternal were complex, but she bet it really came down to
something like taking two digits off the memory decay
constant or something like that and not setting it to zero as her
enhancement had done.
Sitting near the fire, she began to dry out, she could fluff
up her hair again. She had decided it probably wasn’t as
important that she made an impression on this counting
house. Yeah, she’d go in after lunch and add up a few
hundred tally sheets, but she really had no reason to stop and
talk to anyone, other than at sign-in and cash out.
“Here you go.” the table girl said when coming up with a
steaming tea cup.
“What? None for you?” Taron joked.
“I almost could, it’s like a cave in here some earlys,” she
turned, but looked over her shoulder, “but today there are a
few more tables so I can’t lay around with what I usually
drink.”
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“I take it it’s not tea.”
She turned back toward her again, “Oh it is, but it’s one of
those five that does not leave you fit to pull a shift at much of
anything,” she said, and left her with the cup and the back of
the stove.
The tea was excellent, and did help her mood. She
understood that if she changed her behavior and acted more
like a recent shack-up, let him get to know her again and act
out getting to know him again, it could work. What she had
done wrong was too much honesty. She didn’t have to lie, but
she didn’t have to volunteer anything. She had to feign a bit
of wonder now and then, like something was fresh and new.
The way she was now, she would be telling him about all the
times they’d done that before.
Once she was friends with Tiddee and no longer helping
him remember, there would be other problems to overcome
and she would have to find her way passed them, as she had
to in the past. It was still the reacquaintance. If she did as he
suggested and went back to Rimpensmill, to a pledge for a
decade with a year off to stay with him, it is all part of the
reacquaintance. She’d had to work her way thru four
girlfriends by sheer perseverance the last time. This time she
has to work her way past Tiddee and this house, get over it.
The tea was soon gone, the rain had let up to a dense fog
or light mist, just enough to make her hair frizz up the size of
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an overstuffed harvest sack. It was only a few doors back to
the counting house. They had different doors for different
skills, and the one for ‘professionals’ that she was directed to
last time had four people waiting. She was the only female.
“You must be here to model for the magazine ads,” one of
them said.
“I’d probably take it if they offer but I didn’t know that
was open. I came in last week logging and balancing tally
sheets for a half shift. I can do running and data collection.”
“We should have been here last week,” he said to his
friend.
She knew exactly where this was going, so she forestalled
it by saying, “I’m committed til I go back to Rimpensmill
with the dawn, but I might be back in a few weeks or a year,
maybe two. If I do I’ll probably work here often.”
There was a sound at the door. “Sorry about that,”
someone said. The door opened to reveal a little Lorian Elf,
his ears so long the ends drooped over a little, his belly like a
melon, his legs and arms as skinny as saplings. “We didn’t
know the outer door was locked. You should have yelled.”
“We were starting to think there was no piecework today,”
the other guy said.
“Oh we’ve got plenty for all of you and your families too
today.” He walked quickly to the far side of the room, he was
so bowlegged Taron had to force herself not to laugh. She
realized she was fighting that tea. He went around the desk
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and grabbed a bunch of sign-in sheets as he spun in his chair.
“I’ve got a spot for someone who can do data collection for
the captain’s side. You have to go aboard ships and find either
the captain or the cargoman and the captain will usually just
direct you to his cargoman. Some captains will make you
bring them the data sheet so they can verify it with their
manifests. It can be time consuming.”
Taron came forward, “I believe I can do that,” she said.
“Let me see your data sheets to make sure I know what all the
values are.”
“If you’re willing to try it, I’ll go over the data sheet with
you just as soon as I get these calculator jockeys signed in.”
He actually gave her a big fat wink. She wasn’t sure what to
make of that.
He got the guys signed in. They each took a thousand
sheets, enough to earn iron, and went thru into the next room
where the calculators were. The were foot powered
pneumatics and a little battered, but still accurate and free
pedaling. She’d had to rap on the memory block of hers to get
it to take a couple times, no doubt the sand grains were
getting sticky. Although the amount of air it took said the
memory grains were probably a quarter inch in diameter.
“Now, my dear, here is our data sheet.” His smile was so
gleeful she was worried he was going to demand sexual
favors to get the job. But he turned it around so she could see
it. She had to step over to his desk and lean over, at least a
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little, to see it well. He’d see a lot more if he walked past any
stage she performed on. Maybe he had.
There was nothing abstract about the sheet. Ship name
instead of warehouse name, and extra column for manifest
number, a few different labels on some of the columns.
“The purpose of this sheet is to record the cargo we’ve
received from each...”
She tried to interrupt him politely, but it was if he had a
recording of the lecture and she wondered if he was really
some kind of recording device. She wasn’t sure she
completely understood how audio and cinema recording
worked and just what was possible. It took twenty minutes,
but he did answer all her questions. Hopefully if she ever
came here to do data collecting again, he would remember
and not repeat the lecture. She could have been out of there in
two minutes instead of twenty if he just let her ask what two
of the columns were.
The ship list was long, she would never get thru all of it,
especially since many of them were far down the lockway.
She wondered how many captains demanded favors? If Taron
refused, they were only punishing themselves, same as the
warehousemen. They would get paid later, if at all. It was
only after both land and ship balanced that money changed
hands. There were a couple warehouse men in Rimpensmill
that Taron felt like demanding favors from, but found she
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didn’t need to demand, merely offer.
She didn’t know what she would do today. She wasn’t in
the mood for variety. Deneb’s journals were right, she would
take less than she needed if not reminded. She didn’t really
thrill to it right now. She supposed if the captain or cargo man
was attractive enough, she could, but she wouldn’t be giving
what she was capable of.
At least they gave her a waterproof case for the paper and
a slicker to put over herself. It didn’t help that much because
she was already pretty wet and this was a chilly Nightday. At
least it kept her from getting soaked thru.
The first ship on the list was the Reigning Mule, a
battered old hulk that had been on this run longer than she
had been data collecting, longer than she had been toting up
tally sheets even. It must have had every part replaced several
times by now, and only when there was no choice, for it had
looked like a raft of driftwood every time she’d seen it.
It was five ponds down the lockway, that was far enough
that she could take a back street and stay out of sight of the
ancient quay and the chance of another flashback. The back
street descended deeply worn stone steps that were slippery in
the wet. The walls were mossy, but soon it was under the
plaza above and dry. The ancient mortared stone had
stalactites all over it, but was in relatively good condition.
She ran thru the passage, checking often for pursuit. Her
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breath was ragged, her clothing torn. She was afraid to see
what wounds she had. She hadn’t seen her father since he sent
her off with the package, hadn’t heard him since the shelling
started, but she knew there would be more of Whemsim’s
troops entering the building now that the door was breached.
She felt bad leaving him behind, but he was right. If the
package was lost, all was lost. Since she was the least
effective with a sword and one of the swiftest runners, she
was the one to try and get it away from here and somehow
find a way to the camp.
She would soon be out in the glare of noon again, she
clutched her cloak about herself and the bundle. There was a
shout and two men came after her. She redoubled her sprint,
they ran only a few steps and gave up their pursuit. In the
dark she couldn’t see what they were armed with. She feared
an arrow in the back. She couldn’t help turning and looking,
and when she was momentarily distracted a man emerged
from one of the warehouses she passed and she careened into
him, knocking them both down.
She tried to spring to her her feet but their legs were
entangled.
“Good grief woman, if you’re that late for sailing time
you might as well give it up.” Sailing time, he must be deaf if
he didn’t hear that warship. She wondered if there would be
anything afloat in this harbor when this was over. But then
she noticed the shelling had stopped. He was up already,
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standing over her, he offered his hand. He wasn’t one of them
so she took his hand. He handed her the bundle, but it was a
folder of data sheets.
The centuries slipped away and she was back in the 45th
again, in the drizzle of Nightday instead of the sun of noon.
She forgot what the bundle was supposed to be, she thanked
him for picking up her folder and helping her up. She was
glad it was too dark for him to see how intensely she was
blushing.
“What’s the emergency?” he asked.
“Ah, Ah, I was just being silly, running from the rain,
playing a role in my head.”
“Well, I’m glad we weren’t hurt, you have a very pleasant
person actually. At least I hope you weren’t hurt?”
“No,” she said. Compared to the shrapnel from a
warship’s bombs, a little scrape wasn’t even noticeable. “I’m
fine, but I should get going, I really am late.”
“Well don’t get hurt,” he said as she walked away briskly,
feeling stupid.
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18. Darkmeal
Deneb met Taron when she got back to the house. She
was soaked, shivering and exhausted. He had been home for
hours, Shalai had darkmeal almost ready, Deneb had a fire in
the dining hall fireplace. She made right for the fire, hanging
her wet things on the hooks on the lip of the mantle. He got
her a towel and a fur from the second floor while she was
doing that.
“What happened to you?” he asked as he got back.
She grabbed the towel and applied it vigorously. “I did a
full shift as a data collector. I earned an iron and twenty four
by the rates but they gave me two irons as a bonus for
working on a day like this.”
“They should.”
“I told them I would probably be back,” she said as she
wrapped her hair.
“That’s good,” he said, and took her in his arms to wrap
her in that fur. She was dry enough and he needed to get her
warm. He wanted to act like nothing had happened, but he
couldn’t kiss her passionately with that analysis still hanging
over him. He was going to have to go back tomorrow to get
it, the lab director had further questions and they were doing
additional testing. They had him lick a sticky while he was
there. This complication made him even more doubtful. If
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they were unrelated a very simple screen would detect that
easily. The fact that there was doubt said a lot, and made it
incredibly hard for him to talk to her about their future, “So
you’re going to come up here and not take the career?”
“For now. All I know is, I can make as good a living here,
we can see how it works.”
“Thanks, but what about your place?”
“It’s time, it’s time I was closer to the ground, I’m sick of
paying elevator bills. I used to pay less for the streetcar than I
do for elevator, and I wind up paying almost as much for
streetcar now.”
If he told her she was rationalizing and told her to wait til
after darkmeal when he had something to discuss with her,
that would be saying too much. She would need to know what
he had to discuss, there would be no stopping the fireworks
once she knew he suspected her enough to do an analysis.
“Be sure you count everything, like what you earn for taking
the elevator down.” He vaguely remembered her riding down
and climbing up a few times in an afterlunch to get some
quick cash.
“I can do all that while eating breakfast next
Afternoonday,” she said.
“Yeah,” he said. He could say that wouldn’t be giving it
due diligence, but this was something for after darkmeal. It
was still OK to hold her, so he did, and thought about all that
had happened.
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The two weeks and a day they had known each other, this
time, had gone by too quickly. It had been wonderful for two
weeks. He couldn’t remember the last time he had been so
happy and so smitten. She said it was thirty decades ago,
when their relationship had been new the previous time.
After two weeks he could no longer doubt the truth of
what she told him. She knew him like a long-term lover, she
was in his journals. They fit together like they’d been together
for decades, almost like the twenty one decades apart didn’t
happen. But he was glad he was cautious, many people had
remarked on the resemblance by now. He wasn’t going to
confess to reading her til after darkmeal, he had to do at least
that after all the brutal honesty she was giving him.
“What are you leaving here?” he asked as they stood
embracing in front of the fire. She had stopped shivering, and
was inhibited in getting more erotic by Tiddee’s presence in
the kitchen. He was actually out of sight now, but she
couldn’t see that.
“Everything but what I need for the trip back. It’s really
only one sleep.”
“You brought quite a wardrobe.”
“I have just as much back home, maybe more. I hope that
won’t be a problem? You’ve certainly got room for it.”
“No problem,” he said, “but you won’t need any of that?
What if it takes a year to sell your house?”
“I know five or six people who’ve told me to come to
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them first if I ever want to sell it. It might take me two weeks,
it might take four or five, no longer than that.”
“So you’ll be traveling with just your street bag.”
“It’s a big bag, no one would call this a pouch.”
It was a big bag, but well short of a bushel. “You better
hope your coaches don’t break down.”
“I don’t want to lug that pack,” she said about her
luggage.
Shalai appeared in the doorway. “Minutes to darkmeal,”
he said. “Have you seen Tiddee?”
“He was just in the kitchen with you,” Deneb said.
“He must have gone back upstairs,” she said to Menden,
then heard him and said, “no, he’s right here in the pantry.”
Shalai had made a hearty Dwarven stew which was just
what Taron needed right now. She sat right in front of the fire,
Shalai and Menden beside her. Deneb would be too hot over
there and sat across from her, Tiddee beside him, across from
Menden.
“So what do you think we can get in tomorrow?” Tiddee
asked.
“There’s those greens that are either part of the stem or
part of the Yclel-vi basin,” Deneb said. “We could put them
in. I’d rather talk about what we all think of the penthouse, do
you think it improper for one of us to keep it?”
“I’m a hired hand here,” Menden said, “and haven’t
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earned enough to buy it.”
“If you settle here,” Tiddee said, “you won’t be living in
the next place which gives you a layer of detachment from
those who do. I feel it’s more of a team thing because we’re
all living in the property we’re developing, whether we’re
invested monetarily or not is trivial, we’re invested bodily.”
Deneb had not thought of it this way. “And you want to
keep that team spirit on the next project?”
“Why wouldn’t I?” Tiddee said. “It’s as belonging as I’ve
ever felt.”
“Umm,” Deneb said. “Can Taron fit on this team?”
“As far as I’m concerned,” Tiddee said.
“Are you willing to consider a project like a beach house
in Rimpensmill?”
“Certainly,” Tiddee said.
“How do you feel about Rimpensmill?” Menden asked
Shalai.
“You can replace me there quite easily. You’re easy
enough to get along with that anyone with room in her bed
will take you in.”
“I’ll stay here with you if that’s OK? I like these guys and
I know you do too but I can get carpentry work close enough
to your shop.”
“So that would break the team also,” Deneb pointed out.
“I would go with you to Rimpensmill,” Tiddee said.
“I’m sure before you even get to the next project, I’ll be
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able to find a career position here,” Taron said.
“So we need to take on a place that at least five people
can live in,” Tiddee said.
“Why not make it six,” Taron asked.
“I’m not one to share a bed,” Tiddee said, “I’ll welcome
an occasional short term visitor,” he said. “Enough for
medical necessity.”
Deneb gave her the hand signal where Tiddee wouldn’t
notice, she seemed to know enough to leave it alone after
that. “We still have a decade to go on this, why don’t we see
what we’ve become fifty years from now and start making
plans for the next place then. Taron could have been back in
Rimpensmill for twenty years because of the flashbacks from
LandingMukoy.”
“I’m getting better,” she said. “I only had one today.”
“What was it?” he asked.
She saw everyone else looking, so she knew she wasn’t
going to get to keep it to herself. “It was almost funny, but I
was actually afraid at the time. I thought I was in an indoor
hallway during Noonsleep and someone was chasing me. It
was brought on by the dark and the bundle of documentation
I was carrying, it was the size and shape of something I was
trying to protect in this flashback, just like I was trying to
protect those documents from the rain.”
“What were you carrying?” Tiddee asked.
“A three pound package about this wide, this long and
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that thick.” She indicated eight by twelve by two inches with
her hands.
“You don’t know what it was?” Tiddee asked.
“No, before I thought about it, I was seeing the spilled
tally folders and apologizing to the guy I tripped over.”
“What?” Deneb asked.
“In the flashback I was more concerned about the
swordsmen chasing me than where I was going. It was
running thru an underground passage, the back alley behind
the warehouses at quay level, at least that’s where I was
today.”
“That is indoor,” Deneb said. “It goes all the way along
behind them all, down beyond the next lock, there’s rooms on
both sides.”
“It wouldn’t matter now because it was Nightday, but in
the flashback it was dark and my eyes were adjusted to the
brightness of noon.”
“Sounds pretty intense,” Deneb said.
“Yeah, it was more intense than the one at Hetlet’s stage, I
couldn’t see thru it, but it was actually pretty short, so maybe
they’re still getting better. I was scared while I was in it, but
none of that came out with me, I was fine immediately, not
like that one at Soho’s.”
“I hope they do get better, but I don’t want you to have to
live with them.”
“I won’t,” she said. “I won’t be a martyr.”
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“I wouldn’t let you, guys, I would have to leave
LandingMukoy if she won’t leave me and she doesn’t get
better.” Would this be true if she was his mother? He owed
his life to his mother, however distant in the past that was. He
could keep that promise either way.
“You don’t have to martyr either,” she said. “You’ve
broken up with me before, for more benign reasons than that.
I can get on with my life.”
“We’ll see when the time comes.” He didn’t want to say a
thing til he had those results. If she is his mother, she can’t be
part of his love life. They can share quarters, but not a bed,
not a bed like the one they’d shared the last eight sleeps.
They concentrated on the stew, went the rounds of
thanking and complimenting Shalai for making it. She got
them to talking about how hard it would be to put a giant
windwheel on the ridge between the Kripsea and Tyikork
valleys. Deneb and Tiddee agreed that the tower would have
to be crystal, it would have to be anchored to bedrock and it
would take a century to build. Not something they could get
done in the time between finishing the penthouse interior and
waiting for the porch rails to grow in. He concentrated on that
however, and not on his relationship with Taron. He could
sense that this was going to hurt even if the results came back
negative.
She volunteered to go up and get the fire started in his
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room as soon she was done eating. She went out around the
back of the table and said nothing more to anyone.
“Do you want to tell us what’s wrong?” Shalai asked.
“I guess I’m worried that she might really be my mother.
You’ve all commented on it. I want to believe it’s just because
we’ve spent a lot of time together but I can’t get it out of my
mind.” He was going to have to tell them wasn’t he, before he
told Taron. That was extremely unfair to her.
“You should do an analysis,” Shalai said.
What should he say now? “You’re probably right,” was
what came out. “It’s probably the only thing that will put my
mind at ease.”
“We’ve got all her utensils here,” Shalai said.
“I think I should talk to her first,” Deneb said,
maintaining the deception as best he could without actually
lying.
“I would,” Menden said. “She deserves to know why the
fire’s gone out.”
“That’s true, and if she goes down and licks a sticky
voluntarily she’ll feel a lot more trusted. But just in case, I
think I’ve got a couple stickies in my desk, I could swipe
them on her stuff just in case.”
“No, don’t waste them,” Deneb said. Not that they were
still good, it was a few decades since she’d had that job. “If
she won’t go voluntarily I have no choice but to believe that
with her enhanced memory, she already knows, so a refusal is
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as good as a confirmation.”
“If she remembers, that’s pretty weird,” Tiddee said.
“She’s not planning on getting pregnant so it really
doesn’t matter,” Shalai said.
“What does it do to the Species Immunity Complex?”
Deneb asked.
“It’s probably half as bad a having sex with yourself,”
Menden said.
Tiddee tried real hard not to blush, and not to stab Deneb
with an accusing stare. Deneb wanted to tell Menden that was
low, but tried to stay on the original conversation. “I still bet
it doesn’t help,” he said.
“But it probably doesn’t hurt,” Menden said.
“Would you continue if you found out Shalai was your
mother?”
“She’s obviously not,” Menden said, and we’ve had a lot
more time together than you have with Taron.”
“Fifty decades?” Deneb asked.
“What?”
“In my notes I find we were together five times, she
remembers two more since the early 43rd.”
“I meant this time, but I think you just proved my point, if
it hasn’t hurt you in fifty decades, another few won’t hurt
either.”
“Still, she could be my mother,” he almost whined.
“Do you both go back farther than you can remember?”
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Tiddee asked Menden and Shalai.
“Well yeah?” Menden asked.
“One or the other or both of you could have taken things
to make you look more alike today, you could be mother and
son, or even father and daughter,” Tiddee said.
“Pppp,” Menden waved him off.
“I’m not going to worry about it,” Shalai said.
They might have halfway convinced him, but even if he
could go thru with it, it wouldn’t feel the same. He’d given
Taron an hour by herself, it would be very inconsiderate if he
stayed down here longer. As he went up the stairs he noticed
they now seemed overly ornate to him, but Old Money
competed with each other in ostentation, and this had been
salvaged from one of their houses. He wanted to think about
everything but the admission he must make, the mood he
must explain.
He opened the door quietly, saw the fire first of all. It was
burning well, but small. It was the only light in the room.
Taron was leaning on the foot of the bed in front of it, staring
at it and drawn into herself with one of the bed furs wrapped
around her. She turned her head when he entered, but didn’t
change her posture. He caught the sparkle of wetness on her
face as she turned. She was red and splotchy and her normally
extra-sunny face was turned down.
“Hi,” was all she said.
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“Hi,” was all he said in response. He came over and sat on
the wood bin beside the fireplace.
“Would you PLEASE tell me what’s wrong,” she sobbed.
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19. Analyzed
After that horrendous Nightday, it was so good to get back
to the mansion and find a warm fire and Deneb’s arms to
come home to. As soon as he embraced her she felt it. It was a
polite and protective hug, but something was missing, it could
only be the pheromones. The whole sexuality component of
his hug was missing.
It continued thru darkmeal, a hearty stew that Shalai
made. Everyone was polite, but there was tension and it
seemed to be coming from Deneb. They talked of inane
things, she even tried to participate. As soon as possible she
left to start the fire.
She built it pretty hot at first and stood nude in front of it
and thawed every side of her body. She tried not to let worry
about Deneb consume her, she tried to think of herself on a
stage with admirers. It didn’t work, admirer was a very
shallow relationship with a guy, even if they took her to a
room, even if they bought noonmeal and spent the sleep.
They were pleased but they were gone. She wasn’t looking
for that, not with Deneb.
There could be no doubt that she had come back too soon,
he wasn’t ready for another round, he was suspicious and
touchy. He wasn’t ready to accept someone with a better
memory than his, that’s what it must really be about. He’d
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been trying to tell her, quite a few times, that it bothered him
when she remembered things he didn’t.
That was a pretty tall order, to blot those memories on the
fly, to make sure she didn’t admit to remembering something
til he did. It would be impossible. Once again, this
enhancement was making their reunion impossible. Once
again she reminded herself that if she had forgotten Deneb the
first time she might not be stuck in this loop of re-pursuing
him every time he forgot their last relationship. She again
cursed herself for wasting those coppers on it.
While she waited she should start getting her things
together. She would have to lug the big pack, it was pretty
plain she wasn’t coming back. She had shoved the pack into
the back of the top shelf in the closet. She couldn’t actually
reach it without dragging a small chest over. By then she was
chilled enough to get next to the fire and pulled one of the
bed furs around her. It was easy to think about packing, it was
brutally hard to actually do it, to fully admit to herself that
she had totally blown it in the re-acquaintance and might have
to wait another ten decades.
She stared into the fire at another ten decades alone in
Rimpensmill. She hadn’t been real honest with him had she?
She had important relationships between rounds in the early
rounds, but she hadn’t had an important relationship in the
last twenty one decades had she? I few guys had shared her
bed for a few weeks to a few years, they’d been polite and left
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with best wishes all around. She’d forgotten most of the
names, even with the enhancement.
She’d been like an old-time nobleman with his wedded
wife around Deneb and she couldn’t help herself, even when
she knew it was pushing them apart. She hadn’t even started
to do that this time however, mainly because Deneb hadn’t
even sniffed at another crack since she’d met him. That
wouldn’t go on forever and she could tell he was overdue
with Shalai. She was ready to be very permissive in his
variety, she was ready to help him land it from the girls with
the guys that follow her shows. If a guy comes out regularly,
she feels like she really owes him an encounter. How hot the
guy is determines whether it’s the third or sixth time he
comes out when he gets that offer. Usually when she’s with
Deneb, that’s all the variety she needs to stay healthy. It might
be as many as one or two guys a week when she came out
with some new songs and moves, it might be as few as four or
five a year when it was the same old thing at Benchnai, the
plaza where she usually stripped when she was home.
She was proud of the fact that she could get on the list at a
decent hour there now. Tapsmen talked of her and she had her
choice of men. She could have been one who tried to have her
choice of more important men. But she weighted her
decisions towards the guys who couldn’t buy their way thru
life or use powerful friends to influence their outcomes. At
times, when she wasn’t with Deneb, she had used encounters
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and sleeps commercially, or pseudo commercially, as a prize
in a kegman’s drinking contest on several occasions. That
might sound like a crazy thing to do, but once they got it
puked up, they were usually fine.
She wondered if Deneb knew of that, but it was before the
previous episode. It was tedious hanging around while he
worked his way thru a trio of other women, but not as
disastrous as this was becoming. She knew once again that
she should get up, get some clothes on, and get packing. The
fire had burned low while she went around and around with
the reasons Deneb could be cold to her already. She was
going to have to get up soon to put more wood on it, if
nothing else.
The door swung open and Deneb looked in. She turned
her head, her body had gone too limp. “Hi,” was all she said.
“Hi,” was all he said in response. He came over and sat on
the wood bin beside the fireplace.
“Would you PLEASE tell me what’s wrong?” she sobbed
and suddenly could not contain herself. All of her sins came
blathering out from being the bait of drinking contests to
apologizing for being too possessive to being too bossy about
the décor of the house to guiding their variety towards
couples she liked.
“Taron, please,” he said, “I don’t even know most of these
things, it isn’t anything you’ve done, you’ve been so perfect
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it’s scary, and that’s why I had to do something.”
She wondered what this could mean, “What?”
“I should have told you first, I should have discussed how
it would put my mind at ease, I’m sure you would have
wanted to put my mind at ease as much as I do.”
“What?” she said. She noticed the pounding of her heart
was especially forceful right now.
“I had you read, just to put my mind at ease about being
my mother. I know you say you remember it perfectly, but
neither of us remembers where we came from, who our
parents were, where we actually grew up. You think you grew
up in Norbin because you get the most flashbacks there, I
think I grew up in Rimpensmill because it’s the earliest thing
I remember at all.”
She wondered if this was a good time to tell him that the
first time she’d met him he was out on a plot north of New
Dam and taking holiday on Ketais Island, where she had a
professional position as a showgirl at the time. That was the
late 42nd, they were both used to being eternals for more than
they could remember, though even then he thought his youth
and his mother’s name must be just out of his reach. Their
first time together had been in her apartment on the island,
and he’d developed quite a drinking habit by the time they
broke up and he went back to a plot north of New Dam, but
not the same one. They had three episodes in that apartment,
more than the one at Mykoppsa, and each ended with her
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possessiveness and his drinking. Thruout all those episodes,
he was sure he grew up on a farm north of New Dam.
Telling him things he didn’t remember was pushing them
apart, so she didn’t say that. She cut straight to the important
part, “You’re right, we don’t know when and where we grew
up. I’m sorry you need to do that to have piece of mind. I
could deal with that, but you have the demeanor of one who’s
discovered I am your mother.”
“I’ve found they need to do further testing, they can’t
discount it with a rough allele screen.” That meant every
chromosome had an allele that could have come from her.
She got up on the bed, wrapped in the fur. Because of
that, he would not join her for Dawnsleep. “I’ll be fine on my
standcushion, you can have the bed.”
“So because there is some chance, you’re going to deny
us both the pleasure, because you did have pleasure with me
Deneb, just a day ago.”
“It’s not right and I can’t make myself get...”
“Let yourself, I didn’t see you working hard at getting it
up yesterday, you just have to allow it.”
“It’s somewhere deeper in my mind than my conscious
will,” he said.
“So two days ago you were suspicious enough to have me
analyzed behind my back, but had no problem having sex
with me. Today, because the allele screen didn’t work and
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they have to do a map, you’re going to cut me off.”
“Taron, you could be my mother.”
“There is a one in eight chance of an allele screen finding
a match, we are both Elves, both the Norbin style of Highland
Elf, obviously. We probably should have had them run a map
right from the get go, the allele screen was just about a waste
of time.”
“People have remarked on us looking alike,” he said.
“We’re the same ethnic type, I agree on that. But I’m not
one who gets so paranoid about inbreeding that I can only get
it on with someone from a different race.”
“How will you feel if the map comes back and confirms
you are my mother?”
“I don’t know,” she said, “but I know my body doesn’t
think you’re my son, or if it does, it thinks that taboo is
outdated. Look at me, my nibs are tight and my slit is wet,
just from your presence, just the anticipation of lying down
with you.” She lifted the fur and her leg to show him.
“So maybe it does mean nothing to your body.”
“There’s enough drift that we aren’t the same people even
if we are related. We spent fifty wonderful decades together.”
“I can’t do it Taron, I’m sorry. I can take you out where
you’ll find someone?”
“No, not a chance, I’m not going back out there.”
“Then I’m going to the standcushion,” he said and took
the other fur. “I’ll put a couple more logs on to keep us thru
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the sleep.”
She lay in silence, pretended to sleep, but hardly slept at
all. Morningday he was up early working on the house. All
three of them were up there and she could hear them working
very hard. Even without the tension between them, she would
be in the way. She dressed, had some breakfast and walked
down the lane. Kortrax was clearing the ridge from down
here. There was a little back path that must lead to the thesh
field, the fences on each side were overgrown with layers of
vines so she couldn’t see the houses on each side of this path.
Once out in the field she could see the ridge and the big
archwood clump in front of her grandmother’s house. She
was one and twenty now and could see over thesh easily. She
continued across the field to the little brook at the base of the
ridge where her grandmother was sitting.
“Be careful how far you go sweetheart, this is the wilds
up here you know, you never know what can come out of
these woods.”
“Maybe we shouldn’t be out here,” Taron said, “you don’t
have a crossbow or a sword either you know.”
“They won’t attack if we stick together. You’re getting to
be a big girl.” Her eyes were up to her grandmother’s chin
now. Her grandmother was so dainty and fine. She had the
look of a beautiful Elvish queen even on this pioneer farm.
“Besides, if something comes, you only have to run faster
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than me.”
“Don’t say that Gram. Let’s go back.”
“I’m sorry I’m scaring you honey, there’s nothing around
here that will eat you, I just don’t want you to wander too far
away. I don’t have the energy to chase you I once did.”
“But you took one of the Aristocrat’s pills, you should be
as young as Mom again.”
“It hasn’t helped as much as I hoped. They are specially
made for each person, it fixed what me and him had in
common, but I still get as fatigued as an old woman.”
“Maybe we’ll get the pills that the rich have any day.”
Taron already knew that the rich lived on while the poor were
ephemeral. Even as a child of one and twenty it made her
mad. It made her mad for Gram, she deserved to be young
and beautiful again and take a young man to keep this big
farm up. She could never harvest this thesh by herself any
more, it pained her just to tend her vegetables and greens. The
skin of her face was now thin and tighter than it was. Her
long golden pony tail was almost as laced with silver as it was
before she stole that pill.
“I’m in my twenty fourth decade my dear, those pills
might not help me now. They’ll help you, when your time
comes, I’m sure of that. We’ll all be eternals by and by.”
“How do you know that?”
“Because it is inevitable. If you can get a few weeks down
the Kshond now you can buy it, no Elvish king rules in those
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realms.”
At one and twenty Taron didn’t have a good picture of
what an Elvish king was like. The only king she knew was the
one in Norbin and he never appeared in public. Some
whispered that there was no king, just his police. She knew
the Kshoned, the river she’d come up here on. It had been an
arduous journey against a stiff current or on endless locks
where narrow canals bypassed the falls and rapids of the
Kshoned Breaks.
She’d heard of the lands downstream in the steamy
lowlands where women ruled and there were hundreds of
clans, each with a queen. One of the boys in day school had
been whispering that their queens are chosen for the biggest
lips, so she imagined people with even thicker lips than
Enurates.
“You should go Gram, I’m sure my daddy will take you.”
“I couldn’t make the hike to the city, or even Mukoy’s
landing.”
She knew Mukoy was a small time king who had recently
completed a lockway around the treacherous falls he had renamed for himself. What she said was true, the hike across
the thesh field was an expedition for her. “We could put you
in the thesh cart.”
“You’ll soon use up your lives on me. You’ve got better
things to do.”
“No Gram, I want you to live.”
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“When you get to me my age, you’ll understand that it’s
much more important for you to live than me. Before you
know it you’ll be a young woman.”
“That’s a decade and a half,” Taron said, the distant future
to one as young as her.
“Someday you’ll see how short a time that is.”
Suddenly Taron was standing in this field decades later.
The house had been expanded with a wing that was really a
new main house. Gram was dead, killed by one of Fallain’s
mounted guard, and she and her father were running once
again, along the brook by the edge of the woods. Keda claws
clattered on the cobbles that paved the Kripsea Trail in these
days. She had to yank her father into the brush to remain
unseen.
“What the fuck are you doing chicklet?” he sputtered as
he disengaged himself and stood back up. “Nice tits and all
but how did the Instinct let you do that?”
“Because I was saving you,” Taron said. This wasn’t her
father. He had similar coloring and build, but he was no
closer to her father than Deneb was, a Norbin Highland Elf.
“From what?” he asked, “the thesh monster?”
“Fillain’s mounted guard.” By the time she had it out of
her mouth she knew it was gibberish to him. She knew that
style of worker hadn’t been available til the 45th and that was
enough to snap the flashback. This was really scary because
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she had absolutely no clue she was in it, she was four and
thirty one. It was certainly the 35th and she had never known
different. “Sorry, I’m subject to these random flashbacks to
the 35th and I was just in one, I’m really sorry, thanks for
bringing me back.”
“Flashbacks to the 35th?” he asked. “What was
happening?”
“Fillain’s guard had just killed my grandmother and set
fire to her house,” she sobbed out. “My father and I were
running across the field when I heard the guardsmen on what
is now Avenue Kathedemaiya.” Now that she wasn’t fleeing
in panic she was overcome with the loss and tears flowed
freely down her cheeks.
“That was just a streetcar,” he said.
“Not in the 35th. By the end of the century you could get a
cart thru Kripsea Trail without an ax and crowbar and a keda
could maintain a twine.”
“You sound like you were really there?”
“In the flashback I was, I couldn’t be that old though. I
think it’s flashbacks from RNAcid. I don’t remember taking
it, but the cheap stuff can flash back long after you’ve
forgotten it.”
“I’ve stayed away from that stuff,” he said. He squeezed
her breast as he helped her up and said, “You feel really good
by the way, thanks for grabbing me and letting me help you
up.”
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“Thanks, and thanks once again for bringing me back.”
“What were you originally doing out here?”
“Just taking a walk to get out of the house. I saw the back
path to this field and aimlessly wandered into it.”
“You were talking to someone over by the woods, who
was that?”
“My grandmother.”
“I thought you said she got killed in the 35th?”
“It was a flashback within a flashback, to earlier in the life
of whoever that RNAcid came from when she was a child and
her grandmother was still alive.”
“Sounds pretty confusing.”
“How do you think I feel, I couldn’t even see thru that
one, I didn’t know it was a flash back while I was having it.”
She was saying too much but she didn’t want him to stop
doing what he was doing to her tits. The worker she was
wearing had buttons, she began to undo them. Whether this
was an act of defiance to Deneb for having her analyzed or
not, she could tell by his face she could have this guy and let
him lead her to his cabin for a lot more delight than she
anticipated, including a cask of a fine country blue.
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20. Noonmeal
Taron was gone before they were done with the beforelunch construction. After lunch Deneb went back to the
genetics office to find out the results of the mapping, she still
hadn’t shown. He got back late, the streetcars were crowded
and he had stopped to read the report at a tap overlooking the
lake. He’d needed an extra cup after. The heat of summer was
back this noon, and the house was open and breezy.
“Noonmeal’s ready,” Tiddee said as soon as he walked in,
“where is everybody?”
“They must be upstairs,” Deneb said. “I’ll get them.” He
headed up the stairs. Menden and Shalai might be getting a
quickie before dinner so he yelled from the hall. There was a
muffled response. “He’s putting it on the table,” Deneb said,
closer to the door.
He heard Menden’s, “Be right down,” but nothing from
Shalai. He’d assume she was there.
Taron was in his room, she was sullen. He wondered if
she actually knew, he’d expected her to be anxious, the odds
were a million to one in her favor. Maybe she saw it on his
face or heard it in his voice as he opened the door and
announced noonmeal. She was sitting quietly with her hands
folded, she stood silently and walked thru the door with a sad
smile and headed down the stairs to the dining room.
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Tiddee was bringing plates to the table, “Where are you
sitting?” he asked.
“Same place as yesterday,” Taron said and pulled out the
banquet chair in front of the fireplace. She was listless, she
could see from his demeanor that he knew the results. She
must have known all along.
“Very well M’lady,” Tiddee said with an air of ‘Let the
party begin!’ He put a plate down at that chair. It was a baked,
stuffed mrang hatchling, but so well done it was flaky and he
had already taken the tendons out in the kitchen.
“You?” he asked Deneb.
“If we’re going to use this table I’ll sit right here,” he took
the chair across from her. The table was no more than a yard
wide.
Tiddee put a plate in front of him. He thought it might be
the biggest of the hatchlings. “When are Menden and Shalai
coming down?” he asked Deneb.
“Any second now,” Menden said from the stairs. “Shalai
will be seconds more, not minutes.
“Where are you sitting?” Tiddee asked him as he returned
with the next two plates.
“I don’t need the window side,” Menden said, he hadn’t
bothered with clothing. “right next to her.”
“Wow,” Menden said, when he saw the plate Tiddee put
down. “That is a work of art. How’d you get that here from
the swanky restaurant while it’s still hot?”
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“I’ve been laboring in the kitchen for at least three hours,”
Tiddee said as he put a plate in front of that chair, Menden
hadn’t reached it yet. “And here’s Shalai’s, where shall I put
that?”
“Right here, she can grab it if she sits somewhere else.”
She had been known to sit at the other table and read during
some meals if she found the conversation objectionable.
He sat by himself on the cool side of the table.
Taron’s Nightday on the docks was a big part of the
conversation that noonmeal. She’d met a couple captains she
already knew. That’s not surprising since most captains ferry
cargo back and forth across the breaks and only a few of the
big flatwater rafts make it more than a city or two into the
breaks. Most of the traffic was within the cities of the breaks
themselves, trading in parts, ingredients, tools, and stuff of
that nature. He could tell she was happy that she could find
profitable employment here, he wondered why she was trying
to sound upbeat for the others when her body language told
him that she already knew.
By the time they were done cleaning up an hour had
passed. There was a thin overcast, with some mist possible,
but it was still bright.
Tiddee came up to him, put his hand on Deneb’s shoulder,
“I have something I need to tell you.”
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Deneb wondered if it had to do with the memcol, if he
would ask for the proceeds from the house to attempt a cure.
“Of course.”
He glanced toward Taron in front of his other shoulder but
went ahead anyway, “I think I’ve found someone who can tell
us how that glass order got done, but he’ll only meet us this
coming Noonsleep. He claims he has the missing glass.”
“How’d you come across this?”
“That relative I met with set it up.”
“And he wants to meet with me?”
“I’d rather not go alone,” Tiddee said, “and I don’t know
the area like you do.”
“Where is it?”
“Tuulen’s,” Tiddee replied.
Of course Deneb knew it better, he was down there
yesterday. “Noon?”
“Before the evening ends, streetcars get pretty thin out
here once we get into Noonsleep.”
“I’ve got to go dig out my light worker,” Deneb said. He
went off to do that. He took a piss while he was up here.
When he got out of the closet, Taron was there, getting into a
supple thinknit sheath.
She saw him wondering, “Tiddee talked me into coming
too.”
“Why?”
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“More witnesses.”
“It’s slow on the docks at Noonsleep but it won’t be
deserted. Aren’t you afraid you’ll have a flashback down
there?”
“I’m sure I’ll have a flashback down there,” she said. “I
want you to take care of me when I do.”
“Why go? Tiddee can’t force you.”
“Because I’m afraid.”
“So stay here,” Deneb said. “Shalai and Menden are...”
“Afraid for you.”
“Is this Tiddee again?” he asked.
“He’s scared, he reeks of it.”
“That’s what he said, that’s why he wants backup.”
“It’s more than that,” she said.
“You’re asking me not to go aren’t you?”
“The whole story’s fishy, I heard it all as well as you. I
think he’s making it up as he goes along.”
“I’m not deserting my friend. You stay here and...”
“No,” she barked. “You cannot forbid me to go. I’d be
less afraid with you than here without you.”
He couldn’t say anything without having the fight about
the analysis now. He wouldn’t do it, “Fine,” he said. “It’s a
good thing there won’t really be any danger, if there was, it
would be all the more dangerous with you having a
flashback.”
He could see that wounded her, but she wasn’t going to
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have her courage questioned. “You’ll never know if I do,” she
said in clipped words.
On the streetcar they said little, but still held each other’s
hand. He pumped Tiddee for anything more he knew about
the person they were meeting. “Do you know if he’s going to
be working there or loitering there?”
“He’ll know me,” he said.
They were the only people on this side of the car. There
were two couples on the other side paying no attention to
them. There were several events in the city this evening, a
circus, an orchestra and the couples net-mish semifinals.
“So how did your long-lost relative know to hook you up
with this guy?”
“Let me replay the conversation,” Tiddee said. “I’d just
finished telling him about the glass order, how it was off,
where it was placed, how the paperwork was forged. He says,
‘I think I know someone that can help you guys out. He’s got
some glass with a package of paperwork he can’t make sense
of. Meet him at Tuulen’s Morningday evening, I’ll tell him to
show it to you.’”
“Does that mean the real order was actually cut before the
switch was done, and the extra glass dumped in this
warehouse?”
“Reasonable speculation, but hardly proven.”
“Yeah,” Deneb said.
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“Only other thing is when he left, he told me to be sure
and keep this appointment, if this guy gets stood up, he and
his will never deal with you again.”
“Sounds like something from centuries ago,” Deneb said.
“More than a little creepy,” Tiddee agreed.
“So who was this relative?”
“He says he’s my grandfather, but I’m waiting for a lab
analysis to back that up. The dates he gave me make some
sense, I’d be older than I thought but I guess I spent a few
decades in the country, I didn’t grow up in Norbin but in what
is now Museum Hill. It was all smallholds then. That’s all if
he’s right of course.”
“I don’t know what to tell you about that,” Deneb said. “I
have only Taron’s word that I was alive when the 43rd
dawned. I’ve got journals that go back to the late 43rd.”
“I know I go back to the 40th at least,” Tiddee said, “and
he says I was alive in the late 35th. I know I look like old
money but I assure you I can’t remember having it, old or
new. If I come from that, I must come from the black sheep of
the family.”
When they got to the docks, they found Tuulen’s closed.
There were signs on both small and the middle large door.
There was no cargo on the dock and the neighboring
warehouse was open and vacant. There was activity on each
side, and quite a lot of activity in the lower harbor where it
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looked like a ship was on fire. It looked like they were towing
it out to keep the others from catching, he could barely see
the tips of the masts from here. He could hear distant shouts,
it was about a thousand feet away, the first lock beyond the
turn in the old lockway.
He wondered about Tiddee being alive in the 35th, what
were the odds he could really be Whemsin. He would have
certainly been the black sheep of the family. What little
history of the time remains portrays him as an incompetent
who nearly let the thief get away, and never did recover the
biomatrix. He would never remember any of it of course,
unless he’d seen something under memcol. He’d never
known Tiddee to lie to him. He’d been unreasonable and
fragile many times, but he couldn’t remember him ever lying.
Could his strange behavior this evening be because he was
trying it for the first time?
If they were meeting someone who was working in this
warehouse, they were out of luck. Tuulen’s Noonsleep
foreman has a tendency to lock up if he doesn’t get enough
help and/or cargo in the first hour to keep him interested. Not
that Noonsleep was a shift Deneb often chose, but this was
one of the reasons.
“I guess he’ll know who we are when we don’t go away,”
Tiddee said.
“Maybe,” Deneb said, looking around. He thought it was
more likely they had been stood up. A berth at this quay sat
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open, and the other two ships sat idle, their crews probably in
the mish stadium down on South Dam. The three of them
leaned on the rail in front of the empty berth. The remaining
docks were slow this time of the week, and even slower on a
hot noon like this one. Still there were a few people coming
by and a few rollerracks busy along here. “I wonder if that
fire held him up?”
“It’s way down there, but I don’t see the catwalk on fire.”
That was a planked up mezzanine level under the actual
dockwalk that just stepped over the rollerracks. Most
dockworkers used that level to walk the docks, unless it was
really slow and there were few racks up. “That’s good. If a
ship is lost it’s still a tragedy, but not like a hundred feet of
waterfront going up with it.”
“I can’t even see any flame now,” he said.
He still had Taron’s hand, he noticed it was stiff. Her eyes
were glazed, she was focused on the burning ship. He tried to
bring her back around, she barely noticed. When she did she
looked right at him, her eyes now filled with fear, “Warship,”
she said, “fighting its way up the canal.”
“It’s a ship on fire,” he said. “They probably have it under
control. It’s the 45th century, there are no warships.”
“Who knows how many troops there are with that
warship,” she said. As she did, someone dropped a palette on
the next dock, it made a massive bang. “They’re shelling us
now,” she said. “If they take one more lock we’ll be in range.
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And I doubt any of the locksmen are going to fight armed and
trained soldiers. Mukoy’s rabble won’t, you can count on
that.”
“That was a palette dropping,” he said.
“Ah,” a strong voice said from one of the small doors of
Tuulen’s warehouse. “I didn’t hear you come up, you should
have called at the door.”
“Grandfather?” Tiddee almost gasped. “I thought it was
someone else you were talking about?”
“Eh, got to save a few surprises don’t I? Come in, come in
all of you. It’s hot out there.”
Deneb was about to go in but Taron still held back. He
could tell she was still in it, no matter how this played out, it
wasn’t bringing her back from whatever she was in. He
wondered what it was. Whatever it was, she was taking it
fatalistically with her wrists clasped behind her back. He held
the free one in his and lead her inside.
“We’ll have a few surprises for you this evening I think,”
Tiddee’s possible grandfather said.
“How do you know anything about the glass order?”
Deneb asked.
“Ah, yes, all in good time. First I have a question for my
grandson,” he turned his head, stared into Tiddee’s eyes.
Tiddee blinked, hung his head, but answered, “Yes sir.”
“And how long?”
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“Should be any minute now,” he mumbled.
“Very well, now, to answer your question, it is because I
set it up. I’ve got documentation to prove I have total control
of you. He gave me the forms,” Tiddee’s grandfather pointed
with his chin at Tiddee. “I paid the people in Knyoingk to
switch the forms.”
“Why?”
He chuckled once. “The lesser reason is because I believe
it will benefit my investments if Knyoink loses one of their
most prominent customers. They were the ones who did you
in, they already had photographs of your project to use in
their brochure. I would have never found you if it wasn’t for
that.”
“What good will messing with my project do you?”
“Knyoingk is not in my business circle.”
“BeesisDictile,” Deneb said.
“One and the same,” he bowed.
“Fillain,” Taron hissed.
That should not be possible. Fillain was the first of the
barons killed when the popular uprising occurred. He didn’t
look like his pictures, but there were no cameras then, and if
the portrait wasn’t flattering, the painter wasn’t paid. He
wasn’t dressed in the ancient style, no ques or braids, a plain
tiara clipped his medium length and rather thin hair behind
his ears.
“I believe it is taking effect,” the grandfather said. “You
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see the greater reason is that I mean to replay that evening,
but with a more favorable outcome.” He only glanced at
Tiddee, who nodded and swallowed. No doubt he had already
seen this script. He looked to Deneb for another second, but
concentrated on Taron. “Yes, you’re back here with me now
aren’t you Taron? You remember that Noonsleep ten centuries
ago don’t you? You see I know you like you know me. You
were the rebel, the stripper, very much your father’s
daughter.” He looked to Deneb, “A self-proclaimed radical,
one who loves to overturn the established order. No doubt
your kind will,” he continued, “but the Instinct isn’t here yet,
so I’ve got one more chance to right the wrong you did me
ten centuries ago.” He lifted a sword from behind one of the
crates left in this room. “You probably don’t remember that
night, but I’m sure you will as soon as that memcol takes
effect. I remember it rather clearly. You can keep memories
forever if you refer to them often, or if you have chemistry on
your side.”
Deneb didn’t give him a chance to wield the sword. He
charged, knocking the thinner man from his feet, the sword
went flying. Deneb didn’t stop there, he hustled the man
backward and out the warehouse door. As he did he noticed
that Tiddee was dumbfounded but Taron was galvanized into
action. She lunged for the sword and grabbed it. While Deneb
was pushing the grandfather out the door, Taron whirled and
charged Tiddee, making him scream and run so that he went
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out the door right after his grandfather.
He certainly hoped Taron was not so deep into whatever
gripped her that she would turn on him because as soon as
they were outside he threw the door and slammed the bolt.
They immediately started screaming, but Deneb ignored
them. He knew he had to find some evidence of what they
had done, and he was pretty confident it had to be in with the
glass that had been discarded. If there even was any.
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21. The Sack of LandingMukoy
Taron’s father had managed to get to the rock she was tied
to much later than Whemsin’s troops expected, but in time to
prevent her rape. As soon as Whemsin and his man started
after him, they proved that a few fist sized rocks were better
weapons than their swords, especially when the Troll was
naked. He and a friend were able to knock the troll
unconscious before he could take more than a couple wild
swings at them.
Whemsin had run in such panic, once her father picked up
the sword of the fallen troll, that he fell twice scrambling up
the ledge and cut himself badly on his own blade. When he
ran off, they slipped away before he could get back with reenforcements, covering their tracks over the hill to the next
valley and into her grandmother’s the back way. She barely
remembered the place when she got there. A lot more had
been planked up, she had two more uncles living there now,
both younger than her father. The three brothers were together
under one roof for the first time.
Keetai was thrilled to have them there of course and put
them to work clearing and fencing more land. There were ten
acres between the house and the hills, someday they would
till all of it. The fields were fertile and there was even a bit of
scenery in the little hills around them. There was no need to
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come out of that sanctuary.
But they barely had the biomatrix set up when troops
arrived because someone happened to mention a couple new
people at Keetai’s homestead answering their description.
Whemsin had returned with a contingent of mounted soldiers.
They killed her grandmother, at least one of the uncles and
one of their wives and two hired hands before the rest of the
family scattered into the woods. Whemsin and his men
captured Taron and her father before they crossed the thesh
field and brought them to town roped to kedas, she knew his
troops were close behind. She was pretty sure a detachment
had ridden ahead with the biomatrix. It had been a long ride
on cranky kedas.
So that’s how she came to be waiting on this wharf. Her
father held her hand, probably so she wouldn’t do anything
stupid like swing at Whemsin with a length of packing
lumber. His men were nearby, pretending to be docksmen, but
watching everything that was going on. It would be suicide to
try it. Three locks down a Royal Norbin Man-of-War was
battling its way up the lockway. There were shouts, but it
didn’t sound like Mukoy’s Lockmasters were offering any
serious resistance.
She stayed silent, frozen, afraid to say anything to him,
afraid to stand here doing nothing. He asked her something,
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all she did was point and say, “Warship, fighting its way up
the canal.” They were here now, captive on this wharf. No
doubt they would be returned to Norbin in shackles in the
hold of that warship. A simple impaling with bayonets here
on this dock would be nowhere near punishment enough for
what they had done. No doubt the crew would be given
liberty with each of them on the way.
Her father said something about the 45th century would
have no warships. She doubted that, but that didn’t matter in
the least today. “Who knows how many troops there are with
that warship,” she said, just as a bomb went off. “They’re
shelling us now,” she said. “If they take one more lock we’ll
be in range. And I doubt any of the locksmen are going to
fight armed and trained soldiers. Mukoy’s rabble won’t, you
can count on that.”
Still they didn’t move, he tried to make excuses for it. The
lockway had only recently been completed thru here, and
only after threats from both Locksmill and NewDam, as well
as Norbin. It was the last water connection to allow standard
barges to go from the sea to Harmoose carry. Until now it
took wagon trains to get up to LandingMukoy. Mukoy was
lucky he was able to find enough competent help to keep the
dam up, much less build a lockway, he’d had to hire an
engineer from Norbin to oversee it.
Outside the breaks the river was so wide it saw standard
barges raft up by fifteens, eighteens or twenty ones, but there
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was no chance of building locks that size all the way thru the
Kshoned Breaks. It was an engineering miracle that locks and
dams had been completed thru the entire Kshoned Breaks in
less than a century.
Yeah, Fillain’s kind would say that kind of progress is not
possible without ephemeral labor, but she didn’t believe him
and didn’t care if it was true. Let them carry the cargo on
pack trains if they had to and let everyone live. She thought it
could be done sooner by eternals, six new generations of
workers had to be trained on this project. If everyone was
eternal, they would have probably learned several skills
already.
“Ah,” a strong voice said from one of the small doors of
the warehouse. “Bring them in here.”
“Grandfather?” Whemsin almost gasped. “I thought you
were dead?”
“Eh, got to save a few surprises don’t I?” It was more than
surprise enough for her. When she’d heard the rumor that
Fillain had fallen in the uprising, she hoped they might have a
chance. First she should have hoped those rumors were true,
it was really too much to hope for wasn’t it? Any chance they
had at mercy or clemency was gone with him here. He had
disguised himself, but there was no doubt in her mind that
this was him. “We’ll have a few surprises for you this evening
I think,” he said.
They had a conversation, like this was about some
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business transaction. It really made no sense to her. They
must have been using some kind of code to keep her in the
dark. If they already had the matrix, why were they captive?
Why had they been taken here? When her father looked to her
she hissed out his name, “Fillain,” since he acted like he
didn’t know who this was.
He made a further speech detailing his reasons for
gathering them here but turned to her at the end. “Yes, you’re
back here with me now aren’t you Taron? You remember that
Noonsleep ten centuries ago don’t you? You see I know you
like you know me. You’re the rebel, the stripper, very much
your father’s daughter.” He looked to him, “A self-proclaimed
radical, one who loves to overturn the established order.”
After a few more words of nonsense, he lifted a sword from
behind one of the crates left in this room.
But her father didn’t give him a chance to wield the
sword. As he was finishing his speech, her father charged,
knocking Fillain over. The sword careened her way. Her
father continued to struggle with Fillain toward the
warehouse door. As soon as she saw the sword in the air,
Taron lunged for it. As soon as it was in her grasp, she
whirled and charged Whemsin, swinging to decapitate him as
he had swung at her father when she was bound to the rock.
He screamed and ran so that he went out the door just as her
father shoved Fillain out.
“We’ve got to find the package,” he said while they
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barred the doors.
“Before the warship gets any closer.”
“I’ve got some men down here,” he said. “They should be
coming in around back.” He pointed to a back corner of the
warehouse. There was a stairway to a basement passageway
that came out on the wharf of the next lock down. “He said
it’s in with the shipment of glass.”
The pounding Fillain and Whensin were doing on the
doors was going to bring a crowd. She didn’t know if this was
really his warehouse anyway, but if it wasn’t, the real owner
was going to be distressed, because it sounded like they were
bringing up a ram.
Her father was madly scrambling thru the bits and pieces
of cargo left in this warehouse. There were quite a few crates,
many of them open, but a few were not. She found a prybar
as the door emitted a huge boom and bowed inward. Men
came pouring up the stairway, screaming at Fillain and
Whemsin.
Her father took the prybar, “Good find, I bet it was this
crate where the sword was,” and started breaking into it while
the dockmen screamed. Someone yelled to them, no doubt
saying that they couldn’t hold them long. As that happened,
they saw there were glass pieces in this crate. On top was a
smaller package, rectangular, a few inches thick. More yelling
as her father pried up one more board and grabbed the
package out of there.
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He shoved it into her hands. “Get out the back way,
there’s an alley in back downstairs, use that, get up into the
woods, go to Tyikork’s, he’ll help you.”
As she grabbed it and ran, he turned, crow bar in one
hand, sword in the other. There were two men running toward
him, they stopped. She kept running, and as she did there was
a tremendous explosion. The warship had taken another lock
and flung a bomb this far, bringing down the warehouse door
so that men were now pouring in.
She wanted to stop, she wanted to scream but she had the
package that this was all about, the package that brought
Whensim, Falain and that warship all the way from Norbin. If
she didn’t escape, the lives this already cost were wasted..
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22. Back to the Past
As soon as they had the doors secured, he turned to the
next problem. “There’ll be a package of documentation along
with that glass shipment. We’ve got to find the package,” he
said while they barred the doors.
“Before the warship gets any closer,” she said, confirming
that she was still in a flashback.
“The men from the docks will get here,” he said. “They
should be coming in around back.” He pointed to stairs by the
tally rooms. “He said it’s in with the shipment of glass.”
The pounding Tiddee and his grandfather were doing on
the doors was going to bring a crowd. Especially when they
started on the door with a piece of staging lumber.
He went thru all the abandoned cargo in here. It was
probably the crate his sword had been behind, but he had no
way to get into that. This room was mainly used as the tallyhouse now, it was rare when there was much cargo stored in
here. There were quite a few crates, many of them open, and
none held glass. While he was doing that, Taron found him a
prybar to use on the ones that were still shut. Taking the
prybar, he went to the crate he suspected, “Good find, I bet it
was this crate where the sword was.” He only had to loosen
one board to see it was glass.
A dock gang ran into the room just as Tiddee and his
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grandfather brought the ram to bear on the door. He noticed
his vision getting fuzzy, like he was seeing double, like some
of the dockmen were armed. The massive attack at the door
distracted the docksmen from worrying about a couple
looking into some random crate long enough for him to see
the documentation package on top of the glass pieces.
By the time they started yelling at him, he’d pried off one
more board. The folder was right on top, no doubt it
contained everything, his original order, his worksheet, the
copy from Knyoink and probably even their cut sheets. The
guy coming toward them was sounding threatening, he
jammed the folder in Taron’s hands and grabbed the sword
from her. “Get out the back way, there’s an alley in back
downstairs, use that, get up into the house, Menden will help
you.”
As she grabbed it and ran, he turned, crow bar in one
hand, Tiddee’s grandfather’s sword in the other. There were
two men running toward him now, they stopped. They knew
the Instinct hadn’t reached here yet, and he felt like it was ten
centuries ago when even the Peace Plague hadn’t had much
effect. Then there was a tremendous crash, and the door came
down.
The warship had taken another lock and flung a bomb this
far, bringing down the warehouse door so that men were now
pouring in. He stood there, afraid they would be coming for
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him any second. Their pikes wavered in an out of focus, some
effect of the blast no doubt. They all saw him and stood back.
Fillain came in behind them, shouted, “You’ll never get away
with this, Deneb. Not you, not your daughter.” Then he said
something garbled, like he was saying two things at once.
They stood back from him, but there were too many of
them and he knew they were armed even if his eyes had
trouble picking that up. There was nothing he could do but try
to run. He had the advantage that he had been here often and
knew Tuulen’s building. It looked like only one large room,
but in addition to the cellar, the back wall was false and there
was a warren of small rooms behind it with tackle storage and
repair, accounting, secured storage, and a second floor loft
with quite a pile of staging lumber.
He charged for that, swinging behind himself to keep
everyone back. There would be archers on the warship, but
Whemsin didn’t have any in his mounted detachment and
there didn’t seem to be any in the marines that were pouring
in thru the breached door. Fillain actually lead them,
Whemsin was one who believed in leading from the rear. He
had to dodge and weave between crates, abandoned staging
and tackle, an old sail that might have been used for bedding
by a scrounge, and a rack of shelves full of dusty parts and
tools, a box of drill bits and a stack of staging pins.
There was a big tool crate in front of the door, he flung
that with one hand, flung the door with the other. There were
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men against the door, preventing him from getting it shut. He
poked around with the sword thru the crack, that loosened
them enough that he was able to push the door shut and throw
the bolt. He charged on thru these rooms, but at the door to
secured storage he leaped up and grabbed the joists of the
loft. There was no flooring out at this end, he was able to
swing up and get his feet on the joists also. It was painful
scrambling onto the floor, and he was suddenly so exhausted
he had to lie and gasp, getting old was even worse than he
thought it would be. They were pounding on the door. They
would be in here soon.
Somehow he got himself up and staggered back to the
other end of this loft. It was almost absolute darkness. There
was a window in this loft letting in a little light that was
drawing him like a bird. The staging stored here was loose,
the door below was just giving way as he tried to walk across
it to that window. They were making so much noise
themselves that he probably could have knocked this pile
over without them noticing.
He passed all the way back over the warehouse floor and
got to the little window at the front edge of the roof. It was
crawl height and barred by crossed timber trusses. If they
were following him, he had to lead them away from Taron.
The pursuers had gone thru all the rooms below, one of
them said, “He must be up here,” and Deneb could not wait to
climb thru the window truss. He brought the sword, no doubt
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he would need it. It was a nice flexiglass and crystal
broadsword, tip weighted for chopping power.
“Yep, there he is!” went up and the head of one of the
soldiers came up thru the floor.
Deneb whirled a length of two by four at him and
squeezed thru the opening, giving himself a few scratches on
the rough timber as he did. The crowbar dropped to the
ground outside the warehouse. He was ten feet off the ground
but the top of the window was fourteen and there were two
feet of overhang from the sloping roof. There was no
overhang at the rough stone pillars of the warehouse face, he
would have to climb around it there. He flipped the sword
onto the roof and was glad he didn’t hear it slide very far. He
wrestled himself to a standing position on the windowsill,
worried for his heart because he hadn’t benefited from the
biomatrix yet and felt every one of his thirteen decades. With
a hand on the rough stone of the warehouse front pillars he
swung a leg up onto the roof which was waist high as he toed
the windowsill. He had no grip but fingernails on the rough
mortared boulders. It wasn’t enough, but somehow his other
hand gripped a sapling that he couldn’t see on that roof.
Instead of processing that perceptual error, his biggest
fear was that the twig he gripped would be a little too young
and snap, sending him fourteen feet to the ground. It held, and
he was dangling there by one hand as a face peeked out the
window. He kicked at it, there was swearing. He got his other
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hand up and was able to get his other leg on the roof by the
time a sword came out that window. He could lever himself
up. He got his other leg over another sapling. He heaved and
struggled. There was screaming.
Instead of the roof he come over a bridge railing onto a
crowded public square. It was lit by fabulous lanterns and
surrounded by towering trees filled with people and balcony
rails. People were crowding around, someone was holding his
sword. There was music of a fine orchestra and sultry singer
coming from nowhere. A girl at least as fine as his daughter
was performing right on the plaza and people were
applauding.
The strangeness overwhelmed him and he ran, leaving the
sword behind. If he was drawing pursuit, he drew it down the
lockway. The walkway was long and he was already winded.
His heart and lungs were in pain as well as many other
muscles. He dropped to a walk, he couldn’t stop gasping.
People were looking. The crowds were going this way, there
was a lot of excitement. It was all young people, of
marriageable age, and they were all excited.
The crowd ran down an open plaza to the lockway and
there before him, only two locks down from here, was a ship
in flames. No doubt a victim of the warship that shelled them.
It was a huge raft of a ship like those on the lower river and it
was out away from the docks. Everyone had given up trying
to douse it and were keeping it away from anything else and
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rescuing the crew.
More than the size of the ship that as burning, he noticed
the locks where the falls were yesterday. These were nine
times the size of the old locks he was following. He tried to
spot the warship, it should be only one lock down from here.
What he saw was impossible to comprehend. There was a
ship with three decks, people moving about on all the decks.
It had no sails or oars, and was moving silently against the
current. He could not see the catapults, but they could be in
an inner deck. It was so unusual that it could be nothing else
but it was like nothing he had ever seen before.
Much as it held his attention, he couldn’t stay here,
especially now that he was unarmed. He ran on, not knowing
where he was going. He ran inland, away from the docks and
into the woods, but there were no woods. Great edifices of
archwood stretched block after block, joined by finely paved
streets, not the muddy tracks that had been here last time he
was in this area. His vision was warped and distorted. He
wondered if he was hallucinating, that blast had been strong,
maybe he was hurt worse than he thought. Maybe this really
was the forest that surrounded LandingMukoy and he was
imagining it was inhabited and crowded. It had to be
imagination, unless he had been transported to Norbin,
because there was no city this big but Norbin in the whole
Kshoned Breaks. He knew NewDam didn’t go six blocks
back from its lockway.
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People stopped and stared as he went by. True you seldom
saw people running up the street, but he wasn’t that unusual
was he? He dropped to a brisk walk, watched what the people
around him did. They soon took no notice. They were
wearing strange styles, but finely made. There were many
different, but nothing like the baggy homespun he was
dressed in. But he fingered his clothes and found they weren’t
his. He had a fine thinknit worker with a harness of small
shoulderpockets with nyobba leather accents. Finery that Old
Money seldom wore where he was from.
He wondered if he had been transported to the Highlands.
He would have had to be unconscious for at least ten years,
for that is what it took the fastest messengers with relays of
supplies and mounts. As a casket, it would have taken a
decade to get to the Yakhan. Possibly this was Kugenzglaw,
the first city on the lake and halfway to the Yakhan, that was
said to be quite a settlement these days.
This was a mostly residential area, he was passing a
sidewalk tap, a fine one like in the best inns of Norbin, right
here on the sidewalk. There was a pretty young lady by
herself. Everyone here was young, even the kegman, no one
was older than Taron. “I seem to be lost,” he said to her. She
turned, smiled, listened to him ask, “Could you tell me where
we are?”
“On the sidewalk bar in Delenta Forty Five.”
“Is this still LandingMukoy?” he asked.
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“Yeah, sure, I guess so, even though they call this
Locksmill Avenue, it’s over an hour to Locksmill even if you
can catch a streetcar all the way.”
“I know Locksmill Trail,” he said. This was in about the
right place, but it should be lined with smallholds and some
larger farms farther down, there were no commercial
establishments, much less streetcars.
“The merchants re-named it Locksmill Avenue when they
paved it, but that was centuries ago.”
“What century is it?”
“Huh?”
“I was just in an explosion, something has happened to
me, I ...” He stopped when he saw them. Coming thru the
crowd were Fillain and Whemsin, and they had found another
sword. This one was in sharp focus and didn’t waver.
“It’s the 45th of course,” she said as he burst into a sprint,
dashing thru the crowds and keeping low, til he found an alley
and ducked into that. Did she just tell him that he had been
knocked ten centuries into the future? How was that possible?
He couldn’t stop to figure out, he could just say he had been
knocked unconscious for a very long time. Impossibly long,
but he had to escape first and figure it out later.
His pursuers knew where he was because the other
pedestrians reacted to him. About the only traffic on the
streets this time of week were those who had the money for
another cup and decided they’d take it at a different tap. He
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had to slow down and not draw attention to himself. He had
nowhere to go in the 45th century, if that was indeed what had
happened to him.
At least they had dressed him in clothes from this era, but
his age would give him away. In this era everyone was young.
When he thought about it, that meant that Taron had escaped
with the matrix and begun growing it and treating everyone
who could pay even an iron. If this was the 45th century then
life had been transformed, but the population had increased as
the Royalists believed it would.
As soon as no one was paying attention to him, he ducked
into the next public restroom. They were more common on
this street than they were along Dam Avenue in the century he
was from. It was beautifully plumbed and clean, and there
was a mirror. He wanted to see how out of place he was. He
had to put his hands to his face when he saw the face of a
man of four. His beard was dark, his eyebrows neat, his hair
dark and full and his skin unlined and firm. How could this
have also happened to him while he was unconscious? The
treatments had been given to him. When did it happen? He
was feeling his age when he escaped from the warehouse, he
wasn’t feeling it now.
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23. Deja Vu
Taron was worried about her father, but just as he had to
leave and let her get captured back in Norbin, now she had to
escape or all they’d done would be in vain. She was
determined not to fail him, needed his approval more than
ever, even if he may not survive to give it. She had to find
their geneticist, he was up in the woods somewhere, only
Tyikork knew where.
At the bottom of the stairs she found the door to the alley
he told her about, but there were men loitering there. No
doubt they were with the troops who had just come in. She
ducked into the basement room the troops had come up thru.
She jumped at the sound of a blast upstairs, a bomb from the
warship had reached them, no doubt Fillain’s troops would be
pouring in that way. It was likely her father was already dead,
from the blast if not from the men who were there. She was
now their only hope, she had to get it out of here.
The blast attracted the men who were down here, and they
tore up the stairs. She heard more men coming. As soon as the
two from the doorway were well on their way up the stairs,
she burst from hiding and went thru that door. There was an
alley outside that ran along the back of this warehouse and all
the flimsy plank ones beside it. Following it uphill would lead
towards the dam and certain capture. Following it downhill
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would lead down the lockway. There were likely to be some
kinds of structures or fenced yards all the way down to the
first lake, from there she should be able to get into the woods.
She slunk down the path, trying to do it quietly and trying
to watch for pursuit. If she ran, her sandals slapped, but it was
too rough to take them off. The alley was totally dark back
here, the only light was some cross streets, but the lockway
bank was steep enough that some were on steps above, and
the rough retaining wall she followed was often higher than
her head.
She felt that she had been here before, but knew that was
impossible. She had never been down into this alley before.
In spite of that she remembered the damp stone walls, and
running with this package. She had never held the package
before, her father carried it when they stole it from Fillain’s.
Why did this look so familiar? She could remember no place
like it in Norbin, but she hadn’t spent much time behind
warehouses on the docks there either. She knew they were
larger and better built in the city. This alley was built by the
original pioneers who settled with Mukoy only a couple
generations ago. It was rough stone, mortared in places,
generally loose if the boulders were close fitting enough. The
path was dirt, packed hard. It was so dark that very few weeds
grew beside it. That was good because they would have
caught at her ankles.
Each time a path crossed this, she stopped and approached
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cautiously. There were more of these than she expected, and
there were more people passing by than she expected. A few
were hurrying, no doubt because of the warship. She should
be passed it by now, she had come a few blocks downstream.
It was difficult carrying the package. It was heavy and
shapeless, little more than a bag of water. She had to clutch it
to her body with one arm and it was tiring.
It was disappointing when she finally got to the lake,
there was an inn on the shore at the end of the locks, and
smallholds around it instead of forest. She had no idea where
she was, and she knew even less in the next hour. She thought
she was heading south, but the overcast had thickened so she
wasn’t sure where Kortrax was, and the paths wandered so
that she could not seem to get out of these smallholds. She
had to be going in circles but it was hard to tell.
Wherever she was, there seemed to be no pursuit. It was
certainly into Noonsleep by now. This was probably the best
time for her to find Tyikork because the sleep would cover
her. If only she could see Kortrax she would get some idea
where she was headed. Again she had a feeling she had done
this before, looked to the sky to try and find where she should
go with the package. She was in a wide field, the day was hot
like this but clear. But in her four and a half decades, she had
never done this before.
Instead she came to a main road with businesses and
pavement. It had a street sign, just like in Norbin, naming it
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Assnon Avenue. That was the name of a valley that was
receiving pioneers to the southwest of the city. She knew the
paths to all three valleys to the south of the city converged,
she could go left and come to that point. From what she saw,
this area had been receiving a lot more pioneers than the
Kripsea valley where her grandmother lived.
She had nothing to do but walk this avenue. It was totally
unfamiliar, and she got no feelings of being here before. She
tried to keep the package unobtrusive, but there was no way
she could make herself look like she wasn’t carrying
something. As she walked the Avenue became more
developed, not less, and she worried more about discovery.
Soon there was always someone in sight, even well into
Noonsleep, but they paid little attention to her.
If she heard kedas, she ducked behind any cover she
could find. The warship must have brought up some troop
transports because a few of them came by while she made her
way down this avenue. None were very full, and they seemed
to be only going thru the motions, they weren’t scanning very
diligently and were talking with each other and some had
even brought their tarts.
That sloth was only what the old money people deserved.
They employed military men who risked their lives to protect
their exalted status, but they would not supply those men with
youth because they were of the lower class. That was hardly a
system designed to instill loyalty and diligence into those
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troops. None ever spotted her, though at one time she could
do nothing but stand in a doorway and lean in the shadows.
While she was doing that, a man came out that doorway and
bumped into her. They excused each other, but he was wasted
anyway.
The avenue met a greater one at a paved plaza that she
couldn’t remember from the trip into town. It was surrounded
by tall trees with lots of laundry and flowerpots hung in them.
There were troops jumping on and off those carriers, but they
paid her no mind. There must be something else going on.
She tried to act like she was out for a casual stroll. This town
was frontier enough that a woman out for a casual stroll
might attract notice, but there were dozens more so she tried
to appear as one of them.
She knew Tyikork’s path couldn’t come thru here, but she
noticed another street sign for Tyikork Avenue. His path
should intersect Assnon out in the woods, at a small clearing
with only a small trading post. Maybe this was all temporary,
some kind of a camp or mustering ground. Why wasn’t it here
when they came by earlier this evening? She wasn’t seeing
too clearly anyway, she wondered if Whemsin had slipped
them something that was making her hallucinate.
She couldn’t stop to analyze it. Her only clue was Tyikork
Avenue and with no other hope, she followed it away from
this camp. It didn’t look familiar. By now she was having a
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really strong feeling that something wasn’t right. In the
shadows, she seemed to be seeing double. She saw mud
beneath her feet but felt pavement. The lumins sounded
different.
She walked on and on. She was passing the bundle from
arm to arm much more often now. She had to set it down in
the ribbonleaves beside the path every few minutes and
stretch her arms. She thought about burying it somewhere
where she could find it again, once she found Tyikork. It
could stay alive a year without feeding if nothing was asked
of it. The more its reserves were drained, the longer it would
have to be fed before it could produce. Only the most
desperate would be cured of their age til the matrix
reproduced a few times. Those who could wait a decade until
a large number of these had been bred would have to do so.
At first they would not be able to make the service public for
fear that troops would be sent but once they had a hundred
biomatrix clones, they could advertise.
But none of that could happen if she couldn’t find Tyikork
and she knew she had gone too far by now. She should be
able to do it easily, she had been chained to the rock at his
dam just a week and a half ago.
That gave her the idea, follow the stream, not the avenue.
Next time she crossed it, she descended to the watercourse
and followed it back downstream. Here she found the woods
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she was looking for and the path like she had known it. It was
more heavily trod here, and the stream was smaller, but now
everything seemed right.
There was shade down here and sounds of small animals
were everywhere. The lumins stopped as she approached,
started up again when she passed. A lot of it was almost
climbing, she often wished she could use both hands.
Eventually she stepped down a defile and a man was there
coming right for her, but she didn’t see a sword. She
wondered if she could overpower him when he was unaware
of her, but in less than a second after she saw him, he saw her.
He was coming up this small defile, the other side of a housesized boulder from the stream itself. Instead of drawing his
weapon, he looked up at her and smiled, like she was
someone he might be interested in meeting, not the most
wanted fugitive in the Kshoned Breaks.
“It’s tough coming this way with a package in spots, but
it’s cooler than the road,” he said politely, while passing her
by.
“Huh?” she wondered why he said that? She wondered if
he was going to shout for backup rather than take her on
himself. She didn’t see any sword on him, was he an officer?
Maybe he wasn’t a soldier at all, in spite of his fine clothing
that could have only come from an upper class estate in
Norbin itself. If he wasn’t, he must think she’s clutching a
wrapped cut of meat. “Oh, yes, and it’s not far to get home.”
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“Well be careful, the rocks are wet a little farther down.”
“Thank you,” she said, “I’ll pay close attention.” Thank
the Mother that he wasn’t a soldier and leave well enough
alone.
The rocks were even wet like he said. Several other tiny
streams had come down into this one by now, and it was now
quite a bit bigger than where she first came down to it. She
walked right on the bank of it for a time, down in the glen
with it. The rocks were mossy and she had to hold on, but it
was deep enough that no one could see her til they stood right
on the edge. Her arm got tired again so she had to put the
package down again and rest after getting thru there.
It was less than an hour when she came down an
embankment and there was the rock she had been chained to.
The water was higher today, but this was it. She climbed up
along the water’s edge to take a look at Tyikorks. She knew it
was across the stream and at the head of the pond this dam
would back up, if he could ever finish it.
The stream was a pretty serious affair, she could no longer
just step across it on stones. She would have to wade a few
inches of swift water that crossed the ledge where he started
his dam. Her sandals would surely get full of gravel, it was a
good thing it wasn’t far to his house from here.
She wished she had darkness to cover her approach to the
house, he probably had extensive fields around it. She would
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have to follow the stream and the woodland along it as close
to the house as she could.
Unlike his dam, she knew his house construction was well
along, and she could see it from here. It was a big mansion
built to look right across this pond, once it was here. The
plank was grey and weathered already, wasn’t it?
The house wouldn’t really come into focus for her. She’d
never taken a good look at it before, last time she was here
she was a little preoccupied. She could see the pillars, but
they were stone weren’t they? No doubt that had slowed
progress on this dam. But that was all that was there. The
remainder of the house was gone, it was in ruins. It must have
been burned. She stared, blinked, her eyes were not playing
tricks on her, the house was gone and looked like it had been
gone for centuries.
She turned around and slumped down. As she did, she
could see from up here that there was a smallhold right here
by the dam. She had never noticed it when she was chained to
that rock, was that where Whemsin and his man had come
from? She wanted to run, but why? They had burned Tyikork
out, no doubt they had burned Keetai’s also. That would still
be smoldering wouldn’t it? Where could she turn now?
How could they commit so much brutality? Killing her
mother and how many who aided them and how many in the
uprising? Not to mention attempting to kill her and her father,
all just to maintain their exclusive hold on youth. No doubt
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her father was dead by now. She started wailing
uncontrollably. Then she figured they would have let him live
if they thought he could lead them to the matrix. She held that
hope. If they lived, there was always hope. If she succeeded
in this, she might even hope to use the fruits of their labor,
maybe she could even have a family some day.
But right now she had no hope. Everyone was gone,
burned out, no doubt dead. Here she was with the matrix but
without the knowledge to care for it and use it. They had lost
hadn’t they? She sank down onto the rocks, exhausted and
defeated. She set the matrix down beside herself and decided
there was nothing she could do but wait to be found, wait to
join her father in whatever fate held for them.
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24. The Theft
Deneb sat in the restroom and tried to collect his thoughts.
He had just been in the 35th century, he remembered it well.
He remembered the years he worked on Fillain’s staff, how he
learned of their secret, and how he learned little by little,
without their knowledge, where it was kept, how it was used,
how to care for it and grow it.
He, his wife Yarin, and their daughter Taron had lived in
one of the servant cottages on the Fillain estate. Yarin had
been a field hand, he had been on the maintenance staff. They
were able to get Taron schooling with the family children and
she had done well. She had always been a headstrong child,
good at heart but rebellious.
Deneb had not turned rebellious until Yarin’s death. It was
called an accident, but one of the other hands said he thought
it was abuse by the field boss. He hadn’t seen anything, but
he’d heard screams and saw that boss in the area. None of the
hands, even her crewmates, were allowed to see her body. He
wasn’t even allowed to see her body until the medical
investigation was complete, by then he could see only that
she had bruises and broken bones.
His grief was immediate, and a year later he still felt it in
his guts, he still got tears every time he thought of her. He
still hadn’t thanked everyone who was at the pyre, if he had
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been hibernating ten centuries, he never would.
He didn’t tell Taron his suspicions until the last minute,
she would want to burn the main house to the ground. Instead
he changed his plans. Until then he hoped to steal the use of
the biomatrix for himself and his family, but just a little
investigation turned up other incidents with that field boss,
other incidents which Yarin hadn’t told him about, that she
and a few other of the most attractive field girls had ‘special
duties’ for up to a decade. He thought she’d had a suspicious
number of accidents in the fields. He found an ongoing coverup that included many important members of the household.
Now his new plan was to steal the biomatrix from the
house basement and carry it off to his mother’s place up in the
woods a few miles out of LandingMukoy, in a kingdom
farther up the breaks that Fillain was not on good terms with.
The sleep when he entered the basement was only weeks
ago in his mind. He told Taron only hours before. She was
going to get a keda and cart, there was one who would work
in the dark if he got a lot of affection. He was a small one fit
for a light carriage. Taron was never one who wanted to spend
a lot of time with kedas, but she got along well enough with
CircleTwo that he had some confidence that she would meet
them.
His accomplice that night was Shurine. She was a cook in
Fillain’s kitchen, nearly his age, but strong and fit, and also
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blessed with daring and a will to live. She had certainly been
attractive when she was three or four, and handsome even
today. He hoped their crime would do her some good also.
She could never be a second Yarin, but maybe they could
have a second life? She signaled with a candle when the
security staff had locked up the cellars and left.
She knew where they kept the key, that was their first
difficulty. It was in the shift supervisor’s room, in a locked
panel right inside his door. The key to that panel was in his
desk, if not on his ring. The week before, Shurine had found
his keyring out on her nightstand while he was in the
bathroom and took that key to make a copy. She’d dropped it
on the floor behind his desk that same day. Security had
found it after he was unable to explain why it was missing.
The night of the theft, all they had to do was get into that
room and get the cellar keys while he was out of the room.
Shurine had not had a chance to do that by the time he got
there.
“Ask him for help with a stuck drawer or something?”
Deneb had said when that happened.
“He’ll expect sex,” Shurine replied, “that’s how I got the
key.” She was a widow and not really expected to remain
chaste, but affairs within the household staff were usually
treated with dismissal with a bad recommendation. Since
anyone in the city who would hire staff knew the Fillains, she
could effectively be driven out of town.
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Deneb wound up going in, saying he needed the key to
the plumbing shed to fix a stopped up sink in a staff cottage.
The supervisor tossed him the key ring, Deneb unlocked the
key panel. The supervisor chatted about the plantings that
were being re-done along the delivery walk, Deneb kept his
body between the supervisor and the actual key panel as he
chatted with him. He stayed in there no longer than if he was
getting the plumbing shed key, and put the plumbing shed key
on the cellars key hook just before stepping aside and closing
the panel. If he had been looking and knew the key panel
well, he could have plainly seen that the plumbing shed key
was the one Deneb took. With a cheerful good-nite, he
sauntered off, in the direction of the plumbing shed. He
circled around and came back in the kitchen door.
Shurine stopped for a kiss, a quick one, but lead him right
to the door. In seconds they were down there, carrying a stub
of candle and sparker, and a waterproof insulated bag used for
bringing cuts home from the butcher. They could make no
sound and no light, there were people in the rooms above
them and ventilation grilles scattered around. It was not late
enough that many would be in a sound sleep. Most of this
part of the first floor was club rooms anyway, the batball tub
was in one just above them to their left and was in use.
There was a corridor in the middle of the cellar, they
could light the candle in there. It was two turns down the
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corridor to the right door. The door was locked, but the lock
was a puny privacy lock, not any real security. Even at
thirteen decades of age, Deneb was able to get enough force
on it to break it, though it hurt the skin of his hands to do it.
Shurine kissed him again.
Shurine was surprised at what she saw. The biomatrix
looked for all the world like a placenta or a liver. There were
three veins hooked to tiny glass cups, and a feathery organ on
the bottom. It was a little gross in a way, but it could provide
youth for all who used it. The family had four of them,
enough to serve a town of fifteen hundred if used efficiently.
He went to the largest one, the one that would be able to
replicate soonest. He felt he should kill the other three, but
that would incite them more than do any good. They would
get another from another family long before any member of
the family was in any danger of aging.
In a few years they would be able to raise enough
biomatrix to process the whole of LandingMukoy. He slipped
it into the bag, encasing as much of the fluid in the tray as he
could. They must be fed sugar water, it had taken weeks to
lay in a supply of that at his mother’s house, and find an
experienced geneticist to set up a tray to hold it and use it. He
was ready for them now, all they had to do was get him the
matrix.
As they were coming up the stairs, they heard voices right
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outside the door... “doesn’t fucking work, you try it if you
want.”
They heard someone try the plumbing shed key in the
cellar door. They could barely hear the reply, it sounded like,
“Must have grabbed one from the wrong peg or maybe it was
put back on the wrong peg. We better go try the one’s around
it.”
They heard four feet walk off. They crept out silently,
locking the door back up behind them. They slipped out the
kitchen door. There was no alarm yet. They sat in the bushes
along the carriageway, out of sight of the house but where
they would see Taron when she came out. They couldn’t hear
if/when the guys came back, but they certainly must have
tried a few keys by now. They were still waiting in those
bushes when the captain of the guard came out with the shift
supervisor following. The captain is a fourth generation
family member and influential in the household.
“I don’t care if you’ve known him all your life,” the
captain was saying, “he’s older than you are but not older
than I am. He was a brat of a boy, his mother never broke him
and left him with the house when she ran off into the woods.
I’m pretty sure she stole a treatment before she ran also.”
If she did, good for her. Deneb hadn’t actually seen his
mother since he was three, but they had been able to
communicate by mail since he was ten, and had become close
in that way. He hoped to see her in a couple days.
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The shift supervisor said something, his voice was too
soft and they were too far away to tell what it was. They were
heading toward the plumbing shed however. He and Shurine
might have to crawl deeper into these bushes and hope they
don’t call a keda to sniff them out. Shurine clung to him and
shivered. That was a cold Dawnsleep.
It was minutes later when Taron finally showed up with
the sulky and Circletwo. She hadn’t reached them yet, she
was trying to drive nonchalantly up the carriageway like she
was on a valid mission. Circletwo was game but only two of
his eyes were up and he was plodding.
“There’s his daughter,” the captain yelled.
Taron heard that and tried to wave Circletwo on. He might
have started plodding with a little more intent, but he wasn’t
going to get into a twine any time soon. She gave him the
panic wave, all fingers wiggling like flowers in the wind, and
suddenly he was ready to bolt. He and Shurine jumped for the
sulky and he groaned as the seat slammed him. Taron cursed
as they landed on her. Circletwo lurched and went back to a
walk, but at least it was a lively one.
The captain blew his shrike, and with its piercing note,
men started yelling all over the compound. They all waved
the panic signal to Circletwo, and at least he came up to an
attempt at a twine, but couldn’t get up to it with the three of
them on the sulky. It still wasn’t a pace to outrun a fast man
and the captain was after them with sword drawn. At least
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Circletwo had all eyes up by now.
The package was awkward and a little hard to carry. You
really had to hug it to your chest with both arms. It would
have been nice to have a sturdy box wrapped with rubber
bands in two directions, but they didn’t plan that far enough
ahead. He was having trouble holding it and staying on the
cart that was meant for two if they were close.
Someone came running, twirling a rope with a grappling
hook on it. It hit the wheel, clattered around a little and
seemed to do nothing but clatter for a couple seconds as the
rope payed out. But with no warning, the cart pulled up short.
He and Shurine both went flying over the front, Circletwo
stumbled. Deneb clutched the package like it was his baby.
He landed on Circletwo’s flank, who is quite small as kedas
go, and a bit boney besides.
Taron was sprawled over the tongue of the cart. “Jump on
him and go,” she yelled.
“You’re lighter,” he started to say.
“Go, or it’s all for nothing!” she screamed as she pulled
the harness pin. He never did tell her enough did he? She
drove herself to more and more heroic feats to earn his praise
and he was stingy with it wasn’t he?
“You’re too heroic,” he said as he struggled to his feet. He
knew he should put her on the keda with the package. She
was lighter, she was young and fit. But inches counted right
now and the man who had thrown the hook was only a few
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steps away. Circletwo was getting up and gathering himself,
closer to him than anyone else. Feeling like a coward, he
jumped on the keda, causing him to stumble again. He righted
himself. Other men came running from the main house.
Deneb put one arm around the keda’s neck and held the
package against his chest and the keda’s back with the other.
The man caught up to Taron and she screamed. Shurine
jumped up behind him. Circletwo staggered on his feet, the
man subdued Taron, screaming and kicking, but did not kill
her. Circletwo leapt from the scene.
He heard a twang, a thunk, and felt Shurine shudder and
felt a prick in his back. As Circletwo bounded out of the
plaza, Shurine’s hold on him loosened and she slipped from
behind him. He had no hand to grab her with. Another arrow
whizzed by, sounding like a wee flutter on a mission next to
his ear. As she fell, he saw the arrowhead protruded far
enough from her stomach to draw his blood too. Circletwo
heaved one more step, trying for a bolt but unable to get to it
with a human on his back. Deneb’s howl spurred him even
more. Keda’s hearing is their weakest sense, but those in
distant conclaves must have heard the howl he let out.
He never was confronted with the immediacy of Yarin’s
death. It had been, ‘There’s been a terrible accident...’ and
lead up to a formal wail beneath an eclipsing Narrulla in the
family compound when the Fillains pretended for an evening
that she was something more than one of their livestock. This
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was too sudden, he felt it like an arrow in his heart. Fillain
had more to settle for now, even though it had been one of his
archers that shot her, he was as guilty as if his finger was on
the trigger.
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25. The Package
“Taron,” she heard someone call, “what are you doing
here at this time of the week?” She lifted her head, her eyes
still blurry and full of tears. Kortrax was beyond peak in the
sky. There was a man coming toward her, she had to run, but
she was too weary, too defeated, all she could do was stare.
He looked a little familiar, but she couldn’t place him at first.
She huddled and cowered, clutching the package even tighter.
“Are you OK?” he asked.
“Who are you?” she managed to ask. He was almost here
now.
“Soho, you were here with Deneb last week to pick up
some grafting needles.”
Deneb, that was her father’s name wasn’t it? She always
called him ‘father’ or ‘dad’ so it didn’t come to her right
away. And yes, last week, chained to the rock, he was the one
who had been with her father wasn’t he? “Are you the
geneticist?” she asked.
“Well yeah, such as I am...”
“Oh,” she whooped, “thank the Mother I’ve found you.
When I saw Tyikork’s place burned out I gave up hope.” He
looked puzzled, but he probably didn’t know what she
carried. “I have it. I have it right here,” she said and held it
out to him. He took it, still looking puzzled. “But we have to
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run,” she went on, he might not know what was happening.
“Fillain’s sent all his men. They’ve even brought a warship
up, they shelled Tuulen’s warehouse, my father might be dead
already in the rubble, or they may be using him to find you.”
“Me?” he was clearly puzzled now.
“Yes, he’s after the matrix, look in there,” she pointed at
the package she had given him.
Soho lead her into the cottage before he would open the
package. His cottage was amazing, the plumbing alone
looked like something from a wizard’s labs. There was a
small glass stove and fine thin cookware, big jars and bins for
supplies.
“Are you OK?” he asked, sitting her at a cute little table
in a bay window next to that little stove.
“Fillain’s troops are all over the place, we can’t just sit
here,” she said, though she wanted to fall into a deep sleep
right here on the bench near the stove. She must have fallen
asleep out there on the dam.
“Who is Fillain?” he asked.
She was dumbfounded, “You mean they told you nothing?
Do you recognize what’s in there?” she pointed at the
package she had given him.
He turned around, put it on the counter and opened it. His
back was to her, and she was more concerned with watching
for men riding up in the yard. For some reason she trusted
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him, probably because he had come to her aide when she was
about to be raped and killed. He had a whole minute to look
at the package before she turned back to him. He was flipping
pages instead of examining the biomatrix. “Some of these
pages are really old and fragile,” he said, “but there’s also a
change order for Deneb’s glass. This proves he had the
correct order placed, for the dome he wanted, and someone
came in and changed it. This documents a whole list of
organized corruption at Knyoingk’s and a few other glass
cutting shops. There’s a signature and a margin note that the
signature cost three coppers and thirty.”
“What about the biomatrix?”
“What biomatrix?”
“The biomatrix of youth,” she said, wondering why none
of this had been explained to him? Were they going to get
around to it when they found him? She thought he had
already been to Keetai’s and set up the tray there.
“I don’t have one of them, haven’t since the 43rd. Since
the Species Immunity Complex nobody comes looking for
that any more.”
“The one I just brought here?” she started sobbing, she
didn’t wait for an answer because the universe was coming
apart right in front of her mind. She knew something terrible
had happened. Her father was probably dead, their scientist, if
he really was one, wasn’t making any sense.
“You brought this thick packet of paperwork. Here’s
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another ancient document. It’s a registry form of some kind, a
Noble Family Certification of Usage for biomatrix serial
number 4000023 to someone named Fillain. Is that the Fillain
you’re talking about?”
“Yes, and his troops are everywhere,” she said, “we can’t
just sit here, but where is the matrix?”
“I don’t understand, I keep them all down in the lab, they
don’t like sunlight actually.”
“The one I just brought?” she wailed, not liking what she
was hearing.
“You just handled me this bundle of paperwork. Look,
here’s Deneb’s birthrecord with footprint and seals. He was
born on the Fillain estate in 35,33,12 to Keetai, a farmhand on
the Fillain estate. His father is not listed.”
She didn’t believe him. He had done something with it
and was now playing some kind of trick on her. “The
matrix!?” she wailed.
“Taron, what century are you in?”
“We’re still in the 35th,” she said, “but if we can get away
from here we might live to see the 40th. It’s not that far away.”
There was a lot of printed matter in his cottage, but she
would expect that in a scientist. He fetched one up, it was on
shiny paper and very colorful. It was full of paintings that
were so lifelike they surpassed the finest art she had ever seen
in any museum by a mile. The title page called it ‘Norbin
Basin Yearly’ and then there was a number, 45,53,10. “It’s
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already the 45th,” he said, “but before you know it, it will be
the 50th.”
“No,” she gasped. What kind of trickery was this?
Something from so far in the future she couldn’t even
imagine what people would look like by then. It couldn’t be
real, he must have made this as part of the trick. What would
it have taken to make that publication? When she had never
seen anything but black ink on rough, brittle paper, what was
this substance here? How were these paintings done? The
detail was overwhelming, the perspective was faultless and
the colors were vibrant and lifelike, even showing the late
week color in the sky and the distance of the horizon
perfectly.
“Yes,” he said gently, “you’re having a flashback like you
did over here the other day.”
“I was just in the 35th, I don’t remember what happened.
My father gave me the matrix and sent me to a back alley
below the warehouse to escape. I got going in circles, I
couldn’t find my way out of the smallholds for hours.”
“There are several miles of them now, it would take hours
to get out of them,” he said.
“Just a few weeks ago we stole that matrix. I was
shackled to that dam just last week.”
“That was a separate flashback,” Soho told her. “We
brought you back from that. Where is Deneb now?”
“He gave me the matrix and sent me to you, actually to
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find Tyikork but since he was burned out I’m glad you found
me. My dad was surrounded by troops but he had a sword and
crowbar as I ran from the room. I was already downstairs
when they shelled the warehouse. Who knows how many
troops that warship brought up, they were all over last
Dawnsleep, they even had troop carriers.”
“You said you couldn’t find your way out of the
smallholds, did you notice anything else that didn’t make
sense?”
“Tyikork’s path was an avenue, I followed if for miles. I
had to follow the stream back down to find you.”
“There are few homes between the avenue and the stream,
just this strip of woods along the stream.”
“It should have been just a path.”
“It was in the 35th, but in the 45th it is an avenue with
streetcars that go as far as the smallwater.”
She didn’t know what to think about that. What had she
done? Was this man just telling her a tale? It made a little
sense, but she didn’t understand how it could happen. “How
can I be projected from the 35th century to the 45th?” she
asked, because I couldn’t just sleep on that dam for ten
centuries.”
“Because you really went from the 45th to the 35th. You’ve
been in the 45th century for fifty three decades now, but either
a flashback from your memory enhancement or memcol has
sent you back to the 35th, so all your memories from between
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now and then are gone.”
“What?” Once again she understood the individual words,
but not what some of them meant. Memory enhancement,
memcol were both little more than random syllables to her.
“Deneb said you had a memory enhancement that was
causing you flashbacks, but what you’re having now sounds
more like what memcol does to you.”
“I had a memory enhancement?” she asked. The words
sounded like some kind of medical procedure that would give
her a better memory.
“Yeah, back in the 43rd when they first came out. You told
him it causes flashbacks.” She could understand the words,
but not their meaning. The 43rd was a century, only four
centuries into the future instead of ten. ‘Flashback’ is literally
‘unwilling recall’ “I was here when you had one, you said
you were chained to the rock over there.”
“I was chained to that rock over there,” she said, “just a
week and two days ago.”
“We believed you, you even found the scar where the rope
was set in the rock. It looked ten centuries old too.”
“Show me,” she said.
They went back outside, he showed her the spot. It was
ancient, and much more eroded than when she had been
chained here last week. In the light she could see that the dam
was not still under construction, but ruined and ancient.
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Kortrax was high, there was no trick of lighting here now.
“What’s happening to me?” she asked. “What happened
to the matrix?”
“It’s all ancient history now, it was stolen from Norbin
and brought here. It was reproduced in secret, pieces were
taken to Locksmill, New Dam, Lonport, Little River and
KshonedWorks before any of them were recaptured. A half
million people were treated within two decades, none have
feared age since the 40th was young.”
“Huh? So I must have made it, but where and how?”
“You carried the matrix?” he asked.
She had a hard time speaking like this had all happened
ten centuries in the past, she still felt she was right in the
middle of it. She wondered if this was some kind of ruse to
get the matrix, but she had already handed it to him. The only
thing that made her think he was not a trick was the fact that
Fillain’s men would have killed her to take it. “Yes, right
here, on this rock, I needed to cross to Tyikork’s, but it’s
burned out.”
“Tyikork’s stood until the 44th, it’s been like you see it for
a century. He couldn’t maintain the mansion once he sold the
land to smallholds.”
“So I might have made it there?” she asked, trying to
sound like she believed that was ten centuries in the past.
They had breakfast, nut and fruit bars, a very nice tea,
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bread and jam. It was all very nice, but she insisted on going
to Tyikork’s ruins, she felt it was the only way she would
know what had happened. It was only a hundred yards, and
there was a small bridge across the stream that she mistook
for a fallen tree the first time she walked under it. They had to
climb thru some vines to get back to the ruin. Only the stone
remained. She worked her way around to the direction she
would have come that Dawnsleep. She clutched the package
to her chest again. Soho reminded her that there were a
hundred important documents in there. They weren’t as
important as what she knew she should be carrying. She
stepped onto the ancient and overgrown path and walked
toward the ruin. She was glad it was daylight, but she thought
it should still be dark.
Then she was in the 35th again, the house was fresh-cut
stone, surrounded by well-tended fields, and busy. “Guys, it’s
Taron,” a lookout atop the portico called. “She looks done-in,
but she’s alive.”
She heard a voice inside call, “Take four men and no
chances, Fillain could have woodsmen following her.”
Men came running from the house. She knew they were
friends of her father, but their haste still scared her. She was
indeed done in. Her feet were chilled from wading across the
dam, her arms were ready to fall off. She collapsed against
them when they reached her, she still clutched the package.
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“Taron, are you OK?” one asked as they started leading
her toward the house. This was the back kitchen door she
thought, the front was toward the fields she guessed.
“I made it,” she said. “I’ve got it, I’ve got the package.”
“You can let us take it Taron, you must be tired from
carrying it. Did you come all the way from the docks on foot,
or did you manage to get away before they got you to town?”
“They got us to town, there’s a warship, they shelled
Tuulen’s warehouse, my dad was in there, he may be dead.”
“Let’s hope he’s not,” he replied.
She was brought into the house, into a pantry. It was all
rough plank and timber, but sturdy and snug. She could see it
all, but only feel the stone of its walls. A big brick stove
dominated the room and there was a workshelf with plumbed
basin across from it. She finally put the package down on that
shelf. It was a cozy and almost familiar place, though she had
never been here before, it had a lot of the same feel as
Keetai’s.
A tall man came into the room. “Who’s got that wizard?”
he asked.
“I just sent someone to get him up, he’s napping upstairs.”
“Fillain’s troops are in the next valley, it won’t be long
before they find us. Try and get him on a keda within five or
ten minutes. I’ve got a place up in the Dinreaal where he can
stay for a long while. I doubt Fillain knows there is a
settlement out that far, not that most people would call that a
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settlement.
“She needs care,” the man who brought her in said. “She’s
hiked from the docks in the heat of Noonsleep, carrying the
matrix in her arms. Who do we have on the household staff
who can see to her?”
“She’s Deneb’s daughter,” the sergeant on duty said.
“They will be after her.”
“No doubt, but I won’t turn her out. We’re going to bathe
her and clothe her and feed her and tomorrow we’ll get her
out of here with a different identity in a different direction.
And we won’t be turning her over to Fillain’s men if we have
to fight to the last man, is that clear?”
“Very clear sir.”
“And you can be sure I won’t be the last man,” Tyikork
added. A man entered with a maid. “Ah Tuli,” Tyikork said to
her, “please take care of Taron, she’s just come all the way
from Tuulen’s warehouse with an important package, she
needs a bath, a meal and some clothes. Some of M’Ring’s old
stuff should fit her. I hope it’s not musty.”
“She still has it all hanging in her closet,” the maid said,
only glancing at him.
“Fine, make sure you don’t disturb her too much and I’m
sure she’ll be glad to help.”
“Yes sir,” she said, and lead Taron by the hand. “You look
like you’ve had quite an ordeal.”
“I still don’t know if my father’s alive,” she said.
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She lead Taron to the stairs and the bath, but the stairs
weren’t there, and the flashback was shattered. She was left
standing in the ruins of that mansion in the light of
Afternoonday, but still remembering the 35th as if she had
been there last Noonsleep. Her head hurt with the strain of
trying to hold ten centuries at bay. The 45th didn’t seem real to
her.
She had to face the fact that she was here, and there on the
ground was the fat folder of paperwork that the package had
become. She looked at it, all the paper that wasn’t wrinkly
and crackly and yellow was dated 45,53,11 or 45,53,10.
But in the 45th she got back to Soho. “So what happened?”
he asked.
“I had another flashback, I saw it when it happened. The
matrix was taken away to Dinreaal, I was taken up to a bath, a
meal and a sleep. I know everything essential except what
happened to my dad.”
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26. The 45th Century
A lot had happened in the last few weeks, they lured him
with his daughter, he had to kill one of Whemsin’s men with a
rock, but when they got away, one of his scouts must have
tracked them to Keetai’s homestead. They’d come in a raid,
killing many of the family and capturing them and the matrix
before it could be coaxed to its first division.
The ensuing action lead him here, to a public restroom,
somewhere on Locksmill Avenue in LandingMukoy, and
somehow into the 45th century. Somewhere out there, both
Fillain and Whemsin had somehow followed him to the 45th
century, or whatever this was, and were armed and tracking
him.
He came out of the lavatory. There was a woman waiting,
she said she should have gone to the next one. He couldn’t
have come from the 35th century in there, they were holed
planks over cesspools in 35th century LandingMukoy. The
lavatories in the servants quarters of Fillain’s estate weren’t as
nice as that one and those in the royal chambers weren’t as
well made.
He had no idea where he should go. He didn’t know
anyone in the 45th century. He could go to Keetai’s but he
wouldn’t be surprised if it was burned by now. Fillain would
not let them go back there. What did he mean, by now? A few
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hours after he and Taron had been taken from the house with
the biomatrix is what he meant. Maybe it wouldn’t be burned
until after Fillain’s men could get back out there after losing
them here. Still that was in the 35th century, there would be no
memory of that house.
He took a seat at a tap. He had no iron on him. He
wondered if penny notes from the 35th century were any good
here. He looked in his pouch and found he had thirty four
pence in little round plastic disks with unbelievably precise
drawings embedded in them, all issued under Wilham’s
Accounting of LandingMukoy, with a fancy numeral in an
‘All-Norbin Commercial Council’ emblem on it, whatever
that was about. If he was to guess, he was going to say that as
well as modern clothing, he had been given modern money
when he was transported to the 45th century. The kegman
grabbed it with a nod, he was busy.
He was worried about Taron, but as he watched the
crowd, he knew he shouldn’t be. He wondered if this was
some kind of hallucination to make him think he had won. He
wondered if the way Old Money had won was these people
were all from Old Money. They couldn’t be, there were too
many of them.
Then he thought that it would be a geometric progression.
The population had increased by a factor of one hundred in
the region’s first century. If it did that for ten centuries in a
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row it would have to be... he had to think for a second ...ten
billion times higher. It clearly wasn’t that, but it was at least
ten times higher than the LandingMukoy that he knew, maybe
even twenty. That meant these people could all be
descendents of Old Money. They looked rich enough to be
Old Money or at least the children of Old Money. Most
telling of all, they were all young and pretty.
He noticed that he was sitting near some heavy skewers
like would be used for chunks of full grown mrang. They
were well used and made of dark crystal. They were at least
two feet in length. They were stored on the back side of the
cook’s grille that he was near, right below the stovepipe. This
cook was pretty permanent, with a firebrick stove and a
woodbin of small, clean sticks.
He wondered how long Taron had lived after all? If she
got away with the biomatrix and used it, is there any reason to
suspect that she might even still be alive in the 45th? At the
end of the 35th, the cure for age had only been discovered a
century before, none could be more than a century in age. But
there was no reason to believe that it would only work so
long, why wouldn’t it make humans eternal like the kedoids?
If she still lived, there was no way she could remember him
after ten centuries. A life of even one century must seem
eternal because you would never remember being a child. He
remembered only snatches of his childhood even now.
He hit the cup a few times, but continued to watch the 45th
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century unfold in front of him. They were very calm, not just
in their motions but in their facial expressions. A calm that
only certain priests and priestesses had in the 35th. They had a
lot of printed matter with them, glossy fanfolds rolled into
tubes in their hands, cards and one-sheets. He saw a one-sheet
that called itself the LandingMukoy Weekly.
If all these people were descendants of Old Money, he
couldn’t begrudge them, but they didn’t look like it. They
looked more like the Highlands, their faces might be a little
more pentagonal, but more than half were blond of some
type, Old Money was shiny black. A lot of the Old Money
tattooed their lips black in those days. They would have all
faded by now, but they wouldn’t have changed their ethnic
profile completely. Of course how did he know what pills
could do in the 45th? He wished he could have stayed and
talked with that girl.
Of course he could talk with another. He had already
noticed that girls were quite a bit more open at showing
interest in this century. He looked around the plaza and found
that every one would be pleasant to talk with, and three were
by themselves.
“Would you be willing to tell me about the 45th century?”
he asked.
She was a little surprised, her head was turned away from
him. “What about the 45th century? What makes it unique?
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That would be the Instinct, it will be here soon you know,
next year at the latest.”
“I’ve just been resurrected from the 35th century, what do
I need to know?”
She laughed, “Great line,” she said. “It’s really amusing.
Are you out for variety or between relationships?”
“Huh? What do you mean by ‘variety’?”
She laughed again, “You’re going to see how long before
I insist you come out of character aren’t you?”
“I’m at your mercy, I know nothing of the 45th and
nothing of ‘variety’.”
“‘Variety’ is what we in the ‘future’ call fun interludes of
casual sex that keeps us part of the same species.”
“Ah, but I’m out for information only, you don’t have to
give me sex.”
“Oh no, you have to give me sex or I’ll tell you nothing,
and you have to start by cuddling me if you’re going to take
the seat next to me.”
Deneb was a bit intimidated, but sat next to her and took
her in his arms. She was a tall and sturdy woman, with a
pretty face and hair and normal body, firm and streamlined
and attractive enough that it was quite pleasant to obey her
commands. “So what do I need to know about the 45th?”
“The Instinct is coming.”
“What is that?” he asked.
“A contagious mod that paralyzes any appendage or organ
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you use to commit violence to another human. It works in
your conscious, as soon as you know you’re hurting or
forcing someone, you get paralyzed.”
“It’s not here yet?”
“It took a while getting across the Fmak basin because
they tried hard to quarantine it.”
“Is the Instinct like a plague?”
“Exactly, it’s airborne, not sexually transmitted. It’s
getting everywhere.”
‘Like a plague,’ he thought. Biological science
progressed, that would be possible by the 45th? His mind still
wasn’t there yet was it? He still considered himself a tourist
visiting the 45th century didn’t he? “And is this ‘variety’ you
spoke of before, is that like a plague?”
“Yeah, but I think a good one. It makes us eternal as long
as we go out and stay in the human race like you and I are
trying to do here.”
“So you have to have sex with random strangers?”
“They don’t have to be random, but you came to me.”
“Seeking knowledge of the 45th century.”
“Yeah, OK, and you are cuddling me, so what do you
want to know?”
“How did this ‘variety’ thing start?”
“With God Manifest LaunJu, who returned to the ruins of
his pyramid in ancient Blubor where he distributed it free to
all who came to the pyramid asking. It’s been sexually
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transmitted ever since.”
He understood no more of that than you did. “So that’s
why everyone is young?”
“Since the 42nd. Before that you had to go to a geneticist
and get a pill if you started to show age.”
“When did that start? When did the ephemeral age end?”
“Ephemeral? Oh the 35th I guess? I passed history in day
school, but that doesn’t mean I still remember it.”
“And how old are you now?” he asked.
“Not even half a century, I never took a pill, I just get a
healthy amount of variety.”
She was twice as old as him. She looked about four but
her breasts felt like she wasn’t quite three. Of course he
looked about four now also, and noticed his body responding
to hers like he was about four.
So he went to her cabin on a smallhold, it was old and
grown, in an archwood clump. She had lanterns and a stove
for Nightday and better plumbing than the master’s chambers
in the main house of the Fillain estate. He had delightful sex,
but didn’t really learn a lot about the 45th century. At
Afternoonday wakeup he learned that she had books and
magazines, spices growing around the kitchen deck, and the
first rays of Kortrax would land right on the breakfast table
just inside that deck, but it was shady and airy now.
It was such a beautiful place, he wanted to stay, but he
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noticed that, “It doesn’t look like you live by yourself here.”
“No, actually it’s Bandi’s place. I’ve lived here with him
all those decades I talked about, but he’s been here a couple
centuries longer. He planted these trunks around his tent in
the 42nd.”
“So where is he?” Deneb asked.
“Wherever he found to go,” she said. “We agreed it would
be girls-stay-home this season. Next time I’ll have to go to his
place.”
“So he’ll be back any minute?”
“Who knows?” she said.
“Then I should get going,” he said.
“No hurry, but if you’ve got places to go.”
He had to find Taron and the matrix, wondering what that
meant in the 45th century. “Yeah, I should.” He stood up. He
had his thinknit worker, shoulderpockets and pouch. He was
dressed in less than a minute. Kortrax was well passed high
noon. “Breakfast was wonderful,” he said, “as was the sleep,”
and kissed her good-bye.
“Yeah, I had fun,” she said. “Any time you’re by this way,
please say hi.”
Not long after breakfast he was back on the same stool
watching the people of the 45th century once again. He was
thinking ever harder about the transition to this century. He
was wondering if it was possible that he had lived all those
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years, and now forgotten them. Was there some way to reset
his memory to that time? He knew of nothing in 35th century
technology that could do that, but if it happened that way, but
it could be something in 45th century technology, which he
knew nothing about.
If he had escaped, all those years ago, and lived all those
years, but his memory had been reset some how, he would
never have had to travel thru time at all. So let’s assume there
is a drug in the 45th century that could reset his memory to ten
centuries in his past. He is still in the body of his future self,
spending his future self’s money. All of the memories from
when Norbin’s warship blew open Tuulen’s warehouse til he
climbed up the plaza above that warehouse in the 45th century
had been spliced out or erased.
If that was true, then Fillain and Whemsin had also lived
all those centuries also. No matter what century it was, they
were still after him, and he had to assume they were after him
because he stole the biomatrix or the erasure wouldn’t have
come back to here. It couldn’t have taken them ten centuries
to find him, of course he didn’t know how intently he had
been hiding in the centuries between. Maybe he had been
away, he seemed to have some images of Kshoned floating
around in his mind, could he have been there all this time?
He knew where he was didn’t he? Knowing it was a drug
and not a time machine helped, plus the fact that it should be
wearing off. He was at The Cloister Taps on Locksmill
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Avenue. Very early in Afternonday, it was still as hot as it had
ever been all Noonsleep. The 35th, the Theft, the warship,
Taron as bait, that was all recent in his mind, blurred like a
battle scene from the tumult of those events, but recent.
Behind that, still seeming like a previous life, was his 45th
century life.
Stark in those dim memories, was making love with
Taron, passionate, abandon-yourself-to-it love. Sweaty,
panting love, with Taron. In that ancient life before the one he
just left, he had forgotten hadn’t he? In that ancient life he
had suspected hadn’t he? He still had a paper in his right front
shoulder pocket. He hadn’t looked at it, he didn’t need to
now, he remembered her at Yarin’s breast more clearly than
making love to her days ago. He remembered how everyone
agreed she was beautiful right from the start and he
remembered how she had exceeded everyone’s predictions at
every stage of her growth so that by two and a half decades
she was the most beautiful woman on the estate, one of the
most beautiful in Norbin.
In the centuries between, they had forgotten what they
were to each other hadn’t they? Mortal memory could reach
no more than a century, they had passed ten of them. He
wondered how often this happened, how many couples out
there might be closely related. Half the population were quite
similar in appearance, and neither he nor Taron was terribly
far from that average. She was somewhat curvier, he was a
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little bulkier.
There were a couple pretty ones here today, in the 45th
century. He would have no choice but to settle here, ten
centuries of time is not something you can just walk home
from like moving to Kshoned. He would not be having sex
with Taron again, he understood that very carefully. He didn’t
need to replace her as a source of sexual satisfaction
immediately. He presumed he had a home here, the place
these clothes hung when he wasn’t in them. He couldn’t
remember it now, but he was sure the drug would wear off
more than it had already and he would remember soon
enough, unless he kept slapping these cups down, then he
might not find his way home even if there was no forget-it
drug involved.
He felt something pointed in his back. “Daydreaming are
we?”
His head snapped around, Fillain and his sword were
there behind him.
“No sudden moves,” he said, poking him with the tip of
the sword. “You may not have used one lately, but I have and
I’m ready to use it again. I’d rather not do this here at the
taps, I’ll even give you a chance to leave your daughter a
note. Oh yeah, my grandson,” he flicked his head toward
Tiddee, “tells me she’s your bedmate now, I got a chuckle out
of that. I hope you know what you’re doing and don’t care, it
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will make it easier to cleanse the basin of you.” He tossed a
scrap of paper on the table in front of him, along with a stub
of a pencil. “They’ll find it pinned on you with this sword,
write down your last words.”
Deneb hunched over, started writing the following note:
The body you have just discovered was murdered by
Tiddee’s grandfather, who was named Fillain in the 35th
century, as Tiddee was known as Whemsin in the 35th
century. I was killed as an act of revenge for stealing the
biomatrix that produced the pills that cured ephemerality
in the 35th. Both Fillain and Whemsin/Tiddee are Old
Money. Tiddee does not remember who he is any more
than I did. Let this be a lesson to you about the dangers
of memory drugs.
Give my love to my daughter Taron.
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27. Shadows of Time
If Taron was honest with herself, she knew what
happened to her dad. There was too much in parallel, too
much in common. He father’s name was Deneb wasn’t it?
Soho watched her as she went to the paperwork package that
she had thought was the biomatrix, had been the biomatrix in
the 35th century. She looked at the oldest ones, so yellow and
brittle she had to handle them very carefully.
Birthrecords are kept on paper so permanent it was said it
would never decay. Instead it looked every bit of ten
centuries. He saw the mother’s name as Keetai, she knew that
had been her grandmother’s name. She looked at all the other
ancient papers, but found no birth record for herself.
Still, she knew. The knowledge was devastating, taking
her legs from under her. What had she done? Not once but
many times. She had lived as his housemate at least seven
times, for three to five decades at a time. She wondered if
there were any before she got the enhancement? She knew
that before she got the enhancement, she used to keep notes.
She knew what was in those notes because she’d read them a
few times since she’d got the enhancement. There was no
mention of Deneb, or her father, or the theft. Why was there
nothing about Deneb? Had she deliberately purged him from
the notes?
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Since she got the enhancement, she hadn’t kept notes on
her life any more. She trusted to the enhancement to
remember everything for her, was that a false faith? At least
with that she couldn’t willfully purge things as she might
have purged Deneb from her notes. She would have to go
look them over again, see if she had left herself any clues. It
was a big job because there were a dozen volumes.
“Can we get you back to the house?” Soho asked.
She snapped out of it, “Oh, sure, but what house?” not
sure just what she had snapped out of.
“Deneb’s, that’s where you’re staying aren’t you? I had
the feeling you two were barely able to keep your hands off
each other.”
“Ah, yeah,” she said, unable to keep herself from
blushing, at the same time her eyes got wet. The beauty of all
their episodes burned by the sin. The episodes that she had
worshiped as the most noble moments of her life, were really
her most sinful. The loss was overpowering, because that
temple to their lives, that symbol of what they were to each
other had been her rock for centuries, all the centuries she
could remember.
It took a few minutes, but soon they were on their way.
Things made a little more sense to her now. The 45th century
still looked pretty unfamiliar, the 35th seemed more natural,
but the 45th seemed like a distant place she had lived ages
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ago.
“You don’t have to go all this way out of your way,” she
told him as they were still ascending the hillpath.
“I’m not so sure you know where you are yet. I think
someone fed you memcol.”
She didn’t really know what that was. It seemed like
something she had once heard about, something she should
have remembered, but didn’t quite. She thought it might be a
drug, but that was from what he was saying more than
anything she really knew. “This is all still pretty unfamiliar to
me. You say I have been to the 45th century before?”
“Last week was certainly in the 45th century, but I never
saw you before that, at least that I remember.”
“But you saw me a week ago, when I was chained to your
rock.”
“You were chained there ten centuries ago, last week you
had a flashback to the 35th century, you had at least one more
this noon, and have probably been given memcol besides,
enough to send you back to that flashback.”
“The 45th seems like it was ten centuries ago, the 35th like
it was just yesterday. It feels like it was last evening when that
warship shelled us and I ran from the warehouse with the
package.”
“That sounds like memcol, maybe combined with a
flashback from your enhancement.”
“I’m trying to believe you,” she said, but she was finding
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it hard. If there was someone else here arguing that it was all
a hallucination brought on by a wizard’s potion, she might
have been more receptive. He was telling her the same thing
wasn’t he, just anchored in the other end of the ten century
gap in time.
“Deneb is probably back at the house by now, and you
should have a lot less effect from that memcol by the time we
get there. This walk will help cleanse it from your system.”
“What if Whemsin or any others of Fillain’s men are still
at the house?” she asked. The memory of that raid was still
clear to her. Whemsin had managed to sneak into the house
hadn’t he? Hadn’t he let the other men in? Somehow the
memory of the previous evening wasn’t quite as clear as she
thought it was.
“That was ten centuries ago I think,” Soho said.
“It seems like yesterday.”
“That’s probably the memcol. I’ve never taken it myself,
but I’ve seen write-ups and knew one person who did it. He
had a day when he didn’t know when he was.”
“I guess that could be it. But who? Why?”
“Maybe Tiddee and Deneb will know when we get to the
house.”
The name Tiddee triggered an alarm, but she didn’t know
why. She wondered how much danger awaited her in the 45th
century. This hike felt like it was taking her ten centuries into
the future.
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He lead her straight to the spot where Keetai’s farmhouse
used to stand. When they arrived, the house looked more like
the mansion at Fillain’s estate grown from living trees than a
simple farmhouse. There was a circle of grand mansions
surrounding what used to be her front grounds. Only a man
named Menden and a woman named Shalai were there. They
both knew her, welcomed her back and asked where Deneb
was. This could all be achieved with actors, but why? And
how would they get such beautiful and finely crafted
plumbing fixtures and cookware?
They were in the middle of breakfast, they were picking
at a seedhead of liss with a bunch of dips. There was no
reason not to just join them since the head of liss was barely
started.
“Did you people eat with them last evening?” Soho asked.
“Yeah, we all ate at the big table next to the fireplace,”
Menden said.
“Did you experience any memcol-like effects?” Soho
asked.
“No,” Menden answered, “not that I noticed.”
“I noticed some episodes from the distant past pop into
my mind,” Shalai said, “but none of them took me over, they
were just sudden memories of things from the distant past.”
“Could be the effect of a low dose,” Soho guessed.
“I noticed Tiddee being careful to know who got what
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plate,” Menden said. “He was almost careful enough to make
me ask about it. If you were fed memcol,” he told Taron, “it
sounds like Tiddee could have put it in the food.”
“Where is he today?” Taron asked.
“I imagine he’s up in his room,” Shalai said. “He’s never
been an early riser.”
“Did Deneb get back here?” Soho asked.
“Not while we were still up,” Shalai said. “You spent the
sleep with Soho?” she asked Taron.
“No,” was all she answered. She didn’t want to have to
explain the whole story. The look on Shalai’s face told her she
would have to anyway.
They checked to be sure no one else was home, and Taron
told them of her adventures in the 35th century while they
finished breakfast. By the time she was done with that, she
had drawn herself back into it enough that she was back in
Fillain’s mansion, telling a couple from the grounds about an
adventure that had happened last week. She knew there had
been an uprising on the estate and many others in Norbin
after many of the hands saw Shurine taken down in cold
blood. She heard that Fillain had been killed and the family
driven from the grounds, but after last evening she knew he
had only been driven into hiding. She wasn’t sure the news
rags printed in LandingMukoy cared a lot about the difference
between fact and rumor anyway.
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They determined that they should go look for Deneb, at
least get down to Tuulen’s and see if he’s heard anything.
Menden and Shalai wanted to go into town anyway so they
would ride together. She was picturing a coach and train, no
doubt a mansion such as this would have a barn full of rolling
stock to chose from.
When breakfast ended, everyone went to get daywear and
she went up to get hers without noticing that she knew
exactly where it was in the 45th century. She picked out a
thinknit worker and took a sheer shoulderwrap with her
because it might get cool later. She could get it in her
shoulderbag for now. A part of her mind was thinking of this
as a disguise, like she was dressing up as someone from the
45th century. At the same time she knew all of the clothing on
this side of the closet was hers, as if she often had to dress up
as someone from the 45th century.
She felt like she had a foot in each century, but it really
should be a head in each century. Her destination was the
only stone warehouse in a row of plank ones along the 35th
century waterfront of LandingMukoy. She expected to see the
front blown open by the bomb launched from that warship
two locks down. She expected this house would have a coach
to take them there.
Instead they rode to the city on one of the carts she
thought were troop carriers last evening. At the stop, Menden
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bought a broadsheet foldover of newsprint for the ride. Her
muscle memory knew how to hop one in only a couple steps
and not lose her shoulder bag in the process, all while she was
wondering at this futuristic form of transportation, one that
could never function if there were many elderly or children in
the crowds.
She marveled at the immense city that stood on the same
spot the frontier town of LandingMukoy had stood ten
centuries before. Rows of lofty archwood and shaftwood
towers basked in the early Afternoonday rays along the lake,
the lockway and Locksmill Avenue. In daylight, she could not
deny that it was a much bigger city than Norbin had ever
been. At the same time, this ride was familiar, like she had
seen it before. Last evening she remembered the ride from
Keetai’s farmhouse to the frontier town of LandingMukoy.
She was bound to the back of a keda in the heat with only a
thin shift of torn homespun separating her from its fuzz.
She arrived at the busy lockway backed up by one ten
times the size of the one she knew. The whole first falls was a
pair of immense locks. The dockwalk was sturdy and well
kept, the plank warehouses were gone. There was a plaza
above them all, they walked just below the rail of that plaza.
Apartment canopies soared above that, their wood all old and
knobby, yet somehow familiar. It came to her that her home
city of Rimpensmill was at least as grand as this one. Yet the
other side of her mind, the one in the 35th century, knew that
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Rimpensmill was just some market plazas along the lockway
that bypassed Rimpensfalls.
The scene at the warehouse was confusing. When she
looked at the warehouse itself, she saw the old stone face and
the front doors blown open by a Norbinian warship. When
she looked at the wharf, she saw 45th century dockworkers
around sections of warehouse door, straightening what they
could or measuring broken timbers. The ships at the wharf
were obviously from the 45th century, they dwarfed the
warships of the 35th. They were also much older, as was
everything around.
She looked toward the face of the warehouse again and
decided that all that was really damaged was the door. What
she’d seen as burns were really only moss weren’t they? The
stones were so old they had been reinforced with limewort,
even the stains of the original mortar were gone. They
descended to the quay again, and the deja vu came over her
again, like she had been trapped for ten centuries in a circular
segment of time, forever bound to come back to this stairway,
as she had been stuck in the circular time segment coming
back over and over to Deneb.
“Have you seen Deneb?” Soho asked the guy who seemed
to be in charge. None of them had actually met Tuulen before
and didn’t know if this was him.
“No, but I heard he was involved in this. What do you
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know about it?”
“Not a whole lot,” Soho said. “These people live in the
house with him, they knew he was coming down here with
someone else from that house. Neither of them have been
seen since.”
“Well if Deneb wants to fill a tally sheet in here again,
he’s going to have to talk about this door. These guys saw a
few people here, but the only one they recognized was Deneb
and they say he was berserk with a sword in one hand and a
crow bar in the other.”
One of the men near him spoke up, “Tuulen?” he asked.
When the man turned to him, he pointed straight at Taron,
“That girl was here, Deneb ripped something out of that crate
and gave it to her. She ran out the back with it.”
“It’s this paperwork,” Soho said. “It’s got a cache of his
old documents, and the evidence that shows how Deneb’s
glass order at Knyoingk was altered by operatives of the
BeesisDictile tentacle company.”
“You know more about it than I do,” Tuulen said, “but I
still need someone to pay for this door.”
“Fillain,” Taron said. Though she seemed to be settling
more into the 45th century, his face at that warehouse door
was still solid and clear, and it was the same face that had
sentenced her to the dungeons on the day of the theft. “He
was Tiddee’s grandfather, he set that all up to bring us all here
where he tried to murder us. It was his sword.”
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“I need to hear from my Nightday foreman,” Tuulen said,
“and see if he backs you up.”
“The place was closed last Noonsleep evening.”
“We’re never closed,” Tuulen said. “Kazhuah would let
me know if he couldn’t make it for the Noonsleep shift. He’s
always been reliable.”
“It was closed,” she said, “the wharf was idle.”
“We’ll see,” he said.
“She’s right,” the guy who had pointed her out said. “We
were downstairs, the place was all locked up and dark.”
“Did he post a sign?” Tuulen asked.
“I didn’t look for one, I just kept going til I found an open
tally room.”
“Has this happened before?” Tuulen asked.
“A few times a year,” the guy answered.
Tuulen looked dark. “I don’t know anything about this
guy Fillain.”
“He was reported killed in the uprising after the Theft,”
Taron told him, “but it seems he escaped to the 45th century
and now he’s come back to seek revenge on us.”
“THAT Fillain,” Tuulen said. “I might as well try and
collect from the tooth fairy. I’ll still want to talk to Kazhuah
and Deneb.”
“Do you know where he went?” Soho asked.
The guy who recognized her answered, “He ran in the
back. Jeemis and Farlal chased after him but he got out the
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attic window and up to the plaza, they lost him up there but
got the sword back.”
“At the very least I’ll want compensation for that crate
from him,” Tuulen said. “Nobody who saw the gate break
down actually knows the guys that did it, and they would all
know Deneb. I still want the guys who did this.”
Another of the workers spoke up, “I was here yesterday,
up on the plaza watching a few beauties. The sword came
over and people stood around looking at it. I picked it up as
Deneb climbed up from the warehouse. I thought he would
claim it but he took off along the dockway. A few minutes
later a couple guys came up and claimed the sword was
theirs,” he said, “so I let them have it. They said they’d drop a
copper off for damages sometime today.”
“I’ll see Cynd devour Kunae before I see that,” Tuulen
predicted.
Taron wanted to say the warship blew open the door, but
knew that wouldn’t go over in the 45th. She could convince
herself the rocks were still chipped from that blast, but she
wouldn’t even bother with that, the limewort had also grown
over those chips. One look at the door and it was obvious no
bomb from a warship was used on it, just a heavy piece of
timber. “They were Tiddee and Fillain,” Taron said.
“And where do I find them?” Tuulen asked.
“Tiddee lives with us,” Shalai said, “a little ways up the
Kripsea.”
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“And the other guy?”
“Fillain,” Taron said.
“Where do I find him?” Tuulen asked.
“Probably following Deneb,” Soho said. “Do you know
where they went? The ones who smashed in the door?”
“Out the upstairs door,” one of the other workers said,
“with a bit of a crowd after them. They shoved a crate on top
of the hatch and got away.”
“They went down the dockway with the sword,” the guy
who had been on the plaza yesterday said.
“Where would Deneb have gone?” Soho asked.
“If he was also on memcol and found himself back in the
35th?”
“You say he went to the court and disappeared in the
crowds?” he asked the dockman again.”
“Yeah, climbed up about where you are and went across,”
he pointed back across the plaza above Tuulen’s warehouse.
“But that was almost Noonsleep. He should have been home
by now.”
“If he was coming home,” Taron muttered.
It was a lot easier to climb to the court from this catwalk
than from the attic window of the warehouse, and she found
the place was familiar. She stood in both centuries clearly
here, seeing this plaza from the far corner, as it is now, as it
was when shelled by Norbin’s warship. She made sure Deneb
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was not here in either century her head was stuck in. One of
the memories of this plaza showed him, but she could not find
him in whatever posed for ‘now’ in the confusion that was
happening to her.
They all followed. Menden pretty much led the way from
there, streets they liked to walk when they were on the way
home from the docks and not in any particular hurry to get
home. They followed the commercial routes where there were
the most cooks and taps. He took them down the dockwalk.
“There’s still some smoke coming off the Lemmix Relaxium.
The Weekly just reported that grease in the kitchens caught
fire and spilled into the cordwood and it all went up in
minutes. The good news is only three people were hurt, two
of them were the ones who spilled the grease in the first place
and another guy just about drowned on the swim to shore and
had to be pulled out by some bystanders.”
She stared at it, saw it as a victim of Norbin’s warship
once again. Saw them superimposed, saw time as a circle.
“He’d most likely go up this way,” Menden said. “We
should have a picture of him.” She remembered how
astounded she was when she first got back to the 45th century
and saw photographs. Now she remembered she had a stack
of photographs of him back in Rimpensmill, a week away
from here even in the 45th. “We could show it around,”
Menden finished.
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He lead them along quite a few streets and talked to quite
a few people at quite a few taps. He learned nothing, no one
had seen Deneb since Taron came around. They came to a big
plaza at Norbin Avenue and Locksmill Avenue. The streets
crossed above a streetcar roundabout. Above the center of the
roundabout were a few kiosks and tables with stairways down
to the roundabout. Enough of her mind remained in the 35th
that she saw it as some sort of future fiction. They had no
more ideas of how they would find him other than to wait for
him to show up at the house, or comb his normal haunts.
“I’ll ride with you to Kelda Plaz,” Soho said.
“Maybe we can have lunch at Jdikit’s?” Shalai suggested
as they started down the stairway to the roundabout.
“Fine with me,” Soho answered.
As they rode, she realized she remembered Jdikit’s, and
remembered being on a stage there in the 45th century. She
had never been on this avenue before, but she now knew it
was a typical 45th century avenue, canopies of flats in
archwoods along the avenue itself, tight little smallholds
behind the apartment trees.
They were probably halfway to Kelda Plaz, maybe not
quite, she still wasn’t as familiar as she should be with the
45th century. There was a big commotion up ahead, people
were running, screaming, shouting. Smoke was coming out
from under an awning, she could see flames. The keda pulling
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them slowed and stopped, the crowd was filling the street.
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28. Swordplay
Deneb left the note on the table as he sat up, but as he sat
up he was actually sliding off the seat and releasing his
shoulder harness with an arm behind him. As his body began
to tip over the table, he spun and whipped the
shoulderpockets around the sword, grateful that he didn’t
remember how much they had cost.
Fillain had the sword withdrawn from the
shoulderpockeets in a fraction of a second, before the table hit
the ground. Before the table hit the ground Deneb grabbed
one of the skewers in that rack behind the stove and used it to
block his blow. The skewer wasn’t meant for this and chips
went flying, one stung him.
Everyone at the nearby tables went running, screaming.
The kegman dived behind the bar. Deneb had recovered
enough memory to know that he hadn’t kept up his
swordsmanship in the 45th century, but he was only recently
arrived from the 35th when he had been better than average at
it, certainly good enough that he didn’t fear street bandits. His
body might be rusty, but the muscle memory was down there
somewhere.
One advantage the skewer had was that there were three
more in the rack, so while their sword arms twirled to get free
of each other, his left hand grabbed another skewer and
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swung that at his legs. It’s edge was not keen, but it wasn’t
blunted either and drew blood across his shin. He cursed and
jumped away, then charged with a lunge.
The people around them were still screaming, a crowd
was gathering. He recovered enough memory to know that
this might be a scene everyone had seen in the 35th century,
but in the 45th, a random sword fight was as rare as a volcanic
eruption. The bigger men were starting to hold the crowd
back. Someone was yelling to get a cargo net to drop on
them.
Deneb batted Fillain’s sword aside, “Why?” he yelled,
“after ten centuries.”
“I only got back from Yclel-vi ten decades ago,” he said
as he swung his blade around in an arc towards Deneb’s face.
That would be a killing blow if he didn’t know Deneb knew
his way around a sword and was able to bring up the left
skewer in time to deflect it. He stabbed with the right skewer,
hit him deep in the thigh near the groin, the point bit deep. He
screamed in pain. “And I’ve got to get it done before the
Instinct gets here,” he screamed as he hacked in desperation.
They had moved enough that Whemsin/Tiddee was able
to jump in and grab another skewer. Fillain was stumbling,
but chopping in a berserk rage, Deneb needed both skewers to
fend him off and chips were flying from them, bringing more
screams from the bystanders. Deneb wove to the side that
would keep Fillain between him and Whemsin. Someone
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threw something, it hit Deneb in the shoulder, something else
hit Fillain. Whemsin also screamed but there was so much
screaming going on that it was hard to tell.
No one wanted to come close, but someone threw a stool.
It hit Deneb, staggering him, and bounced toward Fillain,
catching his blade and sending him toward the stove and the
screaming cook. Whemsin reached to catch him, but he was
still flailing the sword even as he fell and caught him with it
on the right arm, causing Whemsin to drop the skewer he had
picked up as Fillain landed on the stove.
More screams and Fillain’s sword went flying, almost
reaching the crowd that was gathering and causing them to
‘woo’. Whemsin landed on top of Fillain. Deneb dropped
both his skewers and reached for them, trying to keep them
off the stove. They landed in a heap that dislodged the stove
pipe. People began rushing toward them as he pulled
Whemsin/Tiddee from the stove. The cook was pushing
Fillain off, who was screaming. The smell of burning
clothing, hair and flesh billowed forth. Fillain flailed and
caught the vat of fry oil that was on top of the stove, pulling it
over himself. He screamed his last just as Deneb and Tiddee
got back to their feet.
The first bystanders yanked Fillain from the stove but it
was too late, the hot grease had already soaked most of his
clothes and quite a bit of their own. They screamed also and
dropped him, his head banged on the hole where the stove329

pipe used to be, where lazy flames were just reaching out.
The grease that covered him burst into flame and everyone
else screamed and tried to jump back. Tiddee grabbed for his
grandfather, but he was beaten back with the the explosive
power of the fireball, Fillain was dead already. Deneb yanked
on Tiddee and they both fell over the overturned table he had
been sitting at.
Crowds were running to move everything out of the way
of the flames, others were running in with water, there was
enough shouting and screaming to be heard all over the city.
While Tiddee struggled to get off him, he began to feel how
many injuries he had. Then the awning above them caught
fire, but was soon swatted and doused, but was ruined.
Fillain’s flames died down but he went on burning. The smell
was almost fatal by itself. As Deneb painfully struggled to his
feet he could see that a huge crowd was gathering. The
owners of the place were turning toward them, and he was
sure the remaining pennies in his pouch were not going to be
enough to cover the damages.
Deneb made sure his grip on Tiddee was secure, he was
not going to run off from this. He fully believed that Tiddee
had no recollection of his life as Whemsin, but falling for his
grandfather’s schemes was something he was going to have to
answer for.
The man was up to them, “What the fuck is going on
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here?” he demanded. “You’ve killed a man on my stove,
probably giving my cook nightmares that will ruin his career,
you’ll pay for those skewers you ruined, and for the repair of
that stovepipe.”
“You’ll find enough in his pouch to pay for your whole
place here,” Tiddee said, “and treatment for your cook.
You’re welcome to all of it.”
“Who’s taking his body out of here?”
“The Fillain family,” Tiddee said. “I know an embalmer I
can send for him.”
Someone came with a tarp and thru it over him. It burned
thru in a couple spots but they were able to stop them. That
helped the stench a little. The crowd was so noisy it was hard
to think, and now that the flames were out and two people
were wrestling the stove pipe back into place, the owner was
concentrating on them. Tiddee’s offer to send an embalmer
wasn’t enough, he took names and addresses.
He heard his name in the crowd, turned toward it and saw
Taron trying to make her way thru the crowd. There were
quite a few people between them, but he found he needed
little to recognize her now, in either century. He noticed
Menden behind her, and Soho. They were hurrying but not as
much as Taron.
He had to face their new situation right now, he was not
going to be given time to think about how he should break it
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to her. She was running toward him now, instinctively
working toward the side opposite Tiddee, but charging right
for him. Before she even got to him, she was distracted by
Fillain, and stumbled to a stop, clutching at her throat.
Deneb stepped away from Tiddee, to her, in front of her,
shielding her eyes from the sight. He caught her in his arms,
not like a lover, but like a daughter. “Fillain is truly dead
now,” he said.
“Did he do all this for revenge?”
“He enslaved his own grandson to memcol for revenge,”
Tiddee said, “because he failed to catch you ten centuries
ago.”
“I thought you just met him,” Deneb said.
“This was the first time you noticed,” Tiddee said. “I’m
sorry Deneb, but family ties and chemical slavery. I was
another thing that forced his hand, he knew his hold over me
was going to slip, that our friendship was starting to mean
more to me than the drug and family.”
“I’m sorry too, I’m not sure where we go from here, but
I’m sure it won’t be back to where we were.” Menden and
Shalai had come up by now also.
“I’ll have my things out of the house as soon as the wail
for my grandfather is over,” Tiddee said. “I’ll have to go
down to Norbin of course.”
“I’ll give you time,” Deneb said.
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It was hours before they left Cloister Square, and from her
manner alone he knew that she already knew. On the streetcar
he finally felt comfortable in the 45th century once again,
although very uncomfortable about the trouble he’d been
involved in. Even though Tiddee had left him Fillain’s pouch,
Deneb would make sure all the damage was made good,
money alone can’t effect the repairs, there needs to be a
tradesman to watch over it, even today.
But it was important that he and Taron talk, it was well
past time. “I got the results from the lab,” he said. “We could
talk about that if you want.”
“No need, I guess now that everyone can afford it,
everyone should do it. Anyone could make the mistake we
did.”
“So you know?”
“Since the memcol,” she said, “and the flashbacks, but in
all seven times before that we shared our lives, I swear I
didn’t know. I have notes going way back, and I swear you
aren’t in there before the very end of the 42nd.”
He had the paper out, unfolded it, smoothed it out. “We
share half our chromosomes.”
She had been quiet, she started to sob silently, “I swear to
you I didn’t know,” she said. “I swear that in the 42nd when
we first met, I didn’t know and I’ve never known.”
“The ability to trace genetics from a hair alone didn’t
become affordable until recently,” he said.
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“But I never knew, all I knew was I loved you.”
He put his arm around her shoulders. “I’m not blaming
you,” he said. “I’m not accusing you. I’m as guilty as you are
for what we’ve done. We have to get by that somehow, do we
do it by running from it, or do we do it by going forward
knowing what we really are to each other?”
“Can you have me in your presence after what we’ve
done?”
“I still remember the 35th,” he said. “I’m not in it any
more, but the memory of it is as clear as any previous
evening. One thing I experienced while I was there was how
proud I was of my daughter and how little I told her. It was a
great feeling, I’m still proud of my daughter.” She didn’t say
anything. Her eyes were down and teary. “I think we both
need time to process our truth.”
She clung to him in tears, apologizing, but clearly unable
to put her feelings into words. He wasn’t either, he felt like a
block of ice that had been left to care for his body while his
mind disappeared into a spore and drifted out of sight. They
clung like that as the streetcar rumbled away, taking them
ever deeper into the 45th century.
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29. LifeCycle
They came down from the steetcar at the bridge, it
continued on, they started waking on the lane. She was still at
a loss for words, but resigned to the 45th century and her
shame in it. Like someone with a mortal wound, she couldn’t
yet feel the true extent of her pain.
“I’m really proud of you,” he said.
“For finding a sexual taboo that still exists?”
“For getting thru with the biomatrix, for bringing life to
the many.”
“We both know from history that more of the poor were
saved by geneticists from Kshoned than by the stolen
biomatrix.”
“It was something, it was needed.”
“It’s good if that’s the issue people remember us by, but
it’s not the biggest issue in our lives,” she said.
“We didn’t know,” he said. “I know I didn’t know, so I’m
not going to rot with guilt over it.”
“I wish it was that easy for me, but I’m the one who
pursued you, over and over again, seven times.”
“I’m sorry Taron, I can’t forget that now, I can’t go back
and claim ignorance.”
“I’m not asking that,” she said. “I couldn’t do that.”
“What are you asking?”
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“That I could forgive myself.”
“Did you know?” Deneb asked.
“I should have,” she said. “I had notes back almost to the
40th.” Pretty much the dawn of history for most people.
“That was over a lifetime from the theft. Do you know
how old you were before you were made eternal?”
“I have no recollection of ever feeling age,” she said, “not
in my notes, after the enhancement or in any of the
flashbacks. I was four and thirty one, maybe not dewy fresh
as we keep ourselves today but hardly doddering.”
Someone from one of the other houses passed them on the
lane. Deneb knew him but Taron did not and neither stopped
for introductions.
In the house she went to the stairs, she didn’t see Menden
or Shalai. She was already packing her bag when Deneb
entered the room.
“You can’t stand to know me as your father?” he asked.
She stopped and looked at him. “Not right away,” she
eventually said. “I can write into my notes that you are my
father, not that I’m likely to forget it after what we just went
thru.”
“You didn’t see Fillain flip the vat of oil over himself, or
see it light.”
“If someone was there with a news camera I might get a
chance.”
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“There wasn’t, I hope they wouldn’t show it anyway, it
was too gross.”
“I’m satisfied that Fillain is gone.”
“I still remember it as if it was yesterday,” Deneb said,
and the 45th feels like ten centuries ago.”
“For me also, Soho said that is to be expected with
memcol. It will wear off, but you’ll still remember the
flashbacks as long as anything else.”
“I’m going to remember you,” he said.
“For twenty decades or so, maybe less because we
weren’t together that long.”
“I’ll remember my first daughter,” he said. “I’ll get that
enhancement, but one without the flashbacks. So when you
come back next time I’ll remember you.”
“I promise I won’t come back, I will break this loop.” She
hadn’t looked at him, she was still stuffing her duffel. Since
she would have to dress for dusk and dark, the bag had to be
packed well. If she could catch an express in LandingMukoy,
she could be back to Rimpensmill by Nightday. She wouldn’t
get any Dusksleep, unless the coach was empty.
“You’ll never be able to know me as your father?” Deneb
asked, almost pleading by now.
How could he stand it? They had been such lovers. Maybe
it had never been that way for him? Maybe he thought she
was good enough as a lover, maybe that was why it always
ended the way it did? “Knowing you as father makes me
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continually face my sin. It’s not just these three weeks for me,
it’s seven times, three to five decades each. I see all those
passsionate decades. Now I see them with my father.”
“Taron, you didn’t know...”
“I pursued, you could probably say I was obsessed and
get people to believe you. I idealize the decades we’ve spent
together, you obviously haven’t.”
“It may be what moves us to write in these journals is
different,” he said.
“Some of all of the above.”
“Please be my daughter.”
“Oh I’ll always be your daughter, yours and Yarin’s, but
I’ll remember my father’s name now.”
“And I’ll remember Keetai,” Deneb said, finally having
his mother’s name.
“So will I,” Taron said.
She got her things from the bathroom, got them stowed in
the back, decided to keep out a light duskwrap that she would
need later, so she wouldn’t have to open the bag til Nightday.
“You haven’t had duskmeal,” Deneb said.
“You’re acting like a father,” she said. “I’m sure there’ll
be something open downtown while I’m waiting for the
coach.”
“You were going to stay til next dawn.”
“That’s when I was staying with a lover,” she said.
“So you don’t want a father in your life?”
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“You don’t understand what I’ve lost.”
She was packed, she left the room, went downstairs. She
ran into Menden and Shalai. “You’re packed?” Menden said.
“Yeah, I guess it’s a bit too exciting for me around here
right now,” Taron said.
Deneb had just caught up to her. “You know it won’t
remain like this,” he said. “Tiddee can’t expect it to go on like
it was.”
“None of us can go on like we were,” she said.
“I missed something here?” Menden said.
She hugged Shalai as she went for the door. “Ask Deneb,”
she said. With a quick hug for Menden, she squeezed out the
door.
She heard Menden ask Deneb what was going on as she
started down the lane. He could tell or withhold as much as
he wanted. She didn’t want to be responsible for what she
might say. Any blame he could lay on her for that scene was
trivial compared to the blame she would give herself.
She sat weeping on her bag, waiting for a streetcar. No
one had followed her from the house, Deneb may have told
them enough. She knew she was twisted, looping back on the
same guy as soon as he forgot the last time, but to find out he
was her own father, that she was guilty of the worst form of
incest?
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He was right, she would go forward from here as his
daughter, what choice did she have? They could stay in touch,
mail was reliable and economical today. Maybe that would be
a better way to get to know him as a father, his physical
presence wouldn’t be in the room with them. Maybe all she
needed was to give it some time. Maybe she shouldn’t have
run off, she was reacting and hadn’t given it any thought. But
she knew she needed the space, and if LandingMukoy is only
a day or two away, why not get some space in her own home
rather than an inn here in LandingMukoy.
She knew her notes started with the dawn of the 41st, her
enhanced memory remembered reading them right from the
beginning. She thought she was twenty three when she started
them. But there was all of the 40th between the Theft and the
first page of her notes. Seven generations, three human
lifetimes end to end. She could have forgotten a lot in that
time, all by herself, with her standard memory. There was no
need to suppose that she had deliberately destroyed part of
her notes. It could have all happened just as she believed it
did, she could be completely innocent of setting this up.
But why was she so drawn to him if she had met him
unknowing in the 42nd? Was it like attracting like? Was it all
natural? She still remembered enough of the 35th to know that
she always craved her father’s approval and never seemed to
win as much as she craved. As a lover she always had
Deneb’s approval. Was she subconsciously making up for
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something she lacked? Was she as attracted to other men who
looked or acted like him? She thought about that and realized
that she always compared everyone to Deneb and had, since
she first got the enhancement at least.
Could she stand the heartbreak of knowing what she had
lost forever? She lost the love she craved so much that she
had come back for it seven times. The love by which all
others are judged. Why had she done that, what was so
special about him, other than what she didn’t remember for
all those centuries?
The memories from the 35th that the flashbacks and the
memcol had brought were still clear enough. It had been a
day since Tiddee put the memcol in their supper and still she
sometimes saw ancient scenes superimposed over the modern
ones. She knew she was in the 45th, and in most ways she was
glad, she lived far better than the elite of ten centuries ago.
While the population was higher, the food was better and
more plentiful, even the homes on the smallholds were
palaces compared to what she grew up in, she hadn’t seen an
outhouse since she was sure which century she was in.
A streetcar finally came by, she hopped it easily, swinging
her bag instead of strapping it, she slid a penny to the driver
while the only other guy on this side of the car said, “I’m
guessing you decided not to stay for the sleep.”
He was looking at her tear streaks, her general
dishevelment. “I couldn’t,” she said, “it would have been too
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hard.”
“Yeah?” he asked, looking at her closely.
“If you knew so much from a glance at me, should be able
to figure out the rest of my life story by getting this close a
look.”
“Well, you like the stage and I believe you take it well.
You have a pretty good career, and the breakup was
bittersweet.”
“You’re a very perceptive guy.”
“You’re a very perceptible girl,” he said. “What
happened?”
How much was she going to tell this total stranger who
probably lives in Deneb’s neighborhood? Not the worst of it.
If others find out and this man finds out more some other
way, good for him, but she would explain her pain without
confessing her shame. “I met mister perfect, it was such an
evening, maybe you know how a girl can dream. Anyway, it
was that. He took me home to a fine mansion but late in the
evening one of his friends figures out that he’s my father.”
She didn’t have to act to sob that out.
“That was scary, how could you not know?”
“It’s been centuries, his friend wouldn’t have known
except for he’s a memcol addict.”
“Sounds like a frightening experience.”
“Well, think of it this way the next time you’re out for
variety. If your life and her life stretch beyond your
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memories, you never know.”
He didn’t say much after that.

